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Members of "Big Four,"
Switchmen
and Train-- I
men Continue to Tie Up
Traffic at Joliet, Illinois.
,

(By The Associated Tress.)

i

age
exploratoday,
Griffith, Denver tion of the Artie regions was over
GENERAL CONFERENCE
attorney, and Lieutenant Governor and that the age of commercial
TO BE HELD FRIDAY Earl Cooley of Trinidad as candi development had begun.
"I intend to devote the rest of
dates for the republican guberna
Heads of Striking Railroad torial nomination in the Septem- my life, not to the exploring of the
ber primary and adopted a
northland, but to the building up
Union Mark Time, Situaendorsing the present repub- of a greater Canada." he said.
lican administration, both national
tion Is Considered
"I venture to prophesy that
By and state.
of Gov. Oliver H. wif.hin fifty years there will be less
The
name
Leaders, Shoup, now serving his second land in the northern hemisphere
Congressional
be-- !
is considered worthless
term as the state's chief executive, that
(By The Associated Press.)
cause of the cold than there is land
was
riot
for
proposed
designation.
As9
Washington, Aug.
the south that is considered
(by the
the in
sociated Press.) Heads of striking During thethemorning session of
won mess uccauso or its Deing ory.
l
as
iinrriniiisM
rimw.,..v.j,,,
m. m
delegates had listenrailroad unions marked time here assembly
Discussing Amundsen's proposed
ed to the- reading of a letter" from
Stefansover
the
north
today while awaiting the arrival of the governor
flight
pole,
In
son could see no reason why it
executives of other transportation-labo- r he would not which thho declared
designa-tio- n
Mr, and Mrs. H. Wescott,
accept
should not succeed.
organizations whn hnvA haon
even
were
If
it
him.
given
ihvited to the general conferences
H. institutions, hut "At
"If he does not succeed, It will
Westcott re
Fifty years ago Mr. and Mrs.
B. Godsman of Burlington,
Paul
i naayto to consider the shopmen's prominently mentioned as a candi- be merely the first flight in a con- Westcott were married at Hills-uor- fused, saying, "Pa'' needed her all
Mo. and they have never the time.
reply
President Harding's latest date for the governorship, an tinuous series," ho added.
Khe had been selling
The conditions are ideal. It is been sepurated for a single night pnpers to support them both and
proposed basis for settlement.
nounced his withdrawal from the
Congressional leaders meantime race before
were only the ill informed who believe since then. They arrived in Chi- camo to Chicago because Missouri
nominations
were considering
that
the
flying conditions over the pole cago recently and after paying their was too hot. She has secured u
made, leaving the field to Griffith
that President Harding, In possibility
in summer are more difficult than hotel hill of f2 for one night found corner in the business section now
the event and Cooley.
of his failure, might seek a legisstranded. Charitable and is once more taking care of
Griffith, who received
nearly over the Atlantic, As a matter of themselves
lative remedy for the country's "adShe is
of the total votes cast fact they are better because the organizations offered to care for "i'a." He is eighty-fivas
mittedly serious Industrial ailment. on the ballot for designation, was temperature Is about as warm
them if they would go to separate sixty-fivRepublican leaders at the capi-to- l, characterized as a "follower of over'the Atlantc and is more unihowever, held the vfew that the Theodore Roosevelt" by A. A. Lee form because there is no sunset
president had no definite legisla- of Denver, who placed his name rand the daylight is continuous.
tive program in mind when he sug- before the assembly.
"The flight over the pole will
DAY IN
W L L NOT
gested to them the desirability of
Following are the candidates constitute no distance record. The
jiittiuiaming run membership at- designated for the primary ind the aerial journey rroni New Found-lan- d
tendance whe
to England already has been
number of votes received by itch.
,
bles Tuesday.
Their Inquiries One hundred and three votes were accomplished and that is longer."
along this line, these leaders said necessary for designation:
BE
CANDIDATE
today, have satisfied them that
For governor:
Benjamin Grif
congress would be called upon if fith, Denver, SISA; Earl Coolev, MEXICO WILL DEPORT
the situation warrants such action TrinUlad, 313.
UNDESIRABLE
in the view of the executive, to en-- ..
CHINESE
Fer Justice of the supreme court
E- act remedial legislation. It was the (ten-yeterm): Judge John W.
m
AssuriiiTra
The
rrcs.
Colorado
Sfi;
oilcan
circles
repu
iBy
Sheafor,
Springs,
I'uueisianuing
f
that
congress would be informed Judge James E. Garrigues, Weld
Nogales, Ariz.. Aug. 9. Wholesale deportation of members of
ui me actual situation in a presi- county, 3!i6.
English-Speaking
Governor of Colorado Says
dential message if and when It was
the
court
of
Fcr
Justice
supremo
warring Chinese factions living In Aims of the
'
railed nnnn tr,
(four-yea- f
Sonora
bo
will
the
undertaken
John
by
term): Judge
Nations
World
He Will Not Accept Nomof
the
Developments at Jollct.
Campbell, Denver, 736 14; Judge Mexican government within a few
Into Closer
President Harding, according to Milton U. Welch, Delta, 243.
ination for Third Term If
days, it was1 said in advices reunior. spokesmen,, took cognizance
For lieutenant governor: Robert ceived today by Mexican officials
Commended
Tendered Him.
By Speakers
,of the developments at Joliet, 111., w. Rockwell, Paonla 36 4; Georsre from Gov. Francisco Elias o( Sowhere train
service employes D. Meston.. Pueblo, 853; W. W. nora.
'
Associated
(By
lhe
Press.)
out
walked
About 200 Chinese who figured
(By J" Assnrlnted Tress.)
today because of con- Booth, Denver, 300.
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 9.
ditions arising from the shopmen's
For secretary of state! Secretary in disturbances in Sonora a few Four
Aug. 9. "I cannot and
Denver,
'
'men, prominent in the world will not
Mllllken by fecclama-tlo- weeks ago have been a rested and
strike, by calling H. E. Wills, W. of State-Car- l
a candidate' for rebe
'California
the
N. Doak and
are held in the state penitentiary politics, addressing
Arthur J. Lovell.
nor
will' I accept the
English-speakin- g
election,
branch
of
the
,
MeGlr-William B.
ft Hermosillo. A local Mexican
Washington agents of three of tho
nomination if tendered to me,"
for auditor:
four brotherhood" unions, to discuss
613; Arthur M. Strong, official said tonight that Governor union, In session here yesterday, declared Gov. Oliver H.
Shoup in
rhe new situation with Secretary of present state treasurer, 248; C. A. Elias had received word from Gen. commended the aims of the union- a
letter to Geo. H. Shaw, repubLabor Davis.
E. P. Calles, Mexican secretary ot in seeking to bring the EnglishLemmers, Colorado Springs, 156.
t
state chairman, which the
The president alsq, was given a
Charles tne interior, to deport the prison- bpeaking nations of the world into lican
For state treasurer;
latter read ''at tho republican state
view of tho position taken by
Davis, Greeley 548; Harry E. Mul-rl- ers to China at once. Numerous oloser harmony with a view toward
here today. This final
riots among Bonora adherent of fostering add International spirit of assembly
railroad shop - employes,
present state auditor,. 46" J.
announcement
by the governor
".For ' attorney general:1 "W." H. the opposing factions followed, the good will.
when a delegation of workmen on
The four William Howard Taft, apparently brought to an end all
the Pennsylvania system was re- Gordon,
Iamar, 62S: Roy H. recent civil war in Chin, ,
chief justice of the United States, efforts of his supporters to stam-ped- o
ceived at the White. House. The" Blnckman. Littleton, 337.
tho assembly to renominate
and former president; Iord Shaw,
For superintendent public
delegation asked that its seniority
of Dunfermline,
member
of the Gov. Shoup for a third term.
Mlss Katherine Craig,
subordinated to
rights
The governor's letter as, read to
British house of lords; George W.
END OF
ionty' rights of strikers In the at- present superintendent, by Recla
the assembly by Mr. Shaw folWlckersham, former attorney gen- lows:
tempt to bring about a settlement. mation,
eral of the United States, and John
For regents state university:
B. M. 'Jewell, chairman of tho
"The political events developed
W. Davis, former ambassador or
leaders' group of the seven strik- Clark G. Mitchell of Denver and C.
the last few weeks have
acclaF.
the United States to Great Britain, duringParker of Julesburg, by
ing unions, predicted that the presIN
been
of
great interest to all of
American
of
to
mation
convention
the
be
for
the
elected).
(two
ident's final offer oi a basis of setthe
loyal and law abiding citizens
Bar association which opened
primary
Terming the' present
tlement for the strike might await
of
In the light of past
Colorado.
an answer until Monday or Tues- law a "vicious" law, which he beshould be repealed ,by the
of the speakers emphasized history in other states under less
day, though the arrival of officials lieved
OF GOAL
was termed a ned of fra trying conditions our state stands
of the various transporation un- next legislature, George D. Meston
foremost in tho minds of many of
his withamong the English-spea- k
ions led to several preliminary con- of Pueblo announced
the best citizens throughout the
ing nations.
Mr drawal from the race for the lieuferences in union circles.
land.
after the balSpeaking In a happy vein, Chief
Jewell declared the unions were at- tenant governorship
"Whatever part In the affairs I
pamiJosKV q.t 'JI)
was- - announced.
He received
Taft referred to his recent have
Justice
tempting no dealings with the gov. lot
9
the
Ohio,
Cleveland,
it has been only
iby
visit to England and the (cordial from played,
ernment in the meantime, that all 353 votes and had been declared Associated Press.) Aug.
a
For
second
the result of carefully prewelcome accorded him there.
separate conferences between rail- designated.
Interstate
the
measures
confer
of legislation, and
time,
joint
pared
Jesse
from
withdrew
J. Layton
After paying special tribute to
road companies and strike organi
ence of coal miners and operators
necessary appropriations furLord Shaw, the chief justice said the
zations were off, because the strike the race 'for attorney general be delayed action today to permit
mo
nished
at
the
the twenty-thir- d
a "better day in store for
unnM Vto rinnlf with nn a nnHnnal fore the count had b en announc- nold-oIllinois operators to de he saw
general assembly.
D. Bradfleld of Weld
world."
the
basis, and took every occasion to ed. George
"I assume only a small part of
withdrew as a candidate for cide whether they would partici"We of the English-speakin- g
reiterate charges
that railroad county
the supreme court four-yeterm pate in negotiations that may end nations have faith In each other," the credit for whnt was done to
equipment was deteriorating to a under
the
make
strike.
coal
soft
Adjournment
present conditions in Colosimilar circumstances.
for
dangerous point on account of the
was taken until
tomorrow, al- - he continued. "We have hope a rado possible, the credit for this
r
Btrike.
to members of the senate
virtual decision had been each othet, but wo must have
belongs
thoagh
Chief executives of the striking
,
made by union leaders to. negotiate
of
insure
unions machinists,
boilermakers
contract with the operators al believe that the English-speakin- g
uj provide means tor an execuIN aready
.'.mietii xueiai wuiRers, electricians,
in a time of necessity.
enrolled in the conference,
are steadily tive"The
blacksmiths, car men and
and who control only partof the natiops of our world
enforcement of the law In
be
i will
it
only
that
firemen
held
their
realizing
ary
a state filled with a large majorcoal production of the central comfraternity
wholehearted
through
ary conference late today, tut Mr,
ity of law abiding and law 'repetitive field.
Jewell said there would be no an- men and women was
As a forerunner to tho confer that we can hope to secure lasting
is tne specting
rodncement.
a matter of due process.
ence session tomorrow afternoon, peace. Awecommon tongue and
only
it
wnen
possess
the
tram
rive
already
until i'riaay,
"From a large number or votthe union's policy committee will heritage
common
j' service organizations
called In by
meet in the morning to pass finally is for us to cement our common ers and citizens has come to mo
vvarren S. Stone, the four brother- that
an urgent request that I be a canthrough
on the question of a prospective ideals
hoods and the switchmen, and the
didate In the republican primaries
(
settlement which would affect most tongue."
Lord Shaw expressed a desire to for
spokesmen for organizations of
Ohio mines and also scattered ones
The request comamong
see
wider
a
understanding
railway clerks, of maintenance of
in western Pennsylvania.
ing from so many regardless of
Indiana English-speakin- g
"When
people.
way employes, signal men,
from
formand
party
all walks of life,
and Illinois, these four states
graphers and train despatehers. go Platform Condemns the Ku ing the central competitive field. we stop troubling about our poorer
we working men and women, farm
into session with the strike leaders,
ers,
livestock
Klux
to con- qualities and find the be4tones.
and
also
Klan
The
business intercommittee
and
Endorses
expects
v Mr. Jewell said, the unions answer
That is what ests, it has been necessary
extension of the central field will all understand. to do
for me
Ireland
In
tried
has
the Policies,of the Hard- sider
to
,to the president would not be
England
the
matter most serious
give
to other parts of Pennsylvania and
is succeeding so well that to- consideration.
It
drafted.
and
so
West
from
Coming
Virginia.
ing Administration.
that Ireland is on the many wHorfe Judgment
At the same time the shop craft
I value
Sentiment favoring a settlement day I believe
on and
send
it
will
a
wave
of
that
crest
leader announced every communl- 1
here seemed
with the" operators
appreciate, do not reach my
(By The Associated Press.)
splendid achievements."
conclusions without fullest conpredominant among the committee to John
Fort Worth, Texas, Auk. 9.
henrnrs sideration and
his
v upon the leaders to reject the pro-- .
told
Davis
W.
as
fore
was
after consultation
and
regarded
Adoption of a comprehensive plat- members,
that "solution ot the Irish problem with many friends and sdvUt,rt.
posals.
casting approval of the union lead- and
'
Jealousies
of
were republican form, one plank of which con ers'
the
So Impressed
elimination
"From a purely personal desiro
which became known
leaders today that there would bo demned the Ku. Klux Klan and afterdecision,
President John Ij. Ijewi3. of aroused through tho naval strength nothing would please me more
no strike legislation Immediately endorsement of a complete list of the miners, had received assur- of Great Britain have removed two than to serve the people of our
to oppose democratic
of the major threats which beset state and the members of tho reupon the reassembling of the house candidates
nominee
in the November elec- ance from operators in states out- world peace."
that they decided not to send tele- tions
publican party for an unlimited
of
their
field
central
side
the
constituted the chief work of
He declared that the "liberation period. I hope I ghtill alwavs be
grams to republican members insession of the Texas willingness to negotiate contracts
the
assure
to
more
did
of
Ireland
helpful and useful to them.
sisting upon their attendance on the closing biennial
field.
convention to on' the basis made for that
was not a
"Difficult as it is to ay, I mist
Tuesday. ,They will permit their republican
a short session marked the world that freedom other
Only
vote
The
in
instances
both
day.
agency
It
was
said,
say, that Under nil the circumrepublioan colleagues.
conference today, adjournment be- mockery than any
in
themselves was unanimous.
stances
to determine
for
and conditions
ages."
conK. P. Wilmot, Austin banker. ing followed with the announceMr. Davis concluded by sayliis sidered, that' I cannot fully
whether they will be present. Up- was
nnd will
that the delay was to permit tl.at
nominated for United States ment
nations
g
not
bo
a
on being advised of the president's
the
incandidate
for
operating
and W. H. Atwell, former "certain toImportant
suggestion, however. Representative senator,
decide whether they must help Ireland by making the nor will I accept the nomination
district attorney of North terests"
if tendered me. - I must insist
world a place of peace.
the democratic leader, federal for
Garrett,
In the negotiations.
would
join
governor.
that my wishes in the matter,
from his home in Tennessee; sent Texas,
aside
from
de
.The
based upon the best reasons, bo
telegrams to all democratic mem- nouncingplatform,
ILLINOIS OPERATORS
ana
Ku
Klux
Klan
the
bers urging them to be present
respected.
WON'T ATTEND PARLEV
of
the
democratic
accusing
.
party
meets
"Yours very sincerely.
when the house
Tuesday.
being dominated by It, reaffirmed
"OLIVER H. SHOUP"
9 (by tho Associ
(Signed)
Chicago,
Aug.
the republican party's traditional
K.
W.
Kavanaugh,
stand on the tariff question and ated Press.)
60 INCENDIARY FIRES
endorsed the policies and accom- nresident of the Coal Operators'
A
of the fifth and ninth
i'
plishments of the Harding' admin- association announced
ARE SET IN FOREST;
following a
districts,
istration.
y
of Illinois
conference
The platform against the Ku
will not
0FFENDERJS SOUGHT
Klux Klan Bets forth that the re- operators today that theywith John
to
FORECAST.
confer
to
Cleveland
go
CAUSE
committed
(By Th. Assnrlnted Press.)
New publican partyfor"stands and
of the striking
Denver, Colo.,' Aug.
unde-- f L. Lewis, leader
pure
Washington, Aug. 9. Sixty Infair south, unreservedly
I Mexico:
Generally
100 per cent Americanism as miners. The meeting of the lllioms
lied
cendiary fires were set yesterday
norm portion
proDaDiy
snowejs
in the Kootenai national forest,
the founders of the operators will be resumed
? .Thursday
and Friday: not much established butbywe
Carlsbad, N. M
Aug. 0. Jim Montana, according to dispatches
condemn the Ku
republic,
a
salesMr.
Lewis
sent
"We
telegram,ji.,change in temperature.
young
Ytwraldez,
popular
Klux Klan. or any similar organi
received
by the forest serviunset-liesaid, "asking him man in T. C. Horn's store, was ce- from today
Anzunu;
tiiutnuay,
whoso purpose Is to re- Mr. Kavanaugh
Its Missoula headquarjj probably
showers east and central zations
he would agree to tne shot and instantly killed last night ters. A
whether
intimidastrain
force,
threats,
special force of forest ofby
at 9 o'clock
'portions, warmer except extreme
Pablo Mendiaz. ficers has
or otherwise the conduct of principle of arbitration as lata
been' detailed to run
We The shooting by
on Main down the offenders.
:Bouinwesi portion; unaay, proDaoiy tions,citizens In the full exerJse of down by President Harding.
occurred
nft
In which he said street in South Carlsbad
while
, jxair.
'
a
received
reply
of
matlfers
In
freedom whether
the fire situation,
was not In favor of arbitration. yturraldez. was sitting In his car theSummarizing
service said in northern Idaho
politics, rellgiofi or occupation, or he
We therefore decided that we with Salvador flrlogG. The bullet a 1,000-acr- e
Amer
between
on the Clearwadiscrimination
fire
loyal
i,'; Conditions for tlje twenty-fou- r
entered the left shoulder, ranged
f would nqt go to Cleveland.
was down through the heart, and he ter national forest had not befn
nours enuea at 6 d. m. yesteruav. icans on the ground of rellgious,be-llesaid
there
Mr.
Kavanflugh
and in
or nationality."
brought under control
no Plan of action for tomorrow b fell out of the car dead.
Canyon creek on the Black feet
87
of Illinois operators here.
Jlighsst temperature
the
witness, has forest, not far from tho Canadian
meeting
eye
Griego,
only
R4
REPRIEVE REFUSED
"Illinois operators are aDsonueiy not been located, Jealousy Is giv- border, a fine stand of timber
IJJ
. . . .
23
Range .
London,
Aug. 9 (by the Asso united on the matter of arbitra- en as the cause. The young wife surrounding a noted tourist camp"
16
'Mean
ciated Press). A reprieve was tion," he said. "We will only settle of Mendiaz, recently
separated ing ground, located on an attrac76 refused by Home Secretary Shortt the strike by arbitration,
from him, went riding early In the tive scenic election of the north
45 to Jos. O'Sullivan and Reginald
ri utiu lv Hi o u. ill.......
"We feel that, we would sur- evening with Yturraldez, which led fork
Flathead
has
highway
,
.
.... , , " .monninz
.n Dunn, sentenced to be hanged to render the cause of the entire pub- iu t iiuai-reiJ
was ueiui
been destroyed.
In northern Ida3
.wina velocity: , , ,
morrow for the assassination of lic and betray tho president him- Bheriff, tinder Sheriff Bratton, and ho two large fires covering noar-l- y
of .wind.
Southwest rieia marsnai ir tienry Hughes self shquld we drop our fight for the shooting .was done with the
;. llrection
1,000 acres each have been put
Character oi Uay... .l'ii tly, cluudy Wilson,
arbitration at this time,"
sheriff guns
under contrtjl by forest officers,
ignated Benjamin
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Joliet, 111., Aug. 9. With six
companies of troops patrolling the
railroad yards, the strike of approximately 2,000 members of then
("Big Four" brotherhoods, swltcli-!meand trainmen, continued to
tie up all traffic over tho Eigin,
Joliet and Eastern railway here
tonight.
j
of the 132nd
Three companies
.infantry, who camo here following
jthe fatal outbreak Monday in
which two men were killed and
another seriously injured, were sent
bark to Chicago tonight. About
l400 men were left on. duty, includ
ing two machine gun companies.
Tho strike of the trainmen was
voted at a mass meeting last night
as a protest against the stationing
of troops about the yards, which
serve as an outer belt line in Chicago's Intricate local rail system.
Tho tralnmln declared that the
armed guards
endangered their
lives and that they would hot return to work until the men were
removed.
Meanwhile a possible extension
of the tie up to all the other roads
lettering Joliet tomorrow was be
Bliinuio.
ing UlSCUSNPU uy

(By The Associated Press.)

Xogales, Ariz., Aug. 9. Manuel
to die for
Martinez, sentenced
participation in a handit raid a
year ngo, in which Postmaster
nnd Mrs. J. Frank Pearson, of
Ruby, Ariz., were murdered, will
not be hanged on August 18. A
motion for a new trial in his behalf, preliminary to an appeal to
tho state supremo court, was filed
here today and according to
County Attorney A. II. Deriemer,
automatically will act as a stay of
execution.

'

FATE OF PARLEY
MAY REST UPDN

FRANCE'

STAND

Allied

Premiers Will Meet
Again on Friday to Discuss the Financial Situation in Germany. ,
(By Tbe lssr.clnted

Press.)

Aug. 9 (by the AssocThe allied premiers
will not jneet tomorrow to discuss
Gorman reparations.
They will
gather again on Friday but whether only for tho purpose of formally
adjourning ami arranging for a
further meeting elsewhere, or to
consider an entirely new plan for a
settlement of tho financial situation in Germany, probably will depend on the outcome of a gathering of the British cabinet tomorrow and whntover new suggestions
France may have to offer.
The plan of M. I'oincare, the
French
premier, submitted on
Monday, which was referred to tho
experts to determine whether it
would result in "productive
guarantees," has) been rejected by th1-financo minister, who agreed, with
the exception of the French minister, that it would not be "productive of hard rash."
French Proposals Offered,
The report of th experts' committee opposed all the French proposals by a majority of four to
one. The Belgians, however, supported the French plan of allied
control of state owned coal mines
A majority
in the Huhr region.
of the experts branded this propo
sal as "useless, except as a sancThe suggested establishtion."
ment of customs lines In the occupied area and the rest of Germany
and around the Ruhr region was
As rerejected as undesirable.
counted by the British spokesman,
the majority of the experts held
that no real moratorium would be
afforded by remitting the present
forms of payment if equally onerous obligations were placed upon
Germany.
The view of all except the
Frcnrh delegate was that if any
guarantees of this nature were to
he taken it would be simpler to
take over the present customs arrangement at the German frontiers
than to divide Germany by fresh
customs barriers. The proposal to
seize 60 per' cent interest in factories, especially the dye works on
the left bank of the Rhine, alao
was declined on the ground hat
this could be done only hy compelling the GernSan government
to buy out present
proprietors,
which would Involve an Issue of
more paper money and a further
aggravation of the German monetary situation.
Conference on tlic Slionls.
On this, the third day. the conference seemed tb be on the shoals.
Tbe prevalent belief was that it
was not likely to survive the present week, the apparently Irreconcilable views on the proposals
which have been made, mnlnly by
the French, for consideration
by
tho experts committee, hns led
most of those connected with tho
conference to admit that a situation of extreme gravity has arisen.
So serious is the situation tjiat
Mr. Lloyd George was Impelled to
convene a meeting of his cabinet
for tomorrow afternoon.
Neither In the work of the conference Itself, nor in the many informal conversations among the
has
principal delegates outside
there been any approach to an
agreement. Although the Belgian
delegates have heen tireless in
trying to reconcile the conflicting
viewa- between
the British and
French conceptions of 'the princito bo applied to
"control"
of
ple
German finances.
London,

iated Press.)

:

;

Press

hrc a Month
Single Coplo 5c

)

Parker

is the)

trade center

of a small valley on tho Colorado river In the northern part of
Yuma cimnly. Many of tlx
valley seiners suffered losses
as a result of the rinsing of
nimilier bank several mouths
ago.
An Inquiry Into the Parker
Valley bunk's affairs is said
to luive been instituted by
Superintendent Merrill tit the
request of certain Phoenix
banks which bad business dealings with tho Parker institution,

j

MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL
WILL
STAY EXECUTION

The Assnrlnle

Yunm, Ariz., Aug. II. Tim
Parker Valley bank at I'nrkcr,
Ariz., lias rlciMl Its doors by
order of Donne Merrill, state
Kiipcrtiilciulcnt of banks, nnd n
vturruiit has been Issued for
tin arrest of A. I". Smith, the
Inslitiitlon's cashier, necording
to .vord received hero tonight.
A(IvIvm to the Yunin Morning
Sun stated that a shortage of
Ii a s
S 10,01)0
approximately
been discovered in the bank's
funds.
Smith recently
left on a
mention which ho said lie planned to spend In I.os Angelon.

RAILROAD YARDS

,

Mall.

ISSUE WARRANT
STORY DF RAID
FOR ARREST OF
BAM CASHIER BY ALLEGED IU
PATROL
B

Griffith and Cooley Desig Stefansson Says the Period
nated as Candidates for
of Commercial Develop'
Gubernatorial Nomination
ment Has Set irf; to Build
Jewell
Announces
Every In September.
Up a Greater Canada.
Communication From the
The
Associated
Press.)
(By
(By The Assnclntrd l'rraa.)
9.
Strike Centers Calls for Denver Colo., Aur. 9. The re
Toronto,
Aug.
Vilhjalmur
In
Stefanssorf,
state
a
publican
visiting this city, today
assembly,
long
Rejection of Proposals,
desasserted that the
of
afternoon session here

bj Carrier or

6 COMPANIES OE

CRAFTS

.pjat-for-

Dnll J

Egg

KLUX

KLflNSIN
TRIAL

TOLDJJ

Owners of the Place at
Calif.,
Upon
Which the Attack Was
Made Are on Stand,
'

TESTIMONY IS GIVEN
THROUGH INTERPRETER

Hearing Halted Twice, Once
By a Burst of Laughter
From the Spectators and
Once By Girl's Sobs,
(Bj Tbe AohM

.fl

p,.,

)

Los Angeles, Calif.. Auir. 8 Thn
story of the
at Inglewood last
ivprn wuen one man was killed
was told by the owners of the raided place in tho trial today.
Ku
Klux Klansmen who are alleged to
have taken part In the affair, Fidel
and Mat tins Klduayen. brothers,
testified they were dragged from,
their house partly clothed late at
night, carried about in an automobile for two hours, threatened snd
eventually set free six miles from
D
their home.
The testimony, given throuirh mi
Interpreter, was interrupted twice
Tucumcarian Who Receives by unusual incidents, the first bethe clearing of the court room
Letter Telling Him to Get ing
because of a burst of laughter from
t lie
spectators over an answer by
Out of Town Goes to
one of the witnesses. A twenty
minute recess followed this and the
Court for Aid.
trial had just been resumed when
Jn i
(Special inrrespnmlence o
began to
) a young woman spectator
sob violently. As a bailiff was
Tueiiineiirl. X, M., Aug. !).
her
room
from
the
she beleading
Upon complaint of George
came hysterical and screamed, "I
Fling, who said that three men,
want to see a kleagle!" Two klans-me- n
Frank Mayes and Tom and
Bert Jennings, bull brought a
bearing that title, who are
among the defendants, said they
letter to its on Sunday oven-lu- g
knew nothing of her. Matrons who
said to have been written
examined her at the county tail
hy Ku Klux and slgnetl by
said they found a package contain
twenty-fiv- e
marks, representg
ing a
drug in her
ing us many members. In which
handbag. She told them her name
it was stated
thnt unless
was Margaret Sullivan and was.
Fling left the country within
sent to the psychopathic ward of
three days he would lie killed.
the
county hospital for
These men were arraigned In
In justice court before JikIro
Mattias
Elduaycn tetatlfied that
hound
John Grayson today nnd
the enforced automobile ride on
over to the grand jury.
he
which
and his brother were
The men confessed to taking
taken included visits to two police
the letter to Fling, hut said
stations and futile attempts to have
they were forced to do so hy
the prisoners locked up. His cross
masked men.
twenty-fiv- e
examination consisted largely of
answers
to questions
negative
whether he had sold liquor to hia
MOTHER IDENTIFIES
captors before they bound him,
Mattias also denied he told his
SON KIDNAPED FROM
that, he had paid J500 to it.
HER 16 YEARS AGO captors
federal official for "protection" or
$1,200 to a county official and 70
(By The Associated Pres..)
to an unnamed person for the sari
Spokagc, Wash., Aug. 9. Mrs. purpose.
II. T. Brittan, owner of a general
Four defendants were asked by
store at Soap Iake, Wash., today their counsel to stand up, after,
which
Mattias was asked If he
emCecil
Identified
Leniglien,
could Identify them as his captors.
a
local
as
son
the
hotel,
ployed by
He said he could not.
who was kidnaped from her in the
said he. was
Fidel Elduayen
liluo mountains, near Walla Walla, aroused the night of the raid by the
entrance of "many masked men"
Washington, sixteen years ago.
0'er a telephone Mrs. Brittan into the room where he and his
declared there could be no mis- Wife were asleep; the Intruders, he
which said, pointed revolvers and asked
taking her identification,
him to get up. He was taken out
she established by scars on
lip and head, by a crooked clad only In overalls he declared,
finger, and by the color of his hair and bound, after which he was
taken on the trip previously deand eyes.
Mrs. Brittan's son, then five scribed by his brother.
"During the trip," Fidel said,
years old, was kidnaped July 4,
1906. Her husband died last July "the men who were with us asked
me
where my boiler was. I told
4, partly as a result, she said, of
grief over the loss of their son, them I had none and they could
whom they had sought ever since. go back and search my ranch from
Kosemblance of Lenlghen to a end to end for one if they Wanted
description of the Brittan boy was to. Then they threatened to kill
noted by a fellow employe of the me. I heard them talking about
hotel where ho worked a few days a rope and said: 'That tree won t
ago. Lenlghen knows nothing of do. Tho other tree is higher.'to
his childhood history, parentage, After that they took us back
real name or the place of his birth. Inglewood, then to the hills, where
they let us go."
The young woman who becann
hysterical had in her possession a
letter which the police said might
CritRY API'OIXTF.D.
prove that her true name is Mary
Washington, Aug. 9. Geo.
Morrison and that she came from
of
A hotel room key found
former
Texas.
governor
Curry,
Xew Mexico, was appointed
in her handbag led the police to
believe that she is from Springtoday by President Harding to
he tho American commissioner
field. Mo., and Is the same woman
o
on the I nitcd
who made a complaint to the police
International boundary
early this morning that she had
been attacked last night by two
men who. she said, had offered to
take her to her hotel.
i
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habit-formin-

Lenl-ghVn- 's

States-Mexic-

3-CE-

STATE LAND GRAZING

NT

RENTAL ESTABLISHED FOR THE

WEST COUNTIES OF THE STATE
Tax Commission Grants Uniform Land Tax
Valuations for Each District; Cattle Tax
Values Are Also Set Following Hearing Before State Tax Commission.
Uniform adoption of the minimum state land yearly rental of S
cents an acre has been adopted by
the state land office as a rental for
all common grazing land in the
western counties of New Mexico.
The
Including Bernalillo county.
decision was reached by the state
land office following the hearing
which was given the New Mexico
Cattle and Horse Growers' association, which petitioned for the
minimum rates as a boon to the
stock Industry which Is now facing
annihilation through drouth nnd
adverse market conditions.
The line divldimr the state Into
the west Uniform
rate for
common grazing lands is a tentative ono for administration
pur
poses until further action can be
taken toward a definite and per
manent classification.
not the Intention of the
It
order to prescribe a higher rental
tor lands lying east of the division
line.
The order applies to state grazing lands In the counties of San
Juan. McKlnley, Valencia, Catron.
Socorro Bernalillo,
Sierra. Dona
Ana, Orant, Hidalgo. Luna. Otero
and portions of Sandoval, Rio Arriba. Lincoln and Chavca counties.
It Includes all state grazing lanls
In the prescribed area "except such
laods which on account o their
1

peculiar and exceptional grade and
value on account of their containing natural waters, or are otherwise known to be of greater rental
value than the lawful minimum."
The order prescribing the

rental will "apply with equal forca
to all leases now In existence, alt
leases to be ret, wed and nev
genernlly. Where thero
shall b competition for leases and
leases are offered on sealed bids or
shall not
otherwise,, this ruling

ipply."

According to the preamble of the
new rule which Is contained In .
"Administrative Ruling No. 2." N. '
A. Field, commissioner
of public
lands in New Mexico, gives Jhe adverse conditions of the livestock
industry; the low actual grasinc
value of great parts of the lan I
and the lack of a more, oareful
classification as the three main,
reasons for acting favorably upon,
the application of the stock grow-er- s.
Uniform Ijnul Tax Values.
Uniform tax .valuations for grazing lands in the various tax districts was granted by th state tax
commission at a hearing held la
Santa Fe at which time the representatives of the New Mexico rattle p.nd Horse Growers association,
'
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duties.

republican,

--

.
pair.
Sonntnr T.enroot argued that SO
of
the
farmers
of
cent
the
per
by reason of a
; country would lose
had only
tariff on hides a tothey
sell a year
one or two hides
buy
while they were compelled to mm
many pairs or shoes tor meir
.

CAMPBELL TO SPEAK AT
THE SANTA FE FIESTA
Santa Fe, Aug. 9. Gov. Thom
as B. Campbell, of Arizona, has
accepted the invitation to deliver
the oration on the opening day of
the 210th anniversary of the
ta Fe fiesta, when the centennial
anniversary of the founding ob-of
the old Santa Fe trail will be
served with fitting ceremonies.
This will be on September 4,
which happily falls on Labor day.
The National Confectioners' association has set aside Saturday,
October 14, as the date for the annual observance of "candy day"
throughout the United States.

a

9

Trims.)

(by.the

As-

sociated
Press). When Bobby
hies himself to the hayloft or
crawls under the house and In
wide eyed wonder peruses a
chronicle of Morgan,
Captain Kidd, and other gentry
who roamed the seas under the
Jolly linger, ho usually expresses
regret that ho did not live a century or two ago so he could have
joined the adventurers.
The boy may not know It, but
the sea rovers are on the job
again and the escapades of liquor
pirates off the southeastern ,coast
of Florida and in the Bahamas,
if recorded in a book, might cause
Bohhy to regard Morgan, Kidd
nnd company with less awe. Morgan and Kidd were forced to depend upon sails for motive power
hut tho modern pirate has a gasoline motor and puts to sea in a
boat that will move faster than
any sailing vessel ever built.
He overhauls a liquor runner,
holds it up, steals all, or as much
of its cargo as his vessel' will
carry, waves his hand to the
luckless owner and disappears io
hand his loot at some unfrequented cave on the Florida coast.
Others have landed on small keys
in -- the Bahamas, where cargoes
of liquor for rum runners have
been assembled, and raided the
warehouses.
Stories Leak Out
Official reports of piracy have
not been frequent.
The liquor
smugglers who have been held up
at sea charge the occurrence to
profit and loss and make no combecause
plaint
they are law
The
breakers, themselves.
naturally do not tell about their
numerous
but
stories
operations
of holdups and robberies leak out
through underground, sources nnd
there is every lndicatipn that prohibition officers are not tho only
people the liquor runners are
constantly on the lookout for.
Hanford Mobely, 18, held in
jail at West Palm Beach as one
of tho four men charged with
the robbery of the Bank of Stu
several
art, at Stuart, Fla
months ago, also has a piracy
over
him.
Just
charge hanging
what part he is believed to have
taken in a sea hold-u- p
the federal authorities have not stated,
but they have announced that if
Mobely was granted his liberty on
bail, or was acquitted of the rob
bery charge, he would be arrested
Jmmedlately on a federal warrant
paper-

-backed

death of George Edgecomb, negro master of the British schooner, William H. AlbUry,
at Cat
Key, jn tne Jiahamas a short distance from here, and the theft of
between $2,000 and $3,000 from
the vessel. The robbery occurred
July 20. The Albury, according
to British officials, has been engaged in the rum carrying trade
Detween
the Bahamas and Jamaica.
cashier
Dody
Carey,
aboard the Albury, was sent to
Miami hy the British commissioner at Blmlnl, to tell the story
of the holdup to the British
and state and federal
here.
Wanted to Buy Liquor
The Albury was at anchor at
Cat Key, Carey said, when an
auxiliary schooner, Eaid to be the
Falson,
appeared. Three men
were aboard the Falcon and after
anchoring they boarded the Albury and informed Captain Edge-comthey wished to purchase a
cargo of liquor.
They were .entertained by Edgecomb during the
forenoon while the crew piled
$2,100 worth of liquor on deck to
be transferred to the Falcon, according to the account.
At noon the Albury's crew ex
cept Edgecomb and Carey went
below. Carey was working on his
books in his stateroom when one
or tne visitors
pointed
a pistol at him appeared,
and ordered him
to hand over what cash he had.
Carey gave him moro than $2,000.
The other visitors in the meantime had gone below and rnvexeH
the Albury's crew with pistols.
Edgecomb was pacing tho deck
within view of the cabin when
one of the men saw him. The
master was ordered to enter but
soiing the pistol turned his back.
A shot was fired and tho
captain
fell dead.
The crew of the Albury then
was locked in the cabin and the
visitors departed. The
Carey said, regained their liberty
within a few moments.
The Falcon, which had been
uuseni irom Miami ,several days
having been loaned bv Its nwnr
t a man said to have
been released from the recently
FinrMn
was found at her
penitentiary,
mooring in tne harbor here the
next morning,
having
entered
pon sometime during the night.
jffl-cia-

-

-

Miami', Flu., Aug.

vice-cons- ul

and
ctive duty proposed toby boots
get votes for
shoes was "a bait
the tariff on hides."
There was a sharp disagreement
between proponents and opponents
as to how much the proposed hide
duties would increase the pricecat-of
shoes and as to whether the meat
tle raisers or the Chicago
packers would get the benefit from
the
the tariff. Opponents placed
Increase on shoes at from 20 cents
a pair to 25 cents, while advocates
the increased cost wouid
' said
range from 8 2 cents to cents a

Hies.

(Iy

'
The Amoclnted

Plasterers in Louisville have won
wage advance to $10 a day.

ls

b

34 REVOLUTIONISTS
ACCUSED

OF TREASON
BY COURT

SENTENCEP

(Hy The Associated Press.)
Moscow, Aug. 9 (by the Associ-

WOT
They are
I

1

nnnnt

Bay this Cigarette and Sntt Money

(

C

f.

H. CARNES

6PEC1A1.JST I.N OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 8. Fourth.
Phone 1057--

1

ated Press.) Thirty-on- e
of the
34 social revolutionists accused of
high treason against
the soviet
government were held under close
guard here today following their
conviction ana sentence
by the
tribunal.
Fourteen
revolutionary
or these nre under sentence
of
death and the
remainder
face
prison terms of from two to ten
years.
The central executive committee
upheld the sentence of 12 of
those whose sentence was fixed at
death, but an Indefinite stay of ex
ecution nas neon ordered on con.
dltlon the social revolutionary par
ly cease its counter revolutionary
activity.
The committee also agreed to
request the tribunal to grant par.
dons to Semenoff, Lydla Konoplo- va and others among those sen.
tenced who turned informers dur
the trial.
Ing
Defiance of the court was shown
o
of the social revo
twenly-twby
lutlonists
during pronouncement
of sentence which came late last
night, these defendants refusing to
stand up with the others.
This
group was oshered from the hall
soldiers
sentence
armed
.and
by
was then pronounced.

Journal Want Ads Bring Results.

PRESIDENT NAMES"
NEW FLEET HEAD

appeared before the commission
and pointed out the great variation
which existed in grazing land tax
valuations within the districts.
The following
valuations were
set:
District No.l Assessed at $2 pet
acre: Counties of Colfax, Union.
District No. 2 Assessed at $1.75
per acre: Counties of Mora, San
Miguel, Harding, Quay, Lea, Rooso-vel- t.

semi-finalis- ts

1,

YOUNGSTER WILL'
AIO

OFF

IS CARRIED

'

IN DEFENSE

OF NET TROPHY

BY LEE WORTHY

(Br Th

(By The AssoclHted Tress.)

North Randall, Cleveland, Aug.
(by the Associated Press).

9

Setting his own pace, Lee Worthy,
the unbeaten son of Lee Ax
worthy, won the $11,000 champion stallion stake, one of the
d
richest
grand cir
cult futurities of the season, in
straight heats at North so Randall
brcUe
today and in doing
three records, one of which is
torecord.
a
world's
be
said
Lee Worthy was driven 'y Ben
White of Cleveland, who teamed
him to victory in thrf Maton
stakes at Toledo last week In tho
fastest heat trotted by a
this year. This time,
2:05H, was lowered by half a
second in the first hat today. In
trotting the mile In 2:05, Lee
Worthy also clipped a second off
the stake record. He trotted the
and tho last
last half in 1:00
quarter in :2D.
In the second heat Pete? Earl
Lee Worthy Jn the
challenged
stretch and forced him tp step
the last quarter in 28 H seconds,
said to bo the fastest last quarter
ever trotted by a
Exceptionally close finishes and
the defeat of Czar Worthy in the
Plain Dealer $5,000 purse and Bilt
Sharen in tho 2:14 trot marked
the day's racing. Both were odds
on favorites.
The Plain Dealer went to The
Great Volo, jifter one of tho
greatest struggles in the history
of the stake.
Four heats were
necessary to decide 'the winner.
The 2:12 pace also resulted in
four heats, Mary Coffee winning
the first and fourth,
three-year-ol-

three-year-o-

ld

,

three-year-ol-

d.

STREET RAILWAY
TAX

COLLECTOR

LANDEDIN JAIL

AssolateA Press.)

New York, Aug. 9. America's
defense of the Davis cup, emblematic of world supremacy in
tennis, will be in the hands of
present national champion, two of
his predecessors and a youngster
new to International
competition,
when tho challenge round is played at Forest Hills, Long Island,
September 1, 2 and 4.
William T. Tllden, II, of Philadelphia, present title holder; William M. Johnston of San Francisco
and R. Norrls Williams, II, of Boston, both title holders of the past,
and Vincent Richards of Yonkers,
tho sensational youth whose shadow has been preceding him for
several years, will compose the
team. Williams will be the captain, as he was last year.
The selections were made this
afternoon at a three hour sitting
of the Davis cup committee, which
has spent tho last fow weeks
watching all the best players in
the country. Which of them will
play in the singles and doubles
was not divulged and probably will
not be known for 24 hours before
plav starts.
of Richards,
The appointment
who, though only 19 years old. Is
third
the
ranking player in the
He
country, came as a surprise.
of
displaces Richard Washburn
New York, doubles team mate of
seaa
Williams and
thoroughly
soned international mutch player
and a veteran of Davis cup contests.
Richards is a protege of Tllden
and first came into prominence In
the tennis "world when, paired
with the Phlladelphian, he became
a national doubles champion when
but 15 years old. He is the present lunior ohamplon and, while
critics agree that his style Is not
completely developed they conceded him to be one of the best
volleyers on the courts.
Williams was American champion in 1914 and 1916 nnd, with
Washburn for a partner, won the
doubles match from Japan in the
Davis cup challenge round last
year. He is ranked No. 6 of American plavers and received his ear
ly training in the game while

abroad.

Tilden has been American cham
Alleged to Have Disappearpion for two years and last year
ed With $1,600 Belong- won
the British championship, the
world's title at Wimbleing to the Government of don, England,
butdid not return
the United States.
this year to defend his laurels.
,

Bj

The associated

Pre.)

Et Paso Tex., Aug. 9. Adolph
Dietrich, Jr., head tax collector for
the El Paso street railway comWith appany who disappeared
proximately $1,600 belonging to
the United States government, was
arrested In Guadalupe, Mexico, today and Jailed in Juarez by Mexican Immigration authorities. Only
$6f was found on him. Dietrich,
who formerly served in tho United
States army, said he was a German
citizen and claimed protection of
the German consular agent. As
he had no German passport Mexican authorities have charged him
with entering tho country illegally
and asked Mexico City for instructions.
John W. Dye, American
consul in Juarez, wired the state
department asking that the Mexican government be requested to deport Dietrich to the United States.
Dietrich said;
"You will find that I have been
framed. I did not steal the money,
I was taken to Mexico and robbed.
Then I returned to the United
States, picked up another car and
returned to Mexico. I am innocent
of any wroig doing."
He says he was born in Germany
attended school in Germany and
His mother and sister
Brooklyn.
live in Brooklyn, he said. He
speaks six languages and admits
being . university man. TA Paso
police say f. at Dietrich told them
he had turned the rest of the
money over to a Mexican official.
V

ASK IMPEACHMENT FOR pitcher, was fined $200 and Indefinitely suspended by the club
to Manager
GOVERNOR OF INDIANA for insubordination
Robinson
Wilbert
during the
game w,lth Cincinnati at Brooklyn
(By The Aaaorlnted Tress.)
Torre Haute, Ind., Aug. 9 (by last Sunday.
When Grimes was taken from
the Associated Press.) Impeachof the Reds'
ment for Gov. Warren T. McCray, the game because
heavy hitting, he slammed the
for his action In sending
troops ball against the wire screen back
into tli coal flfsld here was de- of the home plate and then armanded by a mass meeting
of gued Vehemently with Uoblnsoff
striking miners and union labor in the players' dugout.
men here this afternoon, following
a demonstration
on the streets
when more than 4,000 men staged
.

Washington.
Aug. 9. Ground
between
work for
state emergency fuel organizations
and the federal central coal., distribution committee was begun today at conferences between Fuel
Distributor Spencer and the state
coal committees of Michigan and
Pennsylvania.
Arrangements were made with
Mr.
the Michigan pommittee,
Spencer said, for caring for the
fuel needs of that state by means
of orders for coal passing through
the central committee, while efforts to rejleve the great lakes situation are already under way, the
beginning having been made with
weekly shipments of 200,000 tons
of coal,
W. D. B. Ainey, of Harrisburg,
chairman of the Pennsylvania pub
lic utilities committee, which is
the emergency fuel organization of
that state, met with Mr. Spencer,
Secretary Hoover and about twenty
eoal operators from
producing
It was decided to
Pennsylvania.
the
postpone
question of fixing a
price for coal mined In Pennsylvania until Friday, when a coram-mitte- e
of the'operators is to meet
with the state fuel committee in
Philadelphia. Among matters disJ. B. SmulL
cussed with the central distribuMr. Ainey said,
In the reorganization of the tion committee,
Fleet Corporation, was the matter of shipments of
Emergency
Into
coal
Pennsylvania.
President Harding has named J, B.
Smull president
The revamping
nrnrttireiS frnm annratra 4a
rial
was made necessary bv the resig
engines at the
nations of Vice Presidents Farley being used to run
sewage disposal works of Birmingand Kimball.
ham, England.

a protest parade.
The parade was made
up of
miners, striking railway shopmen
and members of unions not
strike.
Banners denouncing the
governor, mine operators and railroad executives were carried in the
parade. Following the march a
mass meeting was held at the
court house, where addresses were
mado by labor loaders.

Safe

Milk'

Infants
Invalids
NO COOKINQ
lot All Ages.

GRIMES IS J
"
ru
SUSPENDED AND FINED Quick Lunch at Home Office,ao4

BURLEIGH

"Food-Drink-

(By The Assnrlatcd Press.)
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New York, Aug. 9. Burleigh
Grimes, Brooklyn National league

Fountains;
-Avoid

Ak ot HORLICICS. ,
kutationia Substitutes

-

INVEHT10H OF

YOUNG MOTHER

2,

WJ1-lin- m

is laid

FOR STATES TO AID IN
COAL DISTRIBUTION!
(By The Associated Press.)

4.

STALLION STAKE

GROUNDWORK

'

District No. 3 Assessed at $1.50
Counties of Taos, Rio
per acre:
(By The Amr.clntrd Tress.)
Arriba, Santa Fe, Guadalupe, Lin
9
The coln, Torrance,
Glencovo, N. Y., Aug.
Chaves, Eddy,
sensational play of Miss Helen Otero, DeBuca.
4
at $1 per
Assessed
No.
District
national
Wills of San Francisco,
acre: Counties of Bernalillo, Curry,
forced
who
tennis
champion,
girls'
Dona Ana, Grant. Hidalgo, Luna,
Miss Molla BJurstedt Mallory, the McKinley, Sandoval,
San Juan,
sets
to
three
national champion,
Sierra, Socorro, Valencia, Catron.
Valuations
Fixed.
feaCnttlo
before acknowledging defeat,
At the suggestion of the repre
tured the round before the semi- sentatives
of the state cattle and
finals in the Metropolitan women's horse
growers' association, the tax
The score valuations
singles championship.
were
also fixed on liveand analysis of stock in tho various
was
districts. It
showed
the
sets
that
brilliant
the
belief that this will tend to
western girl gave Mrs. Mallory one ishe
stabilize the industry to a great
of the closest contests she has had extent.
this season on American courts. ..
District Number 1, which Is
Results of tho day's play tirought composed of the counties of Cha
to
the
the singles competition
vez, Colfax, Curry, PeBaca, Eddy,
semi-finround with one western Guadalupe,
Mora,
Lea,
Quay,
survivor, Mrs. May Sutton Bundy Roosevelt, Rio Arriba, San Mi
of Los Angeles, arrayed againut guel, Taos, Torrance, Union and
three eastern rivals. Besides Mrs. Harding, was taken as basis dis
Mallory the other
trict and the following tax valuaare Mrs. Marlon Zindersteln Jessup tions were set on cattle in these
of Wilmington, Del., and Miss Les-- counties the first column showlie Bancroft of West JMewton, ing the cattle valuation on com
Mass.
mon range or pasture; the second
Mrs. Bundy disposed of Miss column the value on graded rango
Edith Sigourney of BosWn,
or pasture cattle and tho third
Mrs. Jessup eliminated Mr column showing the valuation on
Frank II. Godfrey of Bost6n,
pure bred and registered cattle:
and Miss Bancroft won- her Calves or coming
defeatfinals
semi
to
the'
by
way
yearling heifers. ... $10 $12 $18
ing Miss Helen HooKer of New Calves or coming
1!
York
yearling steers.... 10 "12
Doubles play also reached the Heifers over 1 yr.
2
27
15
17
four
surviving and under
semi finals, the
yra..l.
teams being Miss Wills and Mrs. Steers over 1 yr.
27
17
nnd under 2. yrs.... IB
Jessup. Mrs. Bundy and Mrs.
27
Ttenrv of Los Angeles; Mrs. Steers over 2 yrs... 23' 25
Mallory nnd Miss Sigourney, anJ Heifers2 and Cows
18
21
40
years
Mrs. Godfrey and miss wuinun ovtr
;
Bulls
40
60
, 25
Gardner of Boston.
36
18
herds. 16
Miss Wills, against the cham- Unclassified
she
District No. II
pion, flashed the best ontennis
in
Cattle
eastern
Bernalillo, Lincoln,
has shown this yenr
courts. Her service and powerful Otero, Sandoval, McKinley, Santa
Socorro
Fe,
Sierra,
fcrehand drives, placed repeatedly counties to be valued and Catron
at $1 less
to her opponent's backhand, had
No. I.
Mrs. Mallory on the detensivo in per head Dlhan District
No.
evict
HI
took
tv,
first set. Mrs. Mallory
in
HiCattler
Dona
and
Ana,
set
second
Grant,
the offensive In the
Wills audaciously dalgo, Luna, San Juan and Valalthough Misscome
up to the net, encia cAintiea to be valued At $2
attempted to
she was not equal to the crushing less per head than District No. I.
power of the chaijipion's drives.

charging piracy.
The most recent case of alleged
piraoy to be made public officially .resulted in the shooting to

Senators Lenroot,
Wisconsin, and Pomerene. democrat, Ohio, also made extended
against removing Hides
frftra the free list, while Senators
Bursum, republican. New Mexico;
Jones, democrat, New Mexico;
republican. North DakStenfleld,
ota! n charge of the bill;
and Goodlnz,
republican, Oregon
recomcommittee'sthe
supported
mendation.
Secretary Lenroot charged that
the 5 per cent ad valorem prote-

v.

(Continued From Page One.)

Boots, Shoes and Leather Official Reports of Piracy Miss Helen Wills Forces
Because
Mrs. Molla Mallory to
Are Infrequent
Treated Likewise;
, Are
Law
Are
Sets Before AcThree
Senate Concurs in Action
Smugglers
Themselves.
Breakers
knowledging Defeat.
; Taken
By the House.

workers.
In the six hours debate which
preceded the vote, Senator Lodge
the republican
of. Massachusetts,
leader, and Senator Walsh, of the
same state, a democratic member
were
cif the ilnance
committee,
found fighting side by side against

?

TOURNEY

TARIFF BILL MODERN PIRATES

s,

t

RUNNERS

PREYED UPONBY

(By Thi dssortnted Trru.)
9.
Hide?,
Aug.
Washington,
boots and shoes and leather were
voted hack to the tariff free list
today by the senate, which thus
concurred in action taken by the
house more than a year ago. There
wai only one roll call on hides
and the result was 39 to 26
against the committee rates of two
cents a pound on preen or pickled
and four cents on dried hides.
With hides sent back to the free
list. Senator Smoot, of Utah, for
the committee moved that the senate disagree to the amendment
proposing a rato of 12 cents a pair
and E per cent ad valorem on
boots and shoes and varying ratoa
on band, rough and sole leather,
belting and harness leather, and
various other kinds of this product.
This motion prevailed without a
roll call and as a substitute tho
senate approved the house provisions proposing a duty of 20 per
Cent ad valorem on chamois skins,
action,
pianoforte
'pianoforte,
player piano action leather, enamand
eled upholstery leather
glove
leather,1' finished in the white or
in the crust.
Without roll calls the senate
then cut from 4 to 3 per cent the
proposed duty on bags, baskets,
belts, satchels, card cases, pocket-bookJewel boxes, portfolios and
other baxes and cases wholly or in
chief value of leather. On such
articles permanently finished and
furnished with traveling, bottle,
drinking, dining or luncheon, sewing, manicure or similar sets the
vaduty was made 5 per cent ad cent
lorem in place of the 60 per
originally proposed.
The fight over the duties on
leather gloves carried the senate
Into its first night session in several weeks and resulted in the approval of a minimum of 70BO per
cent and a maximum of
per
cent, except on gloves made from
the hides of cattle. These were
placed on the fee list, because of
the removal of the duty on hides
as were harness, saddles and sadhad
dlery, on which the committee
proposed a duty of 20 per cent.
horsehlde
of
On gloves made
nnd pigskin a rate of 25 per cent
ad valorem was approved after
Senator Reed, democrat of Missouri, had objected to high taxes
on such gloves, which he said,
were worn largely by'farmers and

V

LAND GRAZING
RENTAL ESTABLISHED
FOR WEST COUNTIES

GIRL'S PLAYING

'Augifst 10, 1922.

THE 'TELETYPE

Was Awarded Grand Prize
Over All Co'mpetito'rs at
Panama Pacificjnternational Exposition

NOWSTRONG

is AnnooricED

San Francisco, 1915

Her Mother's Faith in Lydia

Typewriting In An Airplane E. Pinkham's
Vegetable
Is Recorded at a Ground
led
Her
to Try it
Compound
Station Miles Away, ReelKenosha, Wisconsin. "I cannot
ed Off in Print.
9.
TypeAug.
Washington,
an m airplane flying
in
writing
among tho clouds, with radio machinery duplicating the letters at
a ground station miles away and
reeling the message off in print,
is a development announced today
by the navy department as giving
to naval aircraft "a means of
communication in advance of
and telephone systems now in current use."
Successes already attained by
experts workiiyf In conjunction
with the navy, the department asserted, assures the practicability
of the new scheme. That such a
development will be 'of incalcul
able valuo to all forms of aviaand military,
tion, commercial
follows .Inevitably oft the heels of
the work now being done by the
navy, it is predicted.
The device has been named tho
"Teletype." It resembles the commercial typewriter, in that akejv
board having the letters of the.
alphabet and other symbols on it
is arranged for hand- - operation.
Each key is connected to tho radio installation in the piano nnd
when a letter is struck, a radio
impulse is flashed from the antennae on the piano to tho receiving stations below, whore the letter is reproduced on paper.
A reversal of the operation so
that the plane can receive mes
sages from ground stations is said
to be only a matter of detail.
"This," ' the statement said,
will be a marked step in ad
vance, in that it will allow explicit directions to scouting and
combat units in flight by the
commander in chief of the fleet
and will enable scouts and other
types of planes to convey accurate aid detailed information to
the high command,"

of Lydia E.Pink- nam's vegetable
Compound. My
mother had great
faith in it as she
had taken so much
of it and when I
bad trouble after

-
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GYPSY

FOOT RELIEF

arp

a Mcret from the desert
Ends Foot Misery Qaick!

11
Apply tl In a minute Thre minute later put on shoes, then walk
and run all you like and work on your feet
a much as you wish i
No mora soaking your feet In medicated
baths; no cracking tha.skin with powder;
no inconvenience; no fusi with plasters no
bother!
The eanornf atony from- - sore, burning,
calloused, tired feet stops, while pain from
corns and bunion disapnear as if by magic.
Results amazing I Thoflsanda now talking
about Gypsy Foot Relief a wonderful secret
around
from the desert! Try it tonight-Hum- p
with joy tomorrow! Successful results in
back-thtrifle you pay.
every case orbave
Sold in this, city "by all" good druggists, Including Alvarado Pharmacy, Briggs' Pharmacy and
Drug Store.
Wood-worth-

Wind Shield

Glass-Lumb-

much lower

you ihe Pikes

RpakRioa

PlUhlb invites you t6 1h
San

v

y

Isabel National Forest

frtef eway toDpftV
liocfey Mountainllafiondl Park -

'g

er

BAIJtKIDUB LUMBER CO,
ZI Snulb First HI rut.
Pbon.
.

C.

t.

Courses. & physicians
rccummencu

Resinol
Fnreirthevri9

- I. l

the treatment of skin and scalp troubles,
because they know that Resinol Ointment so quickly stops itching and ren- erallv clears, attaw thm AmrrA
V
baby s slight rash to severe casei of
cucuia uunureas oi letters Dear witness
to its healing power.
It's easy to
obtain easy to use. Why don't yon
viy

iu sit uu aruggisu

'

By scientific experts
3. In factories of matchless cleanliness,
through which you would be proud toshow your
most discriminating 'dinner guest.
2?

my baby was born
she gave it to me.
It helped mo so
k
much more than
anything else had
done that I advise
all women with
female trouble to give it a fair trial
and I am sure they will feel as I do
about it Mrs. Fred. P. Hansen, 662
Symmonds St, Kenosha, Wisconsin.
A medicine that has been in use
nearly fifty years and that receives
the praise and commendation of
mothers and grandmothers is worth
your consideration.
you are suaering from croubiea
h
that sometimes follow
bear in mind that Lydia E. Pink- nam s vegetame wmpouna is--a woman's medicine. It is especially
adapted to correct such troubles.
The letters wo publish ought to
convince you ; ask some ot. your
women friends or neighbors
thev
know its worth. Yoa will, too, if you
a
Eive it lair trial.

ii

.

1. Because it's made from a Quality Cream
generally considered too expensive to manufacture
into butter

Bay enough In praise

(By The Associated Press.)
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Lumber Go.
423 North First Street
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R.W.HOYT, Agent,
Phon'e 204.
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EXAMS PROVING
BABIES OF CITY
NOT SERIE A HEALTHY LOT

WATER

'

5010 GIT! Of TICKETS TO THE'
95 CHOSEN AS C, OF C. BANQUET
111 SLOGAN PLACED ON SALE

UNIVERSITY

II

HOMES

'

.

anti-hot-

el

Thent-tendano-

MUSIC

PROFESSOR TAKING
COURSE IN VOICE

Associate Professor John Luk-ke- n
of the department of music
r
of the state university has taken
advantage of the summer months
for
by studying
with Theodore Harrison In .Chicago. Mr. Harrison has been famous foi a number of years ns
Tickets for the chamber of com- the University, of lyjichlgan voice
merce
dinner to be coach, and is considered one nt w
held at the armory, August .17, tfie greatest voice , teachers in
wore put on snlo yesterday after- America.
Mr. Lukken expects
to drive
noon at the
to
next
Albuquerque
following places: through
Griggs' drug store.
Butt's drug month in his new car and has a
of plans for' the continstoic, Alvarado pharmacy. High- number
land pharmacy. Strong's book store ued improvement of his
and O. A. Mntson and company's
nook store. They can also be obtained at tho chamber of enm. MARTIN VARGAS PUT
merce office.
UNDER PEACE BOND
All reservations must bo made
by Monday noon, August 14, In
Martin Vargas, railway shop
order that provision can bo made
to accomodate Uie hundreds who worker, yesterday was placed under a $50 peace bond by Justice
will attend the banquet.
George Roddy, on complaint of
Victor Sanchez, a striker. SanWOMEN ARE INVITED
chez jwoie
that Vargas had
threatened him, and that he fearTO SEE, ANTI - VICE ed
th' man. The cases against
FILMS AT "B" THEATER Torlb.o Trujillo, in which Tranl-da.Lovato,
Sanchez
Epimenlo
charged
All women over 16 years of and Nestor Candelario
him
with
varying degrees of asage are invited by tho health dewere
sault,
postponed yesterday
partment to see tho motion pic- on motion of
the complaining
tures dealing with the anti-vic- e
witnesses.
movement that will be shown
Friday and Saturday mornings at The biggest soda fountain In the
the "11" theater. Tho reels will be world Is in
Montreal,
it seats 150
sho'in. beginning at 9:30 o'clock. persons at the
counter.
As the program lasts over two
hours, persons- - who wish to attend are asked to bo present on
time. The two main subjects are
"The American Plan for the Suppression of Vice," and "The Effects of Vice." The films were
prepared under government supervision, and brought to New
Mexico by tho state health

The coming generation in Alis an exceptionally
buquerque
husky crew from all Indications
at the children's health conference which is in
under
Warden Claims That a Fair City Manager Says Route the auspices of progress
50,000 peoplo by
"Albuquerque
the city and
Probe Has Not Been Made
Followed Will Not Affec county health department at' the 1925."
This is the booster slogan adoptY. W. C. A. headquarters.
and Governor Acts to Re
Supply in That Section;
"It was a fine lot of babies we ed by the Kiwanls club yesterday
throughout the
examined today," commented Dr. to be published
Lost is Less.
open the Case.
R. L. Hust at the close of the United States by the means of beBY GUTHRIE SMITH.
"They tter stickers. It was voted to have
Besides
avoiding
engineering first alldayin of the conference. condired and white
50,000 of little
Santa Fc, Aug. 9. Machinery difficulties,
remarkably good
laying the new 14 are
has been set in motion by Gover- men water main from the reser- tion considering the warm weath- gummed labels bearing this slogan
for
distribution
by Kiwanis
sumthe
printed
other
er,
and
M.
C. Mechem to bring about voir on East Central to the Pres
nor
teething
members on the corresponda further hearing upon the peni byterian sanatorium, thence north mer discomforts which are hard club
The city should be ence.
tentiary food strike and mutiny, to East Copper and down that on them.
The" meeting yesterday was deoccurring on July 10, when guards street to the main part of the city, proud of its babies,"
chiefly to club business afwho
were voted
fired upon the prisoners, killing will save the city from ? 2,500 to
Forty children
the building program.
Martin Baldonado, of Dona Ann $5,000, according to City Manager brought by theirj mothers by ap fairs and
Sidney M. Well made a talk on
rounty, and wounding five others. B. H. Calkins. The main will bo pointment were examined yester- "Promotion."
stressing tho neces
of physicians,
Aftar having Inquired
Into the a low pressure line, he explained day by a corps
of boosting the hotel project
case, the board ' of penitentiary and will not eerve property in that trained nurses and clerks. They sity
the propaganda which is
commissioners on August B sub part of the district, which will were weighed, measured and ex against
circulated asalnst it. A vol
mitted its report, with findings, to continue to draw Its supply from a aminea ror physical defects or being
of
untcer
committee
the governor. The board - "cen- smaller line now in use. When the disease. Dr. Evelyn Frisbie, Dr. Marcus P. Sawtelle, composed
E. N. Boulc
Placido bond issue is sold, a new high E. T. Lassetter and Dr. Hust as- Guy Lauderbaugh,
sured and condemned"
Dr. 3 J. de
Jnramillo, superintendent, for his high pressure line will be brought sisted In the clinic yesterday and Praslln and Georse Valllant was
handling of the situation, report over from the new reservoir site, others will give their services chosen to organize a movement to
ing that: ''The investigation did and will give that portion of the today.
the
propaganda.
.No attempt was made to give fight
not disclose that any of the men highlands adequate pressure and
for raising the
Arrangements
talks
above
group
the
were
at
of
times.
water
in
at
all
the
gurgling
plenty
remaining
yard
$2,000 pledged by the club to the
tempting to escape, committing
Running the main down East and wailing of the small children Salvation Army building fund were
any acts of violence or destroying Central instead of East Copper. present. Each mother was in placed In the hands of the regular
Mr. Calkins said, will require the formed as to tho condition of her club committee on public affairs
property."
Jaramillo wrote same amount of pipe and no more child and advised as to special with Dr. M. K. Wylder as chair
Superintendent
the governor, asking a further in than if tho other route were fol care and feeding to suit his case. man and Fred Fisher and Wallace
vestigation, stating: "I do not feel lowed. He said it was brought out All questions were answered by Hesselden as members.
and nurses in
Several silent boosts were dls
that a full and fair investigation In the discussion at the commis the physicians
has been made, nor have the facts sion meeting pome time ago that charge.
tributed at the luncheon, lead pen
An
not
extensive
In
of
would
exhibit
ells
donated by D. W. Faw of the
been fully and fairly presented
the East Copper district
baby
Lumber
company
the report." Among his further be served from the new main, but clothes, furniture, toys and foods Gibson-Faclaims: "I have never made, nor from laterals run off of the line was loaned for the conference dahlias for tablo decoration raised
under tho circumstances was I per now on on East Central when it Is by the Economist, Strong Broth- bv C. T. French In his park gardens
ers, Itosenwalds and the Brlggs and cake made bv Miss Carrie Mar
mitted to make, a full report of connected with the new high-pre- s
Colored
the facts. I was led to believe, by sure line to be built from the new pharmacy.
illustrated tin, demonstrator for Swansdowne
statements made by certain mem- reservoir. This, he said, disposes posters in both Spanish and Eng- instantaneous enke flour.
prize, an electric toaster
bers of tho board in statements of the criticism that the route of lish preached their lessons from
Twogood, was
made to me and in published in the new main had been changed the walls of the conference room. given by Charles
M.
L. Fox.
won
reasons.
The city is being divided into
by
tervlews. that my action would be for other than engineering
Chairmen of tho program com
He said further, that the commis- - three major districts for the three
sustained.
This plea for a further hearing misslon, after a thorough discus- days of the conference. Mothers mittee for November and Decem- I
was supported by a petition carry sion, had left it to the city mana and children from the suburban ber were appointed, Leslie Brlggs
serve during the first month and
ing the signatures of 148 people ger and city engineer to use me settlements will attend today. The to
T. T. Eyre during the followActing upon the request and pentl route they deemed most aavisaoie, conference will close tomorrow Deanmonth.
"B"'
A zither solo by Joseph
Theater Repeating today
afternoon. Mrs. Mary Little, pub ing
Hon, Governor Mechem has writ
Regensberger was the only enter for the last time. "Her Husband s
ten L. A. Hughes, president of the PEACE REIGNS IN OLD
lic health nurse, is in charge.
Trade
of
the
tainment
feature
with Gloria Swanson
program
Mark,"
board, requesting that a further
m tho title role; also
repeating tho
SAYS LUCER0 PYTHIAN GRAND LODGE
hearing be held. He asks (that tes
MEXICO,
"Pathe Review" and
"Current
ANNUAL FIESTA OF
timony be given, under oatn ana
Events"
pictures.
ASKED HERE IN 1924
made a matter of record. His letof Gallup, for
Lucero
Cipriano
SAN LORENZO ON AT
"Your examination
ter savs:
a member of the Btate legis
Lyric Theater If you want to
should be devoted to the ascer merly is in the city in the interest
The grand lodge of the Knights
TODAY see a real good picture, acted by.
BERNALILLO
lature,
tainment of whether or not the of Kascon Brothers' mining pro Pythias has been invited to hold
reai mm stars, see "Theodora," at
in
superintendent was justified to
the 1924 convention in Albuquerjects in Uuriachic, Nueva Union,
The annual fiesta of San Lorenzo tho Lyric, where it is being regiving tho order to the guards
Mexque. A telegram has been sent by will be celebrated today at Berna- peated
Distrito
Chihuahua,
Rayon,
also repeating
today;
fire, which resulted in the fleatn ico. Mr. Lucero, who has been in the local lodge to the grand lodge
of said Baldonado atid the wound Chihuahua for some time, says in session in San Francisco extend- lillo, where a large crowd usually Tropical Tea Time." a Goldwvnfrom neighboring villages Graphlc comedy.
gathers
inc of other prisoners."
invitation.
the
Williams
are
conditions
there
that
peaceful, ing
t
Hugh
to
the day. The main street
has writ and
President Hughe
of Santa Fe and C. A. Whited of hasspend
In northstories of
runtime
Theater
"For Big
been fitted out with stands
.Taramlllo. nsklng him to set a date ern Mexico are banditry
Raton
in and tents for selling beverages and Makes." with Tom Mix as tho
The
invitation
peothe
untrue.
presented
which wi tl bo best suited to him ple are going to work as fast as behalf of the Albuquerque lodge.
food anil traveling shows are on leading star, proved a big drawing
to have the hearing, and advising
hand for the entertainment of the card at the Pastime yesterday: it U
they can find employment, mines
that unon receipt of this infofma are
Oklahoma
anu
continues
to
lead
all
crowd.
being opened, iivestocK
wlll.be In order being repeated today. The man
tlon, he will call a meeting of the lumber industries are being re- other states in the production of all day. Dancing
A new pharmacy In the agement is also showing Al. St.
Governor. Mechem says vived, and the country is in for a oil, with California
board.
tecond and town will be an added attraction to John as the star in the comedy.
that the attorney general will rep- season or prosperity. Kecognmon Texas third.
'Ain't Love Great."
the fiesta crowds.
resent the state. Under the law from tho United States is all that
and custom followed, the attorney Is needed, he thinks, for Mexico to
general is the legal adviser of state make forward strides.
It is
boards and state officers.
Mr. Lucero will take a party of
ilniilrAru
not clear from the governor's let New Mexicans to. Chihuahua to Inter which party the attorney gen vestigate the mines in which he
eral will represent. It would seem is interested, and which Include
to be his duty to represent both,
Las Animas and Sucursan,
but where statements and claims the
e
are
heavy silver
are so much in conflict, it would which
he says.
be difficult to represent both par producers,
However,
ties to the controversy.

MUTINY CASE HIGHLAND

Theaters

Fasra Tlireo.
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Today!

Fortunate Purchase of
Tricollette and
Mignonette Dresses

m
HA

BRINGS THIS EXTRAORDINARY SALE FOR
WOMEN AND MISSES
Sizes for
Women
36 to 44

v

Shave With Cuticura Soap
The healthy

Cuticura

it
m

Six Distinctive New Models

way. Dip brush in hot water and
rub on Cuticura Soap. Then make
lather on face and rub tn for a moment with fingers. Make a second
lathering and (have. Anoint any irritation with Cuticura Ointment, then
wash all off with Cuticura S4ap.
Nothing better for sensitive ekina.
lufla ImI Tn to tUU. Aiha OMInn
Soldmvf.
urlai,DA.rjUUuJIM."
whr.
OtetmH a J toe. TalcwntM.
"Caticara So tkavM without nut.

.

Sizes for
Misses
16 to 20

i

Soft materials which follow so well
the dictates of the
modes.
materials so
popular for wear this
And smart styles for wear in solid
colors and sports combinations, plain
and fancy weaves in the following
colors:
mid-summ- er

Non-mussab- le

tt.

mid-summe- r.

III

old-tim-

Jaramillo has retained his own
counsel, which probably Indicates
that he will not depend upon the
attorney general.
Party workers, both
and democrats, believe this
nenltentiary episode Is likely to
be made one of the big issues of
the

campaign

2 PRISONERS THROW
PEPPER AT COUNTY
.

JAILER AND ESCAPE

After throwing pepper Into the
eyes of Abram Gutierrez, county
jailer, as he went to close the
deor of the 'steel cell at the Jail
last night about 9 o'clock, two
prisoners, John Carrakas and a
Johnson,
negro named
escaped
'from the jail and were still at
a
at
hour
last
late
night.
large
Neighboring towns have been no
tifled of the escape and the local
r' police and officials
of tho sher
the city
iff's office
lor tho fugitives.
Carrakas was being held in
connection with an automobile
charge at Chicago. Johnson was
serving a term for .assault.
i Gutierrez
stated that he went
into the main part of the prison
as was his habit at 9 o'clock to
lock the prisoners into tho Inner
steel cell, having allowed them
the free run of the entire room
As Gutierrez
during the day.
'opened the door into the room,
one of the two men threw pepper
into his eyes while the other
shoved him away and the two
lipped through the doorway and
escaped.
.

'.

"

AN

EL PASO

HOTEL

J. E. Goodell, formerly president
of the. Albuquerque Business colthe
lege, has recently purchased
Hotel Sheldon in El Paso. He is
business
of
the
the sole purchaser
and will be president and manager
,
of the company.
Mr. Goodell is associated in the
hotel business of central Texas
with a group of men who operate
hotels at Dallas, Fort Worth and
Cisco. His associations are C. N.
Hilton and H. W. Sterling of Fort
Worth, G. N. Neilon of Dallas ana
L. M. Brown of Cisco.
Hotel Sheldon is one of the larg
est and most popular hotels In El
raso. It serves luriches to the Ki
wanis and Rotary clubs and is
famed for its cabaret. There are
rooms and 12- store
125 guest
rooms. The building occupiea oy
the hotel was the first office building in the city.

'

New
r

N. M., Aug. 9.

xucumcarl, N, M.. Aug 9. The
continued dry weather has increased city water shortage and water
is now being bought from the El
raso & Southwestern
Railway
company until an abandoned well
which is being put into "shape is
ready for use.
The city is supplied from five
.wells. A slrth well li flVA Viocan Ann,.
Jl"1'"'" wui. Will icquilQ llltf iU.Ying
vi una nine or pipe perore It Is
available for city use. To quickly
increase the city supply an abandoned well will be put into service
fuiii.ii me sixin wen is connected
i with city mains, states City Superintendent Wailes.
Water has been so low at several
times the supply was inadequate to
permit of water being used for
gardens and lawns in the city.
if

.

IN

Itligncnetfe

a

IHLtiQp DD

At a

Manager William Kllen. Assistant
Manager and Secretary C. C. Head
and Captain Wallace Nutt tendered
their resignations. Phil Rickel was
elected manager and captain for
the remainder of the season. Mr,
Rickel has had considerable baseball - experience,
having played
league baseball. Asa Evans, who
was formerly treasurer, was elected secretary-treasure- r.

REMEMBER
You'll Always Do Better at
m
Phone

352-35-

Opposite Y. M. C. A.

3.

Don't Miss California's

The Cool,

Salt-tangs-

d

Greatest Charm,
Air of the Pacific

The Steamships Tale and Harvard are numbered among the
biggest attractions of a visit to California.
They provide all
the luxuries of tha finest hotels, combined with the cestful
pleasures of an ocean voyage. Be sure your ticket Is routed
to include this trip.

e,

SANCHEZ
services
Funeral
for Lucia Sanchez, who died, yes
terday morning, will be held this
morning at Belen, N. M. Garcia
and Sons will have charge. ,

3

ALL SHADES OF THE RAINBOW

Any Other Time the
Hupmobile Now Presents Outstanding Val-uNew Prices Effec-tivAugust 4, 1 922.

who died Tuesday morning, was
held yesterday morning from her
daughter's residence at Armijo to
Garcia
the Catholio cemetery.
and Sons were in charge. ,

TrioGllette

$2.98 $3.98 $4.98

The Lowest Prices at
Which Hupmobiles of
the Present Design and
Q aality Ha ve Ever Been
vOffered. More Than at

recent meeting of the baseball club

mi
FROM

Prices

TUCUMCARI HAS WON
14 GAMES IN 19 IN
1922 BASEBALL PLAY
Tucumcari

OVER BLOUSES

i

TUCUMCARI IS BUYING
FUNERALS
.WATER FROM RAILWAY: DEATHS AND
I
OPENING A NEW WELL
BLACK The funeral of Mrs.
Fransisquita Black, H years old,
4

Nile, Copen, Scarlet, Rose, Orchid,
Dutch Blue, Periwinkle '

J. E. GOODELL BUYS

e

GARCIA Funeral services for
Paz Garcia, who died Tuesday
night,, were held yesterday afternoon from the family residence at
314 North Broadway
to Santa
Barbara cemetery.
Garcia and

Touring Car, $1,150

Sons were in charge.

San Francisco

--Los

San Diego

Angeles

Tickets, one way and round trip, may be routed via Tj. A. 8. 8.
Co. between San Francisco, J,os Angeles and San Diego. Same
fare aa all rail Meals and berth extra.

Roadster, $1,150

Los Angeles Steamship

Co.

V, Crowder, O, P. A., 635 Market St., San Franelsce
R. F, Cullen, D. P. A , 617 So. Spring St., Los Anoelea
Ft.

Funeral serv
ices for James Herbert Shelburne
were held from French's chapel
at
Tuesday morning.
the Rev. W. A. Guy officiating.
was
Music
rendered
by Mr. and
LACKHEADS GO QUICK
Mrs. Emberry and the pallbearers
were
from
the members of
BY THIS SIMPLE METHOD
the Agorga class of the Baptist
' Blackheads
school.
Burial was in
Sunday
ones
or little ones
big
,
"e8 or hard ones on any Fairvlew cemetery.
ot
the
slm-a
go
P"method body,
by
that Just quick
dissolves them.
ROMERO
Manuel.
Romero.
a?.tnl et about two ounces of agejl lg years,1 died yesterday aft- calonlte powder from your druggist
ornoon at a local hospital after a
aurlnkle a little, on
hot .
11
irniMi iH
ka ani.,H
rn I. ,....' v. - a1. .. .. i . . - - , flhnt-- t lllnoua
w
w oeconas
v
ana his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
...
11
wnere
me
. ,
,V
tuu wnaer
Romero, and four sisters and
vv......wus
Bui,v.. n . I ...ctuunite
.
three brothers. The body .was taj
n,iwlAf BnH h. k,
to Crollott's funeral parlors
ken
dissolved them. Pinching and squeez- lna- Diackhoaui
jrhen the pores pending arrangements.
of the skin ahd only
Am nnn MiH
and unless tne Dlack
unsightly
SANCHES Mrs. Antonita
s,
J heads are- big and soft they will not
67 years old, died last night
i come out, while the simple aifollca.
.tlon- of ealonlts
at
on
her
residence
and
North
Twelfth
the
dissolve thempowder
water,
right out, leav. street, i She is- survived by two
lng- at skin soft and the pores in
Mrs.
Herman
Redman
daughters,
their natural condition. Tou can
oalonlte powder" at any drug and, Mrs. Pablo ' Gonzales, who
store ami if you era troubled
with were with her. The body, was tathrsn unsightly blemishes you should ken to L Crollott's funeral
parlors
this
scrtainly try
simple method.
pendiiur arrangements, ,

Sedan,

HHJiiijtiUKWia

$1,785

Coupe,

$1,635

3

Roadster Coupe, $1,335

ick

f

Prices F.

O. B,

DetroitRevenue

LOS

ANGELES
HONOLULU
SERVICE

First sailing. CITY OP LOS ANGELES, Saturday, Sept. 9. at
noon. CITY OP HONOLULU,
Satuday, Sept 23. Every other
Saturday thereafter.

Tax Extra

"rt.

.

1

1

(1

-

1

San-Che-

t

:

Vi.--

SOUTHWEST MOTOR COMPANY
Phone 710
i

21

1--

13

North Fourth,

GARBAGE CANS,

x

Albuquerque,

N. M.

LARGE SHIPMENT JUST RECEIVED
LOWEST POSSIBLE. PRICES
FIVE SIZES
i
Call or Phone

J. Korber & Co.
Albuquerque's Large Hardware Store.

-
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Pa?e Four

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1

BROWNS LAND 01
JOHNSON

11

7TH

IN

WIN

AND

and was replaced
Witt, cf
Diigiin, 3b

Ruth,

8--

6.

(Br The Agsocintrd TreM.)
St. Louis, Aug. 9. The
Browns made it three out
of four over Washington, winning
the final game today, 8 to fi. A
batting rally against Walter Johnson In the seventh gave the two
runs that brought victory. Judge
and Goslin of the Senators and
of the Browns hit home
run. The Senators were credited
with a run by the official scorer
in the ninth but Umpire Moriarity
refused to allow it, as it came between a double play that ended the
inning. Judge was on third with
one out and crossed the plate during a double play at first. Score:
Washington.
AB. R. H.PO. A.E.
g

league-leadin-

ct ...
Harris, 2b ...
Judge, lb . .
Tlice,

11111

4
4

1.

0

1

I)

n
o

o
n

Goslin. If
Brower, rf .
Shanes. 8b .

4
4

....

1C

Pipp, lb
Srhang, c
M ousel, if
Ward, 2b
Scott, ss
Shawkey, p
Bush, p
Totals

St. Louis Makes It Three
Out of Four Over Washington, Taking the Final
.'Game By Score of

by Bush, Score:
New York
AB. 11. BH. PO. A. E.

....
.

.

0
0
0

S

n

u

.1

II

1

0

0

3
2

3

0 ' 0

0
0

3
1

0
0
0
0

12

27

12

0

1

7

(1

2

0

fi

1

1

1

5

2

4
5

1
0

4

J

3
3

2
1

2
2
1
0
2

0

37

,

0
u
0

0

1

S

Detroit
AH.

Blue, 1b
Culshaw, 2b
Cobb, cf
Veach, It

.

lloilniann. if
3I

Jones,
Rigney, s
Biissler,
Khnike, p
Cole, p
zClark

.

,

....
....
....
....

......

1

4
4

1

r

It

ft

2
2
0

1

3

0

2

()

;

u

2

1

13
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WIFE HAVE SEPARATED
(By The Auociated Preai.)
Los Angeles. Aug. 8. William S.
("Bill") Hart, motion picture star,
late today Issued a signed statement that he and his wife, Winifred Westover, film actress, had
separated about three months ago,

0

2
2
1

that a property settlement had
for her
providing
maintenance and that of their unborn child and that he had no
knowledge of any plans of Mrs.
divorco proHart

If

1

0
0
0
o
o
2

4

1

it

1

1

(

0

0
0

0
0

fi

1

4
4
4
2
3
It

0
0
It
It
(I

2
it
it

()

II

1

It

0

0

ceedings.

Miss Westover.

35 3 10 27 10 2
Totals
v.
Batted for Khmko in eighth.
Score by inning:
New York
001 100 141
8
000 002-- 100
Detroit
3
e
hits Pipp.
Summary:
Veach. Homo run Ruth. Stolen
bases Scott, Schang.
Sacrifices
Dugan, Sehang, Ward, ShawBaso on
key, Cutshaw, Bassler.
balls Off Shawkey, 3; Rush, 1;
Khnike, 2. Struck out Bv Shawkey, 1; BUsh, 1; Ehnike, 3. Hits
Off Shawkey, 10 in 7, none out
in eighth; off Bush, none in 2.
LosWinning pitcher Shawkey.
ing pitcher Ehnike. Time 2:27.

The second national radio expo- sition will be held 4n Chicago nxt

r.

-

January.

Two-bas-

Cleveland. 7; Boston, 3.
Cleveland, Ohio, Aug. 9. Cleveland made it three out of four from
o Boston
today,
winning, 7 to 3.
o
Boone, a recruit from Chattanooga,
o did not allows a Boston
fl
man to
reach first or even hit the-baout- 7 "7 side of the Infield for the
6 14 24
first four
Collins was driven 'from
St. Louis.
innings.
AB. K. H. PO.A. K. the box In the first inning.
r,
2
i
l
Score:
ss
Hi E.
Gerber,
. . . 5
Boston
000 011 100 3 8 1
l 2 9n
Tobln, rf
r.
i i
Cleveland ..501 010 OOx 7 13 1
Sisler, lb
n
Batteries: W. Collins. Russell.
Jacnbson, if
fi
1
Fullerton, Piercy and Walters,
MeManus, 2b . . 4 2
4
cf
Ruel;
Williams,
Bgone and O'Neil.
4
Collins, c
3
Austin. 3b
Philadelphia, it Clilniigo, 3;
Van Gilder, p. . o
Chicago, Aug. 9. Philadelphia
0
0
2
bunched
four hits for three runs to
Kolp, p
1
0
1
tie the score in the seventh todav
Pruett. p
and won out in the eighth, 4 to 3,
71 27 14
37
Totals
when Perkins nit a home run Into
the left field bleachers . Faber
By innings:
iSSJllS-0- -,
hurled good ball for Chicago up to
Washington
203
mo sevenin.
St. Louis
AusTwo-bas- e
hits
Score:
Suinmary:
R, Jj. E.
Johnson.
Jacobson,
000 000 310 4 10 1
tin. Brower,
Three-bas- e
hits Goslin, Williams. Philadelphia.
010
200
0003 8 2
MeManus, Chicago
runs Judge,
Home
Batteries: Rommel, Harris and
Goslin.' Stolen bases Brower, Sta- Perkins; Faber and Varyan.
ler. Picinich. Peckinpaugh. Sacrifices Harris. Jacobsc n, Goslin.
Double play Williams nnd Sislcr.
Base on balls Off Brillheart. 1;
Johnson 8; Kolp 1. Struck out 2.
Bv Kolp. 1; Johnson, 3; Pruett, t,
Hits Off Francis, 7 in 2
2 in 0; Johnson, 4 In 5
Kolp, 5 In
Van Gilder, 6 In 1
4
Pruett. 4 in 4. Winning
Losing pitcher-John- son.
pitcher Pruett. 2:00.
Time
2
2
0
n
n

, Somebody's
mother Is suffering to
night! The scourge of rheumatism
has wrecked her body; limping and
suffering, bent forward, she Bes but
the common ground, but her aged
heart still belongs to the stars! Does
anybody care? 8. S. S, is ona of tbe
known, and It
greatest
helps build more blood cells. Its medicinal Ingredients are purely vegeta- ble. It never disarranges the stomach.
It is, UV fact, a splendid tonic, a blood
maker, a blood eurlcher. It banishes
rheumatism from Joints, muscles and
the entire body. It builds firm flesh,
it is what somebody's mother needs
tonight! Mother, if you can not go
out to get a bottle of S. S. 8. yourself,
surely somebody In your family wllL
Somebody, get a bottle of B. B. S. nowt
Let somebody's mother berin in fol
Joyful
again tonight
Maybe, maybe
Hew slorlom Jvm wffl fd. natfca,
your mother! b. b. a. is sold at
h.n Tonr rhnmt1.m ! all
I
all drug stores, In two slzea. , The .
S.S.S-ot- t.
It wUlbaUdrMay,Ml larger size is the more economical.

Hart also made public a copy of
a night letter he said he had sent
to Will H. Hays, president of the
Motion Picture Producers' and
Distributors' association of America, declaring he was not responsible for statements published here
that Mr. Hays had attempted when
in Los Angeles recently, to effect a
reconciliation between Hart and
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fruits and vegetables
will taste better next winter!

Home-canne- d

'

Peckinpaugh, ss 4
Picinich, c .
Francis p .
Brlllhea'rt. p.
Johnson,' p .
...38
Totals

ti Body
Rheumatun) Impurities

S. S. S. Thoroughly Ridt

been effected

PO, A. E.

!. BIT.

4

'

"BILL" HART AND HIS

THIS IS THE YEAR FOR ROOKIES, BUT VETS STILL SHINE

0

,0
(I

ll

.....

...

...4"1

Four "old boys still tarring. Left to right: Walter Johnson, Tr!a Speaker, Eildte Collins. Below: Ty Cobb.
The startling performances of
the game who refuse to be crowdand the other rookie Singers. Ty
the youngsters are furnishing tha
ed out of the picttire. The glory
Cobb is still a star. Tris Speaker
accounts
in
the
been
of
this
has
that
Walter
Johnson's qpntinuea to field and hit in brilhigh spots
But
been
for
hasn't
dimmed
liant style. And Eddie Collins is
year's big league gaaes.
years
by
there are still a few reterans of the showing of .Gorham Leverette still the premier second racker.

jP
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jsk in
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Brill-hear-

3;

New York, 8; Detroit. 8.
Detroit. Aug. 9. New York hit
hard today and aided by 8 to
errors defeated Detroit,
8. for the third victory out of
Ruth
four games pliyed here.
led off In the ninth Inning against
bleach-erg
into
'With
the
drive
a
Cole
home run
for his twenty-firof the, year. Shawkey held the
Tigers "well In hand until the
eighth Inning, when he faltered,

AMERICAN

Rig-ney- 's

st

St. Louis
New York.

Detroit

..

Chicago'.
Cleveland

Washington
Philadelphia,
Boston

l.tCAUVE.

u

w.

63

43

63

45

5S
55
55
50
41
41

bp
51
55
55
2

65

Pet.

.594
.583

.57
.518,
.500
.47
.398
.387

J&ytmmK

f1

CAMNINfi

Hi NORMAN

I

CINCINNATI

K. BROWN.

Tlic Modern Mercury,
Charlie PaddocK, continues to
shake a nimble pair of heels aj
father time.
Five new world's records in a
single dny in a recent meet at
Santa Barbara only emphasized
once more his greatness. Ho clipped a fraction of a second off the
and
records and
the
dash. He lowered the
d
secdash record of 8
onds to 17 seconds.
Paddock is a native
one of tho men who have carried
the west from almost obscurity in
athletics to the front ranks In recent jeara.
When it is recited that Paddock.
Dan Kelley and Howard Drew are
the only men In the world who
d
ever have officially run the
dash in 9 5 seconds the matter isn't ended. Paddock has run
d
dash , faster than
the
Bernie Wefers, Sr. ' Dan Kelly.
Ralph Craig, Don Lippincott. Drew
and George Tarker are credited
with doing it. Charlie's mark is
s
20 5 seconds,
of a second below the mark which all the
others made.
Paddock led the Invasion of the'
runners at Stockholm
American
and his wonderful running in the
dash at the Olympic
games there left the European exstunned.
perts
To detail the records he has
Smashed in his career would take
a small volume. Suffice it to say
he lias broken records, national and
world at various distances from
sixty yards up to the middle distances.

ODAYS
$5 GAMES

BUT

MM

LOSE

McQuillian Pitches Brilliantly for McGraw's Men But
His Support Falls Down
in

175-y.ir- d

1- -6

175-yar-

WWII

U

the Pinches.

220-yar-

112

13

100-yar- d

NATIONAL LEAGtE.
St. Louis at Boston.
Cincinnati at New York.
Chicago at Brooklyn.

AMERICAS
New York

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Philadelphia at Chicago.
Boston at Cleveland.
New York at Detroit.
Washington at St. Louis.

Chicago
Cleveland

L.

Pft.
.598
.587
.532

50
42

43
45
51
52
55
5S
62

41

6

W.
64

St. Louis

Pittsburgh at Philadelphia.

J:AOl E.
64
5S
55

Detroit

56

Washington
Philadelphia
Boston

.51 4

.505
.472
.404
.313

Totals

34

3

27 17

5

0

New York.

AB. K. IT. PO. A. E.

nr

'

rain.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Cleveland, 7: Boston. 2.
New York, 8; Detroit, 3.
Philadelphia, 4: Chicago, 3.!
St. Louis 8; Washington, 7.

Eflr

1:

I

loc
1

jjg

itched. Meanwhile, you

m

move jars and seal them W

'
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ning? There is a free booklet of reqipes
and suggestions which is yours fofHhe
asking. Get it nowl

LORAI!J

OVCN .HEAT. RCOULATOR
The Lorain Oven Heat Regulator is an attachment of gas range ovens. It automatically keeps
your oven at any one of 44 different tempera-turSimply set the "red wheel" for any heat
you want. Changes in gas pressure, etc., do'not
affect the oven temperature.
Lorain is recommended by leading domestic
science experts.
ranges are
used in ovef 300 leading colleges and schools, and
in thousands upon thousands of homes. The
Lorain recipe book gives full directions on how
to cook an entire meal in the oven at one time,
un watched.
er

Lorain-equippe-

d

CIj&SXK
gas
BWEjfV RANGES
The baked-ofinish of these ranges gives them
a lustrous, durable surface that is as easy to keep
clean as it Is good to look at.
construction prevents breakage. A variety of pleasing
styles and convenient sizes to choose from.
n

All-ste-

a.

Two-bas-

t- -

Lorain-equippe- d

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
St. Paul,
Louisville,
Columbus, fi: Kansas City, 4.
Toledo, 9; Milwaukee, 6.
Indianapolis, 2; Minneapolis,

wateT adding
th
teaspoon salt for quart
jar. Put scalded rubbers
n place, leave lids loose.
1

'0

Lorain Oven Heat N
has changed home canning methods made it easy and always
successful. Read the recipe. Isn't that
an 'improvement over the old way?
No more standing over steaming kettles on a scorching stove, while the
kitchen heat rises far above the temperatures of a July day. Lorain canning
means resting on your cool veranda
while Lorain watches the job.
The results are far more delicious than
way of canyou get by the
ning on the top burners. Thousands of
women use the Lorain way and praise it
enthusiastically.
May we show you the
gas ranges on our floor, and let you see
and taste samples of Lorain oven can- -

-

3
2
Bancroft, ss
1
0
Groh, 3b
'0
0
21)
..
JJrisch,
4.
0 "fl
Mousel, If . . .
0
0
.
.
.
rt
Young,
WESTERN LEAGUE
1
Kelly, lb ...
Rt. .Tosenh.
Omaha.
0
0
Stengel, cf . .
Oklahoma City, 0; Denver, 10.!
1
0
Probably the first tralnload ship- Snyder, c
Wichita, 3: Dis Moines, 7.
0
ment In the history of the chocolate McQuillan, p
Tulsa, 1; Sioux City, 3.
0
0
xSmith
when
was
made
industry
recently,
a train of thirty cars, all loaded
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION
3
2 12 27
6
36
Totals
With cakes of chocolate, was sent
Birmingham, 7; Nashville, 4.
o"ut from a factory in Stamford,
x Batted
lor McQuillan in
Mobile, 10; Chattanooga. 8.
ninth.
Conn.
Little Rock.
Atlanta,
By Innings:
seven Innings.)
011 010 0003 (second game
Cincinnati
New Orleans,
Memphis,
010 010 0002
Now York
(second game seven innings,)
e
hits Fon-ecSummary:
Home run Kelly. Stolen
COAST LEAGUE
Meusel.
bases Harper, Daubert
Vernon, 5; Portland, 1.
Double plays Tonseca, Caveney
Seattle, 5; Oakland. 0.
8nd Daubert; Caveney (unassistSan Francisco, 4; Salt Ike, 2.
ed). Base on balls Off McQuil3; Los Angeles, 'l.
Sacramento,
out
2.
Struck
4
By
lan, 5: Couch,
2.
Time
Couch,
3;
WEST TEXAS LEAGUE
.McQuillan,
1:33. .
Score:
R. H. E.
2
Abilene ,...000 000 3115
011
7
2
Lubbock
...000
1003
Boston.
St. Louis,
Batteries: Scruggs and Burch;
Boston. Mass.-- Aug. 0. St. Louis
went into first place today by Cantrell and Swenson.
R. H. E
Score, first game:
splitting even with Boston, wm.e. Sweetwater
100 000 000 1 6 3
New York.
defeated
rinriniiHtl
Boston von the first game, 5 to un Sarf Angolo 301 010 50x 8 13 0
Batteries: Trammell and Pip.
all of Boston s runs coming aii"i
Week and Klindworth.
Kournier's muff of .Millers easy kin:
'
-- Score,
second game:
,R. H. E.
witfi
second
V. pop fly in the
inning
3
4
.r000 100
two out. North relieved Sherdel Sweetwater
with two out in this inning and did San Angclo ..300 000 x 3 4 1
Batteries:
Frlerson
and
Tramnot give a lit for the rest of the
ame. Errors by Kopf were In mell; Moore and Robertson,
Score:
R. H. E.
strumental In St. Louis

ZC

.

I

famous

THE

NATIONAL IjEAGTTE
St. Louis,
Boston.
Cincinnati, 3: New York, 2.
6:
Brooklyn, 5.
Chicago,
Philadelphia-Pittsburg-

vM

't'ltyvSi
v(

ffifl

RESULTS

r

ly

"

w

YESHR"
PATS

ii"--

jfinfy

:

CMcasoi 8: Brooklyn, !.
9.
Aug.
Brooklyn,
Chicago
mado it two straight from Brooklyn by winning today, 6 to 5.
Alexander each had one
bad inning, Cadore weakening in
when Heathcote's home
ixth
the
run, with two on, decided the
game.
- R.
Score:
II, E.
Chicago ,.'...100 005 000 8 13 0
13
0
002
0035
Brooklyn ....000
Batteries: Alexander and O'Far-rel- l;
Cadore and DeBerry. .

The Afaoclnted Proji.)

New Vork, Aug. 9. Though out-h- it
more than two to one, Clnclna-t- l
again defeated" New York today,
3 to 2.
It was tho world's champions third successive defeat. McQuillan, former Brave pitcher,
twirled brilliantly for New York,
but his support feH down In the
pinches. Score:
Cincinnati
AB. R. IT. TO. A. F..
0
2
1
3
0
0
Burns, cf .'. .
a
4
1
1 13
1
Daubert, lb..
0
1
0
4
0
Duncan, If . .
2
0
0
0
4
Harper, rf . .
4
4
Fonseca, 2b .
1
5
0
0
4
.
Plnelli, 3b
4
5
4
0
0
Caveney, ss ,
1
3
0
Wingo, c
4
2
0
0
0
Couch, p

10.0-yar-

JMKk
Kcrvliaerfl'Sv

mara, 1. Struck out By North, 4;
Oeschgcr, 2. Hits Off Doak, 6 in
3 inninga; North, 6 in 6; Oeschger,
6 In 8; McNamara, none in 1. WinNorth.
ning pitcher
Losing
Time 1:58,
pitcher Oeschger.

LOT J

Tfi 0

Hive

two-fifth-

The

NLtTOHf
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wy Lorain way
Clean well, scald about
5 minutes. Cold-diKe-move skins. Pack whole,
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uperque Sas & Electric
"At Your Service"
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Thone 98".
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cigarettes'
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ginning

R. IT. E.
Score:
St. Louis. .'. .000 000 0000o o5 2
"
Obi) w" u"x
Boston
Batteries: Shcriel. North and
Alnsmfth; Miller and Gowdy.
Second game:
St. Louis.
y AB. R. H. POtA. E.
.
0
2
5
Flack, rf..-2
2
5
Stock, 3b.,
1
1
f
Smith, If
3
1
Wornsby, 2b. . . . a
1
10
Fourpler, lb... 43
3
0
.
.
.
Sehulta!, ,cf. .
0
1
3
Toporcer, ss.
0
0
i
Clcmons, c
4
0

First game

....

AlnsnuW

I

II

I

-

I I

Doak. A
North, p..
xDver .a
xxShotton

c....

i

1

2
0

0

0

0
0

0

00
0

Ranger ,...000 000 020 2 8 1
000 050 20x 7
2
Batteries: Pyle and Clayton;
Mickey and Erwin.

Clnvls

Score:
Stamford
Amarillo

R. H. E.

..200 100 200 6 4 8
..000 040 0118 14 1
Batteries: Knadler and Schmidt:
Badger and Byors.

Since earliest times agriculture
has been tha predominant Industry
la the United States. Now, however, for tha first time In history,
d
tne numoer or
in manufacturing
exceeds the
number engaged in agriculture.
persons-employe-

-

Every cigarette fuMtHt
weight and full size

NOTICE OF SUIT.
In the District Court, State of New
Mexico, County of Bernalillo,
Ada R. Wright and Bernard H,
Wright, Plalntif fsy vs. G, F. Had- den. Defendant.

2
27 16
34 6
Totals
x Ran for Clemons In fotirth. .
xx Batted for Doak In fourth, . To O. F. Hadden:
Take notice that a certain suit
Boston.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. has been filed and Is now pending
in
the District court of the state
Powell, rf . . .
of New Mexico within and for
Nixon, If
Bernalillo county, wherein Ada R
Nicholson, rf.
Wright and Bornard H. Wright are
Boeckel. 3b..
plaintiffs and you the said G. F.
Holke. 1b....
Hadden, are defendant
4
Ford, ss
The general object of said action4
Kopr. 2b
Is to obtain a cancellation of those
O'Neil, c
six
certain promissory notes and
2
Oeschger,
that certain mortgage, both made
0
McJamara, p.. 1
and delivered to you on March 15,
zGowdy
1922, by plaintiffs. Said mortgage
Is recorded In records of BernaUUo
37 5 12 27 13 S
TaI1
New Mexico, in book 84
county.
r Batted for Oeschger in sixth. T. D at pace 444, and conveys
Bv Innings:
Lots 19 and 20 of Block 88, Porea
000 400 200 fi addition to
St. Louis
city of Albuqtmrnue,
010
210
0105 Bernalillo county.
tmtnn
New Mexico, as
e
To
hits
Pummsrv:
security for the said promissory
Three-base- 4
Nixon,
notes.
porcer. Hornsby.
sacriiice
hits Holke.
You are notified that unless yon
Kopr.
Boeckel. Double plavs Stock to enter your appearance
in
said
to
1o
lonrnler; Boeckel
caiise on or before the twcntv-Cift- h
Hornsby
Hnlke. Tinsri nn balls Off Dnsk. dav of, September, 1D22, tudgnient
ill North, 1: Oetchger, : McNa- - Till b rendered la sail, caues

Cohtkic.ht

.

922,

3

i

I.iocftt

,
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Mvni Tobacco
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LEGAL NOTICE

p....

,

Lot numbered five (5) and six from the Acequla de Barelas to
against you by default.
Plaintiffs attorney is Milton J. (6) in block numbered twelve the rlvisr
is bounded
the land
whoso postoffice
and (12) of the Terrace addition to of Manuel Gonzales onbytha soutn.
Hclmick,
business address is Albuquerque, tho City of Albuquerque, accord- on the east
by tha Old Publio Road
New Mexico. i
ing to tha plat thereof on file In and on the west by tha Rio
Witness my hand and seal of said Bernalillo county
clerks' office; Grande.
- ,
court this ninth day of August, and adjudging that said Hen
is
Also another niece of land sit
1922.
Ranto
Interest
Los
No.
you
may
uated In Preeinf"
4,
superior
any
FRED CROLLOTT.
(Seal)
have in saia property, you are ches da Albuquerque, which Is
County Clerk of Bernalillo
further notified to appear and do- on the north, by the
County, New Mexico, and ( fend the aaid cause and file your bounded
land of R. J. Ewlng, on tha east
Clerk of the
answer to the complaint with the by the Old National Road whien
District Court.
clerk of said court on or before is commonly called "El Camino
By HARRY F. LEE, Deputy.
the 4th day of September, 1922, or Vicjo da loa Ranchos da Albu
NOTICE OF SUIT.
Judgment, will ba taken against querque, on tha south - by land
State of 'New Mexico, County of you by defaalt for the relief so which was formerly owned by
Bernalillo. In the District Court. prayed.
Manuel D. Gonzales, and on tha
Marron and Wood, postoffice west by the Rio Grande del Norte;
Mary Dixie Stroud, Plaintiff, vs.
Hulon Arthur Stroud, Defendant. address, Albuquerque, , Now Mex- which said land Is crossed by tho
To the Above Named Defendant:
ico, are tbe attorneys for the Acequla de los Griegos and
You are hereby' notified that a plaintiff. '
and rontons about 18
FRED CROLLOTT,
suit lins been filed against you In
ae
lore or less.
Clerk of said court.
the said court .and county by 'the
na will be made to satisfy
Dated this 19th day of July, i
above named TVi,intiff, in which
judgment and decrea In
the said plaintiff prays for divorce 1922.
t
csaid cause,, rendered on
M
on the grounds of desertion, abani. 1922, wherein the plain
And
donment and
NOTICE OP SALE.
tlfjL.
...iialned Judgment of foreyou are further notified that un- In the District Coutt, State of New closure of a certain deed of trust
less you enter or cause to be enMexico, County of Bernalillo. trmfle by H. H. Russell, now detered your appearance In said
No.
ceased, and IJllie A. Russell his
cause on or before the twenty-fift- h
D. E. Harrington and A. L. Martin, wife, tho amount of which Judgday of September, A. D. 1922, judgTrustee. Plaintiffs, vs. Lillie A. ment is as follows: 82,600 with
ment will be ndored in said cause
Russell, Velma Russell, Henriet- interest at ten per cent per anh
against you by default and the reta Russell and Charlotte Russell, num
1st, 1922, until
lief prayed for will be granted.
Defendants.
paid; and for tho further sum of
The name of the plaintiff's atNotice Is hereby given that the $250 with interest thereon' at tha
torneys' are George S. Klock and undersigned having been on the rate of ten per cent per annum
M. J. McGuinness. .whose postof8th
day of May, 1922, named and from March 1st, 1920,. until paid:
fice address is Albuquerque, N. M. appointed
by the aforesaid court and for the further sum of $250
FRED CROLLOTT.
(Seal)
as Special Master, In a certain de- with Interest thereon at the rata
Clerk.
cree and final Judgmont on that of ten per cent per annum from
By HARRY F, LEE, Deputy.
day rendered in the above styled March 1st, 1921, until paid; anil
NOTICE.
ad numbered cause, will on tho for tho further sum of $250 with
State of New Mexico. In pie Dis- 17th day of August, 1922, at ten Interest thereon from the 1st
trict Court, Bernalillo county. o'clock a. m. at the front door ol fbf March, 1922," until paid at day
tha
the Bernalillo County Court House, rata of ten per cent per annum;
No. 184447
J. C. Cavanaugh, plaintiff; vs. offer for sale and sell to, the high- and for tho
further
sum
of
and est and best bidder fori cash, the $173.94 for taxes, with Interest
,C. R. Crosno, L. T. Shirley
Caroline H. "Rrfbinsen, defend- following real estata. In Bernalillo thereon from May 8th, 1922,
until
ants.
County, New Mexico, to wit:
paid at the rate of six par cent
A piece, of land situated in Pre- per annum; and for
To tha' Defendant, Caroline H:
the
further
cinct No.' 4, Los Ranchos de Al- sum of $300 attorneys
Robinson: ,
fees, and
Please takel notice that an ac buquerque, and measuring from
thla
InProceeding.
tion has. beeii commenced and Is Least to, west nineteen hundred cluding the cost
now pending 'against you in the (1900)
feet and from north sale and a reasonable Master's this
fee,
hundred
above entitled court and causa to
and the amounts of which
south, five
feet
bounded
on will be on tho data of saleJudgment
and betweon the parties therein forty-fou- r
S,949..
named, tho object of which Is to the north by lands ' of Trini- t9 besides court costs, advertisforeclose a mechanic's lien upon dad Arls, on tho south by land ing costs and Master's
fes
whetf
owned
the following described premises formerly
by Remedias allowed by the Court.
In the city of Albuquerque,
Now Baca now owned by F. M.'Ewlng.
RUTH
A..MOORK...r
as far as tha Acequia d "Griegos,
Mexico,
fueciall Mant.i. .
from-Marc-
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Women's Daily Magazine Page
BX JANE
GEKTIH KTTOIES THE
CALKXDKIl.

'

Chapter

her bureau ffnd Hhe studied it dally. Don't get me any more playthings
fruit." They cost money."
Three weeks of" the month had and,
You
"Now who's the brick?
gone
away somehow, just do as you are told, eat what
slipped
In
to
of
we
her
and
well
and
quickly
spite
longing
give you
get
see' Tom Norrls.
In a week the strong, and stop thinking about
month would be up. She tried to clothes! I have lovely things to
calm her impatience by recalling dance in, and that's all that, really
he had said "in about a month" counts. I don't go out much, not
that might mean a little more than like Mlly'
four weeks she counted on the cal"All right-- But you just wait
endar might mean five, perhaps. till I grow up and I'll fix you! 'Gen,
Would he be the same Tom
but don't I wish I was a man right
' '
the same to her?
now! It takes awful long for a boy
She asked herself this question to grow up."
many times daily. It hardly seem- ' After this talk Gertie stopped
ed reasonable that ho would re- even thinking of her shabbiness.
member the cabaret girl, to whom Dear little Tim, wilting to go with'he had been so kind, all this whi! out the fruit the doctor said he
the girl to whon( lie had opened needed and the cheap toys that
ay new life; had taught to long for atpused him when' he was tired of
Setter things, on, education, and re- -' lying still. He might have been
finement.
killed, then what would any of
Feverishly she longed to show them care for clothes?
him she had improved, that she
had really tried. If she couldn't
Gertie's new dance had grown, in
have new clothes, she did have a popularity.
She gave an encore
better place to receive him, a every night and Fagin, in very
pretty little sitting room instead of good humor said: "Get up another,
the kitchen. Yet he hadn't seemed whenever you feel like it, Miss
to mind, had been perfectly at Gertie, I'll stand for the clothes."
ease with the family, sipping tea,
"I don't have mtich time to pracand complimenting
her mother tice at home, my little brother
upon her cooking. Sometimes she broke his leg, and he needs a lot
almost wished she never had met of attention. I try to help Ma
him; never known a young man take care of him.
But I'll be
so different from those of her
about a sort of butterfly
thinking
those
whim TXIXy dance have in mind, one I started
neighborhood;
considered good enough for beaux. to practice when he was hurt."
It had made them all seem so comGertie was developing into an
mon, even George Murphy, who artist, in a way. Fagin, the clever
was
a nice fellow, holding a Irishman perceived it, and willingreally
good position.
with an
ly helped her
Ono day she caught Tim looking eye to his own perhaps
aggrandizement,
at her, his eyes bright.
but it was help and encouragement
"What is it. Tim?" she asked.
the same.
' "That's a great idea
"I was only thinking how pretty just
a butterfly
you are, ucrt. You're the prettiest with "gorgeous wings, bright colors.
girl I know even in your old It'll cost a lot for a costume, but
clothes. I guess them new ones as I told you, I'll stand the gaff.
you planned to have before I got And " he fumbled in his pocket,
hurt went for me, didn't they?"
took out a roll of bills. "Here's $25.
Gertie gave him a kiss befoi-I guess you can use it if you've
she answered.
She had loved the sickness in the family."
little boy's frankness, his compliGertie was so surprised, so
ment.
touched by this
gen"What If they have! A good leg erosity she could unexpected
scarcely thank
is wortn more than clothes. Tlm-nii- e the man.
dear. When you get well you'll
"There! There! Never mind the
sonn earn money asrain. and I will thanks. Run
and practice
have the clothes. If I don't have your butterfly along
dance."
tnem I won't be wearing them out
"I've got her nailed to the mast
like I would if I had them now." for keeps!" he said to himself and
inure a oricK, uert! I guess j in jum uiHiiuKer.
one s a winner
1 know girls like new1
clothes, I 'all right, too."
,

I
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MENU HINT.
Broukfast.
'
Cahtaloupe
,
vChippert Deef in Brown Gravy
Coffee .
Toast
fnincheon. (
Creamed Cetery on Toast
Tea
Rajishes
Dinner,
Meat Loaf
Scalloped Potatoes
New Lima Beans

Peach Whip and Meringue For
Whites of four eggs;
meringue:
one cup granulated sugar,
Beat whites
teaspoonful vallla.
until stiff, add gradually
of sugaj, and continue beating until, mixture will hold its shape.
Fold in remaining sugar, nd add
flavoring.
Drop by spoonfuls on
oiled pan. Bake thirty minutes in
a very slow oven. For peach whip:
One cup fresh peaches, one cup
Raspberry Jell
Stuffed Tomato Salad
sugar, one tablespoon
granulated
Peach. Whip on Meringues
of lemon Juice, white of one egg.
Iced Tea
House
Rolls
Parker
Put into a cream whip and beat
until stiff and very light.
Chill.
Today's Tttx'elpts.
Split meringues, fill with peach
Meat Loaf Two pounds chopped whip and pile whipped cream
on
fresh beef,
pound fresh top,
one
oat
urtal
cups
pork,
put through the grinder, two eggs,
teaone tablespoon salt,
Canning and Preserving.
spoon pepper, two teaspoons toma- , Sweet Peach Pickles Make a
to catsup, two teaspoons melted syrup by boiling one quart of vinecup cold gar, four pouhds of brown sugar
butter, about
water. Mix in order given, adding and two ounces of stick cinnamon
minutes.
enough cold water to form a loaf. fW twenty-fiv- e
Have a peck of peaches and Skin
Put in roaster, brown quickly, lower
a
a
at
time
few
one1
and
a
bake
and
gas
quarter
byputtins them in
hours.
boiling water. Stick three or four
Stuffed Tomato Salad Peel me- whole cloves in each peach and
Remove a cook In tho syrup until soft. Fill
dium sized tomatoes.
thin 'slice from the top of each Jar with tho peaches as you dip
and take out seeds and some of them out, overflow with the boiling
the pulp. Sprinkle Inside with salt, syrup and deal. Examine the top
Invert and let stand on ice one-ha- lf when cool to make sure they are
hour. Fill tomatoes with this tight. Always turn Jar upside down
until cool, in this way any leak is
mixture:
Cottage cheese, cucumber and young onion, diced and readily discovered, and the topo
mix with mayonnaise. Arrange on are more apt to seal down.
Plum Conserve Three pounds
lettuce leaves and place
spoonful
blue plums, three pounds sugar,
of mayonnaise on top.
one and
pounds seeded
raisins, three oranges, Juice and
grated rlndj Cook until thick like
Almost
jam.
Pears Kour pounds pears
Unbelievable andSpiced
four pounds sugar, cook one
Two lemons cooked In a
hour.
the wonderful im
little water until tender, then chop
In small pieces
'If If provcmeni 10 yuuromn
pound canand complexion your
dled ginger root. Add ginger and
)M mirror
temon to pca,rs and cook half an
will reveal to you
after singGourtud'iOriental
hour longer.
Pepper Hash One dozen green
Oeim for the first time.
peppers, one dozen red peppers.
Stndlic tor Trial Slza
Remove seeds, grind or chop fine
FERD. T. H0PUN8 & SON
and cover with boiling water. Chop
New York
one dozen onions. Drain peppers
and put fn kettle with onions and
one pound of brown sugar one pint
vinegar, salt to taste. Boil one
hour; seal lo Jars or glasses.

'
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Building activity in Albuquerque has not been diminished by
the strike. On the contrary, several mechanics who struck have
joined in tho
movement by beginning the
erection of houses for sale to
In this way ihey are
nowcomers.
improving their spare time and
contributing to the growth of the
city. Many, persons are building
substantial homes for their own
use.
The building activity is not confined to any one district, but Is
scattered all over the city. In the
northwest part of Greater Albuquerque, beginning Inside the city
limits and extending for oven a
mile north, a large number of
'houses are being erected, some
for speculation, but the greater
number for occupancy by the
owners. On East Central avenue
and in many parts of the highlands much building activity lu

reported.
Real estate men say Indications
are for the greatest demand for
houses this fall that Albuquerque

has ever known. The inquiry for
houses in July and August has
been phenomenally
large, they
state. Activity in real estate dur
those
is
months
usually of
ing
little, consequence.
Permits Issued
Among the permits recently
are
the following:
granted
K. E. Bliss, V 0,000 home at
621. Luna boulevard.
Albert Soell. 16,400 home at
SO 7 West Marquette.
W. C. Reid,
residence,
824 North Third street; cost
4

Two

-

three-roo-

adobes

m

by

Frank Ewlng, ?3,&lij.
business section a per
In
mit has been given for the erec
y
addition to
tion of a
tho rear of the building at Third
street and Central avenue, occu
pied
by the Mandell-Dreyfu-

te

ono-stor-

ss

store.
The printed copies of the revised building code, under which
all construction within the city
limits must be done, have been
delive.red to City Building Inspector Bowdlch. Mr. Bowdich says
that any contractor, architect or
other person wishing a copy of
the code may obtain it by calling
at his ortice ana paying J2. Mr,
Bowdich said he discovered yes
terday that two buildings had
been started in the business part
of the city without permits, before he became inspector, and ho
caused the owners to take out
permits and have the structures,
which
are nearing completion,

inspeciea.

America produces
of
the rnttnn crnn rt tVia urntM hut
she has only half the number- of
apinaies mat wowc in Lancashire,
and she is able to export but one- twentietn part of all the cotton
makes.
Lanoashlre'3
goods she
sixty million spindles turns out sn- nlJRllv Annncrh uniiarA vnpdi
fnh.
rlcs to spread no fewer than seven
inicKnessrs over
tne wnole or
Greater London.
two-thir-

-

Flannel Sports Costume
For Fastidious Wearer
.

-

J)

X'

ji

L
Special, Four for
15c Oatmeal Bowls
rpj?
Special. Six for.
'
'
35c Large Bowls
Q1
v
.
.
or
f
Four
Special,
tp L
The above mentioned items are all first grade
China. It will pay. you to look at these.
We have just received. a large shipment of tinware such as pie plates, cake plates,, bread
pans, etc. The above items are displayed in
one oi our mam windows."

...lut
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INSTITUTE
Fhion Servicr
By

MARY
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PICKEN

BROOKS

FLANNEL frocks are always a
delight. Their adaptable be.
cominghess, as well as their pracpleasure
ticability, make them
to own.

i

checked flannel
with plain white flannel, white buttons, end brown tie for the dress
trimmings, and a tan felt hat with
a brown pheasant tail, make this
costume one to satisfy the most
of sports
wearer
fastidious
clothes.
The materials of such a frock
help wonderfully for smartness,
out in addition 'one must watch
carefully the shaping of the collar
nd cuffs and the position of the
ikirt bands, to make the dress
flannel in green, yellavender, blue, or black all.
ro to make a smart costume, and
is all the colors are so attractive,
one is sure to find just the ous
itat becomes hex. test. :w
Checked

low,
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Stopped Hew Edison
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Re-Creati-

ons

Are Just Half Finished
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Have you ever danced to the New Edison?
If you have you're "sold" on the idea that
they're not only better but longer. The Edison method of
permits almost halt
more the music per inch of record than the
average talking machine disc! Thia is especially advantageous in dance records.
'And the full, round tone of Edison
dancers. These suquickly wins the choice of modern-da- y
perb records come next to dancing to the music of the original orchestras. Once you've danced to the
music of the New Edison you're a "fan." There's just something about it gets you the DIFFERENCE
is so apparent. Visit the Edison salons on Rosenwald's third floor. Have us play the new dance records
for you. You'll catch yourself swaying somehow they just make you WANT to dance.
l

....
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These Superb Edison

AROUND

Johnson-Donaldnn-

!

tra

60961

,

for
Days Fox Trot, Williams-FostoHappy
Dancing, Vincent Lopez Orchestra; and Georgia
Medley Ipox Trot Don Parker Trio
Momnrlca ol'tlie South Medley Fox Trot, Ernest
L. Stevens, Piano; and Nola Fox Trot Vincent
Lopez Orchestra
Xoln Fox Trot, Arndt, Adapted by Lopez. Vincent Lopez Orchestra, for Dancing; and Memories of the South Medley Fox Trot Stevens. .
Old Fashioned Girl Fox Trot, Jolson, for Dancand Blue Bird Fox
ing, Lanin's Orchestra;
Trot Broadway Dancu Orchestra
Who (Believed In You ) Fox Trot. Frlndland,
Henry W. Lange, I'iano; and Swaying Waltz
Stevens
By theSapphlre Sea. Snyder. Herbert C. Tllley,
.Tr Baritone; and Erin. You're Wearln" a Won- derful Smile Walter Seanlan nnd- - Chorus
By tho Knppliira Sea Waltz, Snyder, for Dancing;
and Moon River Medley Waltz Green Bros.,
Novelty Band
Calilnrnln Fox Trot; Friend-Conrafor Dancing;
and I'll Dream ot You Fox Trot Hotel
Mouse
Vincent Lopez Orchestra
.,

'

r,

TW&i

COURT
HOUSE

'

Mary Dixie Stroud filed suit
In the district conn
yesterday
askiim a divorce from H. A.
Stroud.
Suit to clenr title was started
yesterday In the district court by
Ada R. WriKlit-jm- d
B. H. Wright
against G. V. Iladden.
Damages amounting to $2,t!3.'l
are asked by Frank K. Montova
against Elisoo Tadilla in a petition filed in the district court yesterday.. The case is based on mi
accident which Is alleged to havo
taken , place April 26 on North
when
the plaintiff
Broadway
claims thatwhile riding a bicycle
Into-bhe was run
the defendant
who was driving" an automobile.
He "charges careless driving.
Bertha Hose filed suit yestert
askday against Joseph
ing for $291. 50 said lo bo due on
account.

It Again Fox Trot French Doll, Gershwin,
for Dancing, Harry Iiadermnn's Orchestra; and
Teasin' Fox Trot Vincent Lopez Orchestra...
Erin, You'ro Wenrln' a Wonderful Smile, Stanley,
Walter Scanlan, Tenor, and Chorus; and By the
Sapphire Sea Herbert C. Tilley, Jr
I'll Dream of You Fox Trot HoU-- t Moiim, for
Dancing; and California Fox Trot Vincent
Lopez Orchestra
Why Don't You Smile? Fox Trot, Schwartz, Phil
(Hunan's Dance Orchestra; and Marie Fox
Trot Green Bros. Novelty Band
I'm Just Wild About Hurry Fox Trot played by
Vincent Lopez Orchestra
I Iovo Ifcr Kho IjOvcs Mo Fox Trot played by
Atlantic Dance Orchestra, Dave Kaplan, Conductor
Stumbling Fox Trot played by Broadway Dance
Orchestra
Lovable F.ycs Fox Trot played by Broadway
Dance Orchestra
Sweet Indiana Home Fox Trot played by Broadway Dance Orchestra
C'oo.Coo
Fox Trot played by Green Brothers
Novelty Band
Virginia Blues Fox Trot, Melnken, Broadway
Dance Orchestra; and Cutio Medley Fox Trot
Rndcrman's Jazz Orchestra
Wnbash Bluos Fox Trot, Meinken; and
May F. T. Broadway Dance Orchestra. . . . . .
Dreams
Whllo Miami
Fox Trot, Whiting,
for
Dancing, Imperial Marimba Band; and Don't
Leave Me Mammy Fox Trot Raderman's Jazs
..
. . ,:
Orchestra

15o

(

t.4rnj

jx

Just Make You --Want To Dance

ns

(Where Arc You?) Vox Trot, Clarke- Mnstof, Broadway Dance Orchestra; and Old
Fashioned Girl Fox Trot Lanin's Orchestra.. 50954
G;orsin Minlley Fox Trot ( IiitrKlnHiir "Mnllmla
i
for Dancing, Don
Brown"),
'
Parker Trio, .Saxophone, i'iano and .Banjo; and
Happy Days Fox Trot Vincent Lopez Orches- -

Lady Poynter, wife of Sir Ambrose Poynter. the famousNarclii-tec- t,
it as decided to start in business as a house decorator. She
states that her scheme is solidl..'
businesslike and sot the
of
a society woman. Not wanting to
decided
presume upon her title, she
to work under the name of
"Toucan." She has studied for her
business for over two years and is
able to prepare estimates and
knows where and how to get neces-

sary materials.

Re-Creatio-

BHio Bird

Lady Poynter.

50901,
5099

50960

50964

60J69
609(17

60964
50967
50966
60908
60988
5098S
50989
BOOS 3

50990
60990
60980

Sal-O-

60974
609(!S

,

80804

gOUlJ

Rosenwald's Edison Department
ON THE COOL, AIRY THIRD FLOOR

y
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The Scientifically Built Watch

STATE NATIONAL1

HIGH BIDDER Of

The high bid was considerably
above the par value and accrued
Interest of thq bonds and was
only $35 below the latest market
quotation received by wire from
New York a few minutes before
the bid was submitted. ,
All accrued Interest received
from the bonds will be placed in
the county interest fund which Is
a
fund and can he
used for any type of expenses
the principal will be placed in
the sinking fund for use in retiring a number of the county refunding bonds Issued in 1901 and
now callable although
do not
mature until 1931. they
Tljo retirement of tho county bonds will
save the county approximately
$4,000 a year, the difference on
the Interest rate on the county
refunding bonds and the Liberty
bonds.

WOMAN'S

E-R

When Other Records Have

Making tho high bid of $40,778.
the State National bank w.tb the
purchaser yesterday of the Liberty bonds which havo been held in
the county sinking fund since
their purchase during the war.
Tho Citizen's National bank was
the second highest bidder, tieinc
22 below
the State National.
Kieier ana Mammcl were the
third bidders, being far below the
first two.

distinctively smart.

ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.
PHONE 299
321 W. CENTRAL AVE.

L-O-N-G--

COUNTY'S BONDS

COME! COME! COME!
35c Cups and Saucers
Special,. Four Cups and Saucers for
39c Plates

i
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Add See Our Big China Specials
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Real Estate Men. Say Demand for Homes is Larger
" Than- Ever Before at This
Time; Strikers Build.

l

h

ARE NOT ONLY BETTER BUT

CITY THIS YEAR
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BUSINESS CAREER
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PHIiTS.
hear Lilly talk, and Jennie too. 1
hoard Jennie tell Ma you looked
awful shabby, that Lilly said it was
a shame you couldn't have a new
hat. Can't you manage just a hat?

45.

TITLED BRITISH v
WOMAN TAKES UP

GREftT AGTIVITY

FOUR DAnCING FEET

RE-CR-

Dear Mrs. Thompson;
A friend
of mine and tier baby came to visit
me two weeks ago and they are
still with us. I was very glad to see
her at first, but now I am very
tired of her visit and think sho
ought to say something about going home. My husband is tired of
her being with us too and says I
must think of some way to got rid
of her. I have asked him what ho
would suggest and he says he does
not know. ..We are people who
have to plan with our money and
every extra one who comes just
makes it harder for us to get along.
I do not want to offond this friend
of mine because I like her very
much.
riease advise me what to do.
'
MRS. H. R.
You might Invite some company
for a night or two and tell your
friond that you have to have the
room. This wajjld probably be tho
easiest way for you to handle the
situation.
About the only other
way would be to tell her frankly
that you couldn't afford to havo
her there longer.
Dear Mrs. Thompson:
A young
man has asked me to keep steady
company with him and I don't
know Just what he means. Does
he mean that I cannot go with
other boys too? I told my mother
about It and she says I am too
young to keep steady company and
if the bov in eolnir to b Rorlmis shn
doesn't want me to go with him at
all. I have gone to places with two
other boys but they never have said
anything about steady company.
What do you think the boy expects
if I keep steady
company with

himV

L. A. D.

If you keep steady company with
MISS SEXAUER MOVED
the boy he will expect you to giv
all other boy friends. Your
TO COLORADO SPRINGS up
mother is quite right in saying that
it would b foolish for you to do
MJss Catherine Scxauer, educa- so. Let your mother guide you in
tional director In the vocational this matter and I am sure you will
school conducted
here by the do the right thing. I do not conUnited States Veteran's bureau, sider It wise for a girl to go with
has been transferred to Colorado one boy exclusively unless she is
Springs, where sho will occupy engaged to him.
the same position. Charles C.
Heath of this city has been named
Dear Mrs. Thompson: My probto succeed her.
lem Is of a social nature. I havo
hindrances that can't be abolished.
A member of my household is an
Invalid In a helpless condition. I
am expecting a guest soon and
GIRLS! LEMON'S
want to entertain In her honor. I
want to Invite sixty or seventy
ladies, as my obligations are increasing. I do not want an elaborate menu or anything formal or
TEN THE
expensive. I have thought of 2 to
5 or 3 to 5 as the hours.
Would
coffee
Ice cream and cako and
Squeeze the juice of two lorn, served in buffet style be in good
ons into
bottle containing three keeping
Would that mean dining
ounces o Orchard White, which room service, which I don't want?
a
store
will supply for
In serving this buffet style should
any drug
few cents, shake well, and you I have a salad? Could I do all this
havs a quarter i pint of harmless outside a dining room, let them
and delightful lemon
bleach. stand or seat them? Can I ask you
If
Massage this sweetly fragrant lo- to help me settle my '.oubts?
tion into the face, neck, arms and there Is anything better to suggest
hands each day, then shortly note I will certainly be glad to have the
the beauty and whiteness of your suggestion.
I want an attractive
i
skin.
yet dignified company.
Famous stage beauties use .this
MRS. A.'M.
lemon lotion to bleach and bring
Why not ask two of your most
comthat soft, clear,
Intimate friends to assist you and
plexion, also an ft freckle, sun- servo both tea and coffees with
burn, and tan bleach because it dainty sandwiches, cakes, salted
tfoesu't irritate.
nuts, and candle? Four to six arc

SKI

--

"

rosy-whi-

te

vv

.

--'

V

hours for an Informal
afternoon tea. You need not use
the dining room if you serve from
two small te:i tables in the living
room or garden.
Let one friend
thw best

preside at the silver coffee urn, and
the other take charge of the tea.
If you can secure the services of a
competent maid for that afternoon
she can wait on the guests, look
after the china and sllyor equipment of each tea table and carry
the fresh cakes and sandwiches In
I should not
from the kitchen.
serve a salad unless I wanted a
buffet supper.

Waltham Ten Ligos
UK (old cue, raised figure dill. Cat.
Price loj.oo

iBiV HUR ROOM
DISCOVERED
IN
DUKE CITY, TOO
a "Ben
boasts
Albuquerque
Hur room" all Its own. Governor
Lew Wallace, the author, Is known
to have written parts of the famous book In an old house on
West Central avenue which was
owned by his brother, Vincent
Wallace.
A little known story of tho
early days In Albuquerque came
to light yesterday in connection
with the sale of the C. C. Heath
property at 1429 West Central
avenue to Mrs. A. F. Kieth, who
uvea in ino uouse 43 years ago.
The house, which is in the. old
part of Albuquerque across from
Hunlng castle, was occupied In
the early days by the governor's
brother, whose Initials, V. W
were recently discovered above a
mantle in "the living room, Al- phonso Simpler, a shoemaker, who
was living in Albuquerque at that
time, remembers distinctly the
visits of Governor Wallace to the
city and his working on his book
at the home of his brother.
Santa Fe and an almost deserted adobe town ot Bonanza
near Cerlllos, also lay claim to
the distinction of having sheltered the author when he wrote his
great story of biblical times. Bonanza, once a mining camp In
which Governor Wallace was Interested, Is situated about 15 miles
this side of Santa Fe and was in
the seventies the first watering
place on the old stage road to
Albuquerque. There it is said that
a portion of the "Ben Hur" story
was written.

N.
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Beauty,: and .Utility
'

watch, like your newspaper, Is Indis-- f
You would be handicapped to navi-- i
pate thrnuirh life without it.

YOUR

V

Whatever your occupation, there is a Waltham
Watch which will adorn and please you with its
beauty and
time-kecpin- g.

v

'fi

When you purchase a Waltham Watch you buy
the finished product of seventy years horological
experience the result of the application of exclusive improvements and inventions to the watchmaking industry and the utilization of the finest
selected materials.
A first class jeweler will show you and explain the
sterling worth of Waltham Watches. He knows.
what fine watches they are.

'

,

v

WritB for a valuable booklet that is a liberal" Watch" education
Sent free upon request. The Waltham Watch Company
'
Crescent Street, Waltham, Mass. '

v,

V
.

"y

WALTHAM

'

THE WORLD'S .WATCH OVERTIME
,

Whtrt yon at tils sign they ttll Waltham Wttchtt
Mokirt of thifamrnii KPaltham air-f- r icticn quality Sptettomrtm ant
AuiamobtU
used on tht world' t leading cart
GIFTS THAT LAST

i
J--

'
v

FAMOUS WALTHAM WATCHES AT

CONSTIPATION
I BILIOUSNESS

Headache

k

4,.

GOTTLIEB JEWELRY COMPANY
"Your Guarantee Is Our Name"
1C5 North First Street.
Oph ite Y.M.C A.

INDIGESTION

Stomach Trouble
EVERYWHERE
--

sss

SOLO

s"s

TELL IT THROUGH THE CLASSIFIED

iiWrBiWlilW
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL? v
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Albuquerque Morning Journal
AN

f

INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER.
Published Ity
COTB NAT. lH'lU.ISIIIMl COMPANY
II. A. MACPHEHSON...
.. . 1'reshlfM
V. T. HcCKElCSHT
. . .Perretnry
HEPHKSEXTATIVES
C J. A NDEtt.SON Marquette Bid?..
Ohir-ogoIII,
RALPH R. MULLIGAN, SO East 43J

1

New York.
Entered aa aconii-clas- s
matter at the.
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New Mexicans have hoard n
great deal of recent years nbont
the mounting state and county expenses and tho corresponding increase fn taxes. Various remedies
have been suggested for remedying
the situation, which those who
are familiar with conditions admit
are becoming serious.
It cannot he denied, of course,
that the cost of government, like
everything, has increased, especially since the war. True, the sal- arles of slate and county officers
are regulated by law and remain
as they were In
days, but
this la not true of nppolntivo offices, neither is it true that supplies purchased to run the state
and counties can be purchased for
the prices that prevailed a few
years ago. Nevertheless, considerable savins can be effected if there
is a genuine desire to do so.
Now that we are on the verge of
A campaign.
It behooves the people to give serious thought to the
nomination of candidates for the
various offices, state, legislative
and county. Men should be selected who are pledged to an administration of efficiency and economy;
men who, if electod, will guarantee
to devote their f tilt time to the
offices to which they are elected
and to see to it that the business
of the state and the countries Is
handled in an efficient and economical manner.
If the ordinary private business
was run In the slipshod manner in
which the average public office Is
conducted. It would soon go on the
rocks. Ai business man who is
anxious to make a success of his
undertaking would be very unwise
to place an incompetent man In
charge of it, and yet the voters of
the state of New Mexico have In
the past entrusted the important
county duties to men
who would not run a peanut stand
and make a success of the ven- pre-w-

,

j

vvu

ture.

A cyclone near

here, as the. chicken's
scant and easily blown about.
O

Jay Turley says Cottonwood
trees drink too much water. What
does he expect the poor things

to do, turn moonshiners?

man from Cadiz, O., eloped
with a whole family except, of
course, papa, who got sore because
ho was not taken along, and had
the whole bunch pinched at Raton.
A

Wn congratulate the Kansas girl
of 21 who has never attended a
picture show. At tho risk of getting in a row with the business office, we'll say that she has been

fortunate.

O
e
The
league "Is about to
look into bad magazines," we are
V
are surprised to
informed.
hear that these ladles are
fflr that kind of litera
ture. He (or she) who looks 13
lost.
anti-vic-

develop-ingatasi-

O

If they have time to read, why
not tana up some or tne more se
rimis stuff. "Tho Shiek," for in
stance.

WHO
WHO'S
PAY'S
NEWS
THE

IN

miss.

izetta

nnow.v.

jewi-xi.- .

Mrs. William G. Brown of King-MrG. Brown of
William
Kingwood, West Virginia, is the
firat woman to lose the race for
as a candidate for
nomination
the senate In the coming elections.
She was running against three men
ancandidates.
Mrs. Brown's
nouncement of her candidacy "was
umaue
in
that
wr
me
sne cast aside
6'

s.

1

1

i c

a

cam- -

1

Before

Is time

the late Representative William G.
Brown she was Izetta Jewell, an
actress. She was in the company
with James K. Hackett and Otis
Skinner beforo she appeared In
Poll's in Washington, where she
was leading woman of the stock
company for several seasons.
She was heralded as the idol of
the San Francisco national democratic convention which- she attended in tho interest of the candidacy of John W. Davis. Her political record in her state Is good
CRAZY IDEAS.
and she has stumped more than
The world Is Inclined to "poke once for the democratic party.
fun" at the majority of Inventor.
"Crazy Ideas" Is the term applied
to tho products of Inventors'
ba,Ins. True, there are thousands
of! inventions which will never be
of.any practical usp. But this does
not necessarily mean that every 'n Mind of a Dull Child, at Thnt.
new Invention is worthless, and
A Moscow dispatch says that a
the man, with what we are pleased medical commiaslon which recentto term' the "crazy Idea" sliould ly examined Lenlne reports that
he now has the mind of a child.
not be laughed at.
Alexander Graham Bell, Inven- He always did have the mind of
and vain schoolboy.
tor of the telephone, died a few aThatprecocious
was the trouble with him.
days ago. There were .those who Buffalo Express.
did not believe his announcement
that he had perfected a device by
Yes, It's Some Pipe Dream.
Tim lwrmnnpnt rrinrt nf Interna
which the human voice could be
But
wire.
a
over
thin
transmitted
tional Justice having been impreshe lived to see the whole world sively opened at The Hague, there
is of course no excuse ior any
talk by telephone.
Justice. And
Forty-fiv- e
years ago Thomas A. more international
thing?
Edison Is said to have laughed at is this not a wonderful
Dealer.
Plain
himself because he had a "crazy Cleveland
Idea." But he kept On, and today
Or Be Husband of One.
In millions of homes the phonoHis mother may now take coman-- ,
Edison
When
fort in the thought that if Little
graph plays.
nounced that he had Invented the Johnny does not become president
Incandescent light an Italian scien- he may bo Included in somebody's
of 100 eminent Americans.
tist discredited the report, claim- list
Boston Transcript.
ing that such a thing was Impossible.
"ITafik'' Is Overlooking a Bet.
Less than a score of years ago
is somewhat surprising that
It
beLangley was daughed to death
Henry Ford hasn't bought Mount
man
Everest and had a memner or nis
cause of his- "crazy Idea" that
could fly. The greatest mathema- office force cllmh to the top. Totician of the age, Newcomb, dem- -' ledo Blade.
that
onstrated "conclusively"
a heavier than air flying machine
President
We reckon when
could not fly. But airplanes were Harding accepted Elmer Dover's
used with success In the world resignation, he said to himself:
war,-- ' are carrying malls and pas- - "There is some pleasure In this Job
sengers and may soon become as after all." HoUBton Post.
popular as automohiles.
PlmnlCS?
Wireless was a "crazy Idea." Po Will film Them Goose
If all the nation Is to have coal
was Bell's telephone and Morse's
rationed to it everybody Is sure to
telegraph, and Whitney's cotton recover from the prickly heat be
gin.
fore spring. unicago rsewo.
Don't laugh at the man with tho
Ho JTecds to Consult Alienist.
"crazy idea" just because It's new.
tailor says
A famous London
If there had never been any new
ideas wo would still Jail lunatics that men are shapely, women
the nurse
and debtors, burn men and women shapeless. him probably
on his head when he
dropped
for witchcraft, and use pine knots was
a child. isasnvuie jennet
for Illumination. It Is not so long scan.
since a republic was a "crazy idea"
in government.
Or Hit the Clrantanqiins.
Some day the man will be born
It is about time for Flagman
whoso "crazy idea" will end war, Dean to abandon railroading and
up the profession of litera
strikes, oppression, anarchy, crime take
and fraud. Ho will be laughed at, ture. Birmingham
as all leaders have been, But let
OF
us not be among those who deride, MAKES TORCH OUT
TRAIN
not
yet has It been
merely because
SHIRT; FLAGS
gtven to us to understand.
-
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mrrr
growers alarmed.
Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 9. Fruit

growers of western New York, who
have the. largest early apple crop
are becoming
in fifteen years,
alarmed over the rail strike situation, fearing lack of rolling stock
will seriously affect trnnspo-tatioThe peach belt in this section of
the state la also enjoying a bumper
crop.
n.

srxATon's

wire dtks.

9.
Mrs
Aug.
Washington,
Nichollne Jacobson Nelson, wife of
dnnator Nelson, Minnesota, died
ea;'ly today after a long Illness.

, " "
Hallroad 'mileage
f

In the I'nlted
fjtntes liit' increased from .r".Ono
miles In 1879 to almost 253.000
mi lea.

Uncle

fit

The Associated Preaa.)

Colo..
Aug. 9. The
Brandon,
cloudburst here Monday
ntgnt
washed out the Missouri Pacific
of
east
here.
miles
tracks about six
W. H. Jones, a motorist, who was
stalled In the mud near the wasn-ou- t,
saw Missouri Pacific train No.
When he observed that
12 coming.
the track was damaged he took off
bis Rhlrt, saturated it with gasollno.
making a torch with which he
flagged the train. The grade was
washed out from under the rails
for a distance of 100 yards, leaving
the rails hanging. The heroic work
of Mr. Jones no doubt saved the
lives of many people. Mr. Jones
is from Towncs, Colo., and was on
IiIb way home.
No reports of great damage have
was
The storm
been received.
from the north 'and was accompanied by a tierce g;1o,

was

Wiggily

hopping

along with the covered basket, and
he was thinking that perhaps it

state and
ly had a heart "WORLD

oo..' paigner.

hollow stump

bung-alow.-

mere-

un? , ,

I get to the

whe--

form of making
a
aformal
ddress to tho
voters
of
the
to
heart talk
inwith them
stead.
Mrs. Brown Is
known in. West
Virginia as a po-- 1
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BETrER," find among tho boys strong and
SAYS
ACTING
sound notions toward adventure
OLDEST
,
IU RCHMAN-DR. Tl'TJLE.
to be
for tho good and
"Tho young women of today do stmebody and to outreaching
do something to
not differ greatly from those of help on the strange Job of human
sixty years ago. Give them your life; and in the girls, upsprlng- hand, give them your heart, and ings of motherhood that is shut
pray God to bless them."
within them, the desire to be of
"Go to the graves of the brave, use, to care for some one, to be
honored dead, and learn that the
and helpful.
world cnnftnntlv grows better."
"Tho young are not all going
"Prohi b 1 on astray. They
do not differ greatly
has worked from the. young of fifty years
great good; and Not a few of them aro tryingago.
to
the sense
and mako the world better for their
of
the
1

held chocolate cakes, when, all of
sudden, out from the bushes
the Fuzzy Fox.
leaped
'
"I guess you know what I
want!" growled tho Fox, none too
politely.
"Perhaps It's one of the cakes
I have in my basket," spoke the
bunny, "though, to tell yeu tho

a.

1

sanity
living In It.
American
pe o
"And about prohibition.
I am
pie can be de- not a
I never have been.
pended upon to But doteetotaler;
you seo any Intoxicated
adjust what loss
men now in the street? Five years
libof personal
our
ago
eyes would have been oferty it has en- fended and
our persons would have
tailed.':.
been jostled on almost every block.
mo"Sunday
"Is not such a change a foundavies, golf, base- tion
fact in favor of prohibition?
ball? Why not!
"Yes, I note what Is said about
if their devotees
have first dis- personal liberty," Bishop Tuttle
"but the unwise and uncharged their re- continued,
interference with home
ligious
obliga lawful
tions? Do not let us make relig- rights and personal liberty and
tho unwholesome and Injurious reion repellant."
Thus said Rt. Rev. Daniel Syl strictions connected with prohibivester Tuttle, D. D., oldest active tion in time and under the wise
churchman in the United States care of the American people may
be done away with. But in the
and still an optimist at eighty-fivthese are the facts."
Bishop Tuttle was asked about meantime,
"The moving picture,"
it was
the progress of the world in the
suggested, "is a marked developlast fifty years.
e
years of your
Has the world made good? ' he ment of the fifty-fiv"Is it a better world bishopric."
repeated.
than it was? Go to the graves of "Yes." he Interrupted, "a very
our bravo honored dead and ask powerful educational force, a forco
of great potency for good."
that question.
Folks say: 'The young people
"Sunday movies?" was asked.
are going astray; they turn away
"Why not? If they are clean
from' tho sober and thoughtful they will do no harm: and In this
I am reminded of the
ex
connection
things to the pleasures and
citements of life as to things worth outcry against Sunday baseball. I
can see absolutely no harm In clean
while.' Some do, doubtless..
"But you are quite sure that you moving pictures and baseball on
are right in your sweeping gener- Sunday, providing those who seek
these recreations have first disalization?
their religious
"Go Into homes and watch. Go charged
Into schools and examine. You will
--

erXTurri

e.

SUNSHINE
PEMETS
w.
isv

fnr

f. THOMyoH

do.,

We have

bedtime btories

a day for mother

n

And all the kids are glad;
But the day the home team plays,
'S the day for poor, old dad.

Moderate
exerclss
violent depresses.

A

It

Mt.wa

uuia Kill
stimulates,

Too often the trained athlete
a strained athlete.

Is

Give me the girl who Is a belle
at the ball and a bear at the bat.

The cold bath that turns you
blue is not the bath that's good
for you.

For mental fatigue, physical
ercise; for muscular fatigue,

ex-

exercise.

Exercise Is like salt; a little,
taken wltlfYegularity. is absolutely
essential for the maintenance of
good health; over doses cause sickness and even death.
To neglect the physical education
of our girls is a serious mistake.
Healthy womanhood is quite as important as healthy manhood, and
physical education Is an Important
factor in the foundation of good
health.
Exercises, intensely strenuous,
are unnatural
and produce unnatural chunges in the structures of
the heart and blood vessels. Such
changes find expression, after middle life, In high blood pressure and
In disease of the heart and kidneys.
It Is estimated that, up to the
present, there are 47,000 motion-pictutheaters in the whole world.

re

the total, America has 20.450,
or nearly
In the United
States there ore more of such places
or entertainment than In the whole
Of

one-hal-

of Europe.

f.
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By Howard B. OarU.

DAD'S DAY.

In tb( - AM VArM
..w..
beats Greek.

I
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Copyrlt-ht-

1(21, by McClur
Nswspapsr Syndicate.
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CA KI'.S

"Uncle Wiggily! Uncle Wiggllyl
Don't be In such a hurry!" called
a voice to the bunny rabbit gentleman one day, as he was hopping through the woods.
"Ha! Don't b'e In a hurry! That's
good enough advice to give, providing I know who gives It."
thought the bunny undo looking
arouna. "liut it its tho Skillery
Scallery Alligator, or Pittsburgh.
I am in Just as much of a hurry as
ever I can be."
However, as the bunny gentleman looked along one side of his
pink, twinkling nose he saw that
it was Mrs. Twlstytail, the pig lady.
who was calling him, and not any
of the bad animals who so often
tried to nibble tho bunny's ears.
"Oh, Mrs. Twistytail!" laughed
Uncle Wiggily. "I'm never in too
much ot a hurry to speak to you,
wen, im in something ot a
hurry myself this morning," went
on the pig lady.' "However, I saw
you hopping past and remembered
I had something to send Nurse
Jane. Would you mind taking her
this basket?" and the pig lady held
out one with something Inside cov
ered by a white cloth.
"Of course I'll take It to Nurse
Jane," offered Undo Wiggily with
a smile. "Has It anything in that
might break, like eggs or toy bal
loons 7"
"Nonsense!" laughed Mrs. Twls"In the basket are lust
tytail,
" And then, before
some cakes
she could add anything more, a
voice called to Mrs. Twlstytail.
"Excuse me, I'm wanted on the
telephone," she said, quickly giv
ing tne ounny tne Basket and hur.
rying Into her house.
"All right," answered Mr. Loneearg. "As long as I know there
are cakes Jn tho basket I'll be care
ful of thorn. Sho might hnv told
ine what kind,
though,"
ip
"However.' t suppnso
thought.
Nurse Jane will give me some
--

Besides, it was said, shippers here
were selling wheat at a loss getting 7 conts over September c. i.
f. Buffalo, as gainst
replacement
at 7 to 8 cents.
Liquidation selling was evident
in the corn market from start to
finish.
Favorable crop advices
and liberal receipts added to the
bearish results of the government
report. Oats gave way in sym-

Classified kM
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Wall Street.
New York, Aug. 9. Confused
price movements took place in today's relatively dull stock market
session but the undertone continued strong and most important
price changes were within narrow
limits. General uncertainty regarding the railroad strike situation was more than offset by the
government's report ot bumper
crop conditions.
Grangers which
will benefit by this Increased ''crop
movement,
such as Northern,
Union and Canadian Pacifies, Great
Northern, Chicago & Northwestern
and Pere Marquette, closed generally at galnB of one to nearly two
points, after an early display of
weakness,
Cuban sugar stocks
were reactionary as a result of the
senate's fixing the tariff on Cuban
sugar at 1.84 cents a pound, but
American Beet Sugar, which will
benefit by the increased rate, was
up 2 'A 'points.
Motor and shipping shares were
again under pressure today. Chand
ler and Studabaker dropping nearly a point, with International Mer
cantile Marine preferred. Atlantic
Gulf and West Indies and American International Corporation.
Leathers and shoes were in good
demand in response to Improved
trade conditions, material gains
being recorded ,by .Central Leather
common and preferred. Brown
and Amer
Shoe, Endicott-Johnso- n
ican Hide and Leather. There was1
a good inquiry also for public utili
ties.
Individual
strong spo'ts were
American
Radiator.' American
Brake Shoe. Booth
Fisheries.
Kresge and Sears Roebuck, while
pronounced wenwness was noted In
Columbia Graphaphone preferred
and Du Pont.
Total sales were 675.000 shares.
Call money opened at 3
per cent
but hardened to 4 and thence to
4 Vs. when
banks began calling
loans, coincident with heavy withdrawals of government deposits.
Business in foreign exchange was
restricted because of cable congestion, due to the cutting of the
twelve cables by Irish Insurgent
forces. Sterling held steady but
French and Belgian francs were
down about ten points.
German
marks were also reactionary and
other continental remittances were

blew all
chickens.
n cyclone
plumage is

Crisp Paragraphs J

I

FINANCIAL

Raton

the feathers off the
There's little need for

THE MARKETS
(By The Associated Press.)

A stranger in tho city thought
the veteran's bureau was a college
for horso doctors.

for the voters of
to awaken to the fact that
they must assort their independ;
ence and elect men to state, legislative and county offices who will
see that the business Is placed
upon a stable and effective basis.
To repeat an old saying, we are
"saving at the spigot and wasting
at the bunghole." Wo should put
a plug In the bunghole.

It

I

It speaks ill for the ability of
the opponents of Mr. Leonard,
that he
lightweight
champion,
should have to seek a dentist In
order to get rid of a lew teeth.

OF" THIO

news published herein

THOSE FELLOWS OUGHT TO LET THE LADY GO ON WITH HER ACT

'August 10, 1922.'

pathy.
Packers' buying rallied the provision market.
Closing prices:
Wheat
Sept., $1.05r Dec,
v

Corn Sept.,
58c; Dec,
May, 57 c.
Oats SeDt.. Sl'4et Doc
May.

38c.

Lard--Se-

Jan..

pt.1

$9.20.

RIbs-Sep-

1

t.,

54c;
iUo- -

,

$10.7,' Oct., $10.87;
$10.20.

Kansas City.
Kansas City, Aug. 9. Cash:
Wheat No. 2 hard, $1.07; No,

DRESSMAKING
WANT10D

Forrester,

Phono

Sewing.

WANTED

15U0--

Broadway.

1010

309

Dressmaking.

South

i'ricea reasonable, 817
Columbia avenue.
HEMSTITCH INll pleutltiK. Williams' Millinery, 20ft South nr.adwn, ph. 777-fciHST-CLASdressmaking, wurlt guaranteed. d'20 West Lead, phcine J731-SEWING
25c h.iur. Sitlafactlon guar311 South Harvard.
anteed.
Fbnna
DKKSS MAKING

8400

R-- J.

Pl.EATINt'J, accordiun, aide and box:
mall urilera. N. Crane, SI 5 North
8evonth.Crane Apartments, phone 814.
HEMS I TCI II NG don e prompt7y"l n t hS
best possible manner, prices reasonable.
117 Gold avenue.
,ihone 4J5-Singer
Sewlnn Mnchlne Company.

f

PERSONAL

red, $1.04(9)1.05.
J. W. BHASt'lEr.D. watch, cloek and Jew- Corn Market
n lower.
No, 2
lis wool n Second.
eiry worn.
No. 2 yellow, 58 CAN
white,
KIJH.Mf'll borne for few healthy
'
boys wishlnir to attend Albuquerque
Hay Market unchanged,
nl""r"" mMinfi.

358c5354c;

f

Omaha.
Omaha, Aug. 9. Wheat No.
hard, 99c$1.02; No. 3 hard. 97c
$1.00. ,
Corn No. 2 white, 53c; No.
mixed,
Oats No. 3 white, 30c; No.
white. 29 c.

...

2

2

52553c.

VVK
WILL make yuur old roota better
than when they were new. Guarantee
nooflnir Co., box 272. Sherman Carmoni,
Proprietor.
-- MONEY

TO LOAN

MONEY
4

LIVESTOCK
Omaha.
Omaha, Aug. 9 (U. S. Bureau of
Agricultural
Economics).
Hogs
Roceipts 7,000. Early sales to ship15c
to 25c higher:
pers
market steady to 25c higher.general
Bu:k
mixed and packing grades, $7.5 iffi
8.00; bulk, 200 to
butchers, $8.00i9.25; top, $9.50.
Cattle Receipts
6,200.
Good
and choice fed steers and she stock
steady. Top yearlings and medium
weight steers, $10.25; others slow,
weak;
stock
grass
generally
steady; bulls weak; veals firm, top
$9.75; stockers and feeders steady.
Sheep Roceipts 12,000. Killing
classes mostly 25c lower. Bulk
lambs, $11,750)12.00;
small lots
prime native limbs $12.25; range
yearlings, $9.75;
westerns, $8.00;
feeders slow, weak.
300-pou-

TO

LOAN

On

watches,

sunt and everything valuable,

Mr. n Marcus. 21 S South First.
MONET TO LOAN,
on firat-clareal
$1,000,
estate;
It. BOO, J2.000. Mo- -'
Million and Wood 208 West Gold.
MONEY TO LOAN on riTamonds. watches

and
Jewelry: liberal, reliable, aim.
(ltlentlal, Gottlieb Jewelry Co., 106 N. 1st

Kansas City.
Kansas
Pitv A nr. n T)iirt
eggs and poultry unchanged.
i
New York Metals.
New York. Amr. 9 Cnn nor
Steady. Electrolytic, spot and fu- )

lurrs,
Tin

1

4

1 ya

o.

Easy. Spot and nearby,
$32.25; futures, $32.37.
1
Iron Firm.
No,
northern,
No. 2 northern,
$31.00W'32.00;
2
No.
$29.0031.00;
southern,
$20.00

22.25.

Lead Steady. Spot, $5.75 5. S5.
Zinc Quiet. East St. Eouis spot
and nearby delivery, $6.30.
Antimony Spot, $3.25 5. C2.
Foreign bar silver, 69c.
Mexican dollars, 52 c.

Chicago.
Chicago. Atitr. 9 HT R
New York Cotton.
of Agricultural Economics).
CatNew York, Aug. 9. Spot cotton
tle Receipts 12,000. Better grades
Quiet. Middling, $20.45.
beef steers and she stock fairly
Cotton futures closed steady,
active and fully steacy;
lower
irregular.
$20.18;
Oct.,
Dec, $20.18; Jan.,
grades slow; undertone weak to
Closing prices:
lower. Early top beef steers, $10.50 $20.08; March. $20.12; May, $20.1:
American Beet Sugar
48U paid;
bulk beef steers $8,750
59
American Can
10.20:
bulls, catvea nnH sttnMrat-American Smelting & Ref'g..
about steady; beef cows and heif
1?'2
American Tel. & Tel
ers mostly
canners
i.i.zotjin.z:,;
17
American Zinc
and cutters largely $3.00 (fi 3.90;
53
Anaconda Copper
veal
1iiriri.lv xl 0 f,n ffi) n 75
calves
J
V'V
102
Atchison
early; best handy weight calves to
57
Baltimore & Ohio
outsiders, jll.uuwu.DO.
77
Bethlehem Steel "B"
Market
Hogs Receipts 20,000.
30
Butte & Superior
to 15n hiirher than vpstur.
strong
; 5B
California Petroleur
(lay's
average;
packers
big
doing
141
Canadian Pacific
little. Top light, J9.90; bulk
Central Leather
394 very
210 to
bulk
$9.70ffU9.85;
light,
74
&
Vi
Ohio
Chesapeake
butchers $9,250)9.60; good
Chicago. Mil. & St. Paul.... 32
butchers, $8.40; pack30
Chino Copper . . .
ing sows mostly $7.00f 7.75; pigs
30
Colorado Fuel & Iron
mostly $9.259.50; heavyweights,
91
Crucible Steel
$8.15
9.25; medium weight, $8.85
Cuba Cane Sugar
(5) 9.85 :
15,
light weights, J9.409.90;
17
Erie
nneklni?
light lights. $9.2509.90:
89
Great Northern pfd
80WS, smooth, $7.00 (fi) 7.90 : nackine
40
Inspiration Copper
killlnnsows, rough. $6.50(3)7.25:
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
pigs, $9.00 9.65.
37
Kennecott Copper
17,000.
Fat
Sheep Receipts
433
Louisville & Nashville
native 'Iambs largely 25c lower.
169
Mexican Petroleum
nft trt nltv liifoh- Ton
n.ntivpn
29
Miami Copper
ers; $11.75 to packers; bulk deslr- 22
Missouri Pacific
aoio Kinoa going at latter price)
97
New York Central
cull
mostly $8.00; no west826 erns natives
Northern Pacific
sold hldrllniy lnwpr- fnt ahnAn.
4oc
Pennsylvania
scarce,
steady; feeder lambs' slow,
Ray Consolidated Copper.... lfi
unuertone weak to lower.
76
Reading
72 U
Republic Iron & Steel
St. Joseph.
30
Sinclair Oil & Refining
St. Joseph, Aug. 9 (U, S. Bureau
92
Southern Pacific
of
Economies).
Hogs
Agricultural
26
Southern Railway
Receipts 8.00Q. VMarket
slow;
Studebaker Corporation ....129
few early sales to packers about
M-i- a
46
Texas Company
average.
Prom
steady with yesterday's
53
Tobacco Products
180 to
Bulk
butchers,
H5
Union Pacifio
$9.35
9.50; shippers going slow;
101
United States Steel
packing sows about steady, mostly
65
Utah Copper
.
7.25.
$6.75
Cattle Receipts 2.000. Butcher NOW SHOWING AT THE
Foreign Exchange.
stuff and fed steers mostly steady;
New York. Aug. 9. Foreign ex no westerns
Bold early.
LYRIC THEATER
Top beef
change easy. Great Britain de- steers early, $10.10;
some held
mand. $4.45; cables. $4.45;
bulk
desirable
beef
steers
bills on banks, $4.43, France higher;
bulk beef cows.
,inmor,H II ni mhles 8.01 "A. Italv early, $8.0010.10;
6.00: calves steady to $9.50.
demand', 4.53; cables) 4.53. Bel- - $4.25
PLAN YOUR
Market
sncep Receipts 2.000.
glum demand, 7.57; cames, (.t i
very little done early. Few
HOME
cables. slow,
CAREFULLY,
demand,
drive-i- n
Iambs barely steady at
nemana, stsm; ill. bo 11.75;
Holland
loads
five
Idaho
cables, ,88.75. Norway demand - lambs and several best carlot naSuccessful home building
17.22. Sweden demand, ZB.12. iien- tives not sold; few
greatly upon the plan
early sales heavy
mark demand. 21. so. swttzeriajna ewes steady at $5.00
5.50.
you choose.You must use first
Spain dematfd,
demand. 19.01.
class material and reliable
15.49.
Greece demand, 2.95. Fo- labor In order to build a
Kansas City.
itatYiamii
nu.. C!7.echn-S!o- 9
Kansas
S.
house that will wear well, but
(U.
City. Aug.
vakia demand', 2.49. Argentine de
of
after
Economics).
j
Agricultural
all, it Is tho plan that
mand, 36.12. Brazil oemana, 13. uu.
Cattle Receipts
Beef
10,500,.
provides tlje starting point for
Montreal exchange, 99
sne
steers and
stock generally
the homo that will give you
steady to weak; medium kind dull
year after year satisfaction.
Liberty Bonds.9.
with some bids lower. Early top
..Why not let this bureau aid
Liberty
New York, Aug.
$10.25 with best bid, $10.35;'
Jn the selection of a plan
you
$100.96; first steers,
bonds closed:
most
fed lots, $9.0010.00; comfor that homo you have been
$100.52; mon
$101.24; second
bulk
under
$6.00;grassers
wanting to build for so long?
$100.50; fourth.
third
common to good cows, $4.005.50;
Wo will be glad to mall you
(uncalled1!,
$101.20; Victory
better
calves
$6.00
6.50;
grades,
(called),
entirely free a booklet giving
$100.88;
Victory
to 25c lower; bulk best
steady
exterior
views and floor plans
$100.52.
medium to
vealers, $9.009.50;
ot 60 modern homes. These are
medium
and
good
quality
heavy
N'cw York Money.
the plans of actual homes that
weight calves mostly $6.00 7.00;
have been lived In and found
New York, Aug. 9. Call money common
kind
below
other
$5.50;
4
last
loan,
.Firmer. High and
practical, substantial and beauclasses around steady; canners and
3
'
rate,
low
and
ruling
par cent;
cutters
$2.503.60; bulk tiful.
Write for your copy today.
per cent; closing bid, 4 to 5 per bologna mostly
4.00.
$3.50
bulls,
call loans against acceptcent;
Enclose two .cents In stamps
Hogs Receipts 9,000, Market
ances, 3 per cent.
for return postage. Writo your
loads
slow.
Time loans Firm. Mixed co- 150 to Traders took several
name and address clearly.
at $9.50,
llateral, 60 and 90 days, 4 per cent; steady to 10c higher, shippers not
four and six months, 4
per cent; buying; choice 180 to
FREDERIC ,T. IISKIXr
prime mercantile paper, 4 to Ji
to packers 5c to 10c lower, bulk
per cent.
Director.
$8.509.30;
packer top $9.35;
The
Albuquarque Journal Inbulk of these weights, $9.259.35;
formation
WashingBureau,
to
240
packers paid steady; choice
ton, D. C:
$8.759.00; packing
I enclose herewith two cents
sows steady at $7.00 7.25; stock
In stamps for return postage
Chicago Board, of Trade.
pigs steady to lOo lower, $10.00
9.1
on
a free copy of the Modern
10.40.
Chicago Aug.
Wheat, corn
Homes Booklet.
and oats all established new 'low
Denver.
record prices for the season today.
Name'
,
Weakness appeared to be due priDenver,
Aug. 9.
Market steady. Beef
1,700.
marily to the big yield of corn fore,
Street
cast In the government crop report. steers, $7.009.00; cows and heifThe wheat market closed unsettled ers $4.257.00; calves, $6.00
c to
net lower with Septem- 9.00; bulls, $2.254.50; Btockers City
ber $1.05 to $1.05
and December and feeders, $5.006.50.
State
to $1.05. Corn finished
$1.05
Hogs Receipts 800. Market JOc
down, oats off to 16c higher. Top, $9.25; bulk,
c to
c to
c. In provisions, $8.00 9.00.
Market
the outcome was unchanged to 16c
Sheep Receipts 1,300.
Ivambs, . $11.00 11.76;
steady.
higher.
Although exporters took 500,000 ewes, $5.006.60,
bushels of wheat here and 600,000
to 800,000 bushels at the seaboard,
liquidating sales on the part of
holders proved, to be much more
'
than an offset. 'Speculative deChicago.
Now under new management
9. Potatoes
mand was..of such restricted charChicago, Aug.
who assures better accomodalrm.
acter as to be of but slight Import- Market
Receipts 39 cars.
tions than ever before. Hotel
ance in supporting values. The Total TJ. S. shipments. '28 cars.
has been thoroughly renovated.
government crop report was re- New Jersey sacked Cobblers No. 1,
garded as mildly bullish regarding $1.8501.90 cwt.; Kansas sacked
Stage Leaves Every
cwt; Minnesota
wheat, but this circumstance was Cobblers, $1.70
Other Day
soon lost sight of and attention sacked
Ohios,
$1.30lt40
Early
focused Instead on the great in- cwt.
To
Jemcz
16
comSprings $4.00
as
crease of corn looked for
Poultv Unsettled. Fowls,
Hot Springs $7.00
23c; brokers, 23 '4c; springs, 27c;
Sulphur
pared with a month ago.
Gossip that happenings at' the roosters, 15c.
One Way
International conference in London
Butter Market lower. Creamexfirsts,
TaV Tfurnteher "forma"n phon.
might adversely affect foreign
ery CTitras,
change rates had some influence in seconds.f2627c; standards, 31c.
Second. Street. Albuquerque.
Receipts
depressing the wheat market, and
Eggs Market steady.
so, too, did' lower quotations In 12,893 cases. Firsts, 19 20 14c: orC. TARTAGLIA,
;
miscelAnother
Liverpool.
disturbing dinary firsts, 1818i4o;.
factor was muoh selling of Septem laneous, 18talvc; storage packed
Proprietor
ber and slimiltaneous buying ofJ extras not quoted; storage .packed
SulPhur Springs, Hotel
"
May for a leading, elevator interest. firsts, 21W.22c, ,
a

1

250-pou-
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"Non.ssn.se '"iarked the lox',
truth, the cakes are not mine, but
Nurse Jane's."
"Nonsense!" barked the Fox. "I
didn't come for cakes. I came to
nibble your ears. But, since you
have cakes I'll take one first and
nibble your ears afterward!"
With that the impolite Fox
thrust his paw Into the basket and
snatched out a brown cake.
"They must be ginger caks,"
thought Uncle Wiggily, catching a
glimpse of the one in the paw of
the Fox. Then the bad chap
stuffed the wholo cake Into his
mouth all at once, most greedily.
But a moment later the Fox began
to jump up and down and turn
back somersaults, and ho cried:
"Cake! You call that a cake!
Oh, my goodness me!"
"Why, how strange!" thought
Uncle Wiggily, as the Fox ran
away, his tail between his legs,
and white foam dripping from his
mouth. "He must be mad and
such a fine cake, too. I wonder "
But Just then there was another
rustling In the bushes and out pop
ped the Woozlo Wolf.
"I guess you know what I
want!" growled the wolf, none
too politely.

"Perhaps it's one of the cakes I
have in my basket," said Uncle

Wiggily,

as kindly

as he could

"Though after the Fox took one
"Stop!" growled the Wolf. "I
didn't come for cakes and you
know It. I came to nibble your
ears.
But since you have cakes,
and since you gave the Fox one, I'll
take two!" And he did, thrusting
his paw into the basket and taking out two brown cakes, which he
stuffed into his mouth. But, no
sooner had he chewed on the cakes
than the Wolf howled:
"Oh,

double

wow!

You

call

those cakes! Oh, my goodness me!"
and aWay he ran with his tail between his legs.
"Why, how Strange!" thought
Uncle Wiggily. "What kind of
cakes can these be. I wonder
But just then there was another
rustling in the bushes, and out
popped tho Bob Cat.
"Here!" cried Uncle Wiggily,
basket. "Have a
holding out the do'
cake before you
anything else!"
And the Bob Cat was so surprised
that, before he knew what he was
doing, he had taken a cake. But,
as before, no sooner had he chewed It than he turned three somersaults, white foam camo out of his
mouth, and he howled:
"Oh, what a cake! What a cake!"
N
and away he ran.
"This is very mysterious!"
the
kind
"What
of
bunny.
thought
cakes can they be which made the
bad animals all run away after
eating them! I must take a look."
And when Uncle Wiggily looked in
tho bnsket ho laughed:
"Ha! Ha! Ho! Ho! No wonder.
They're cakes of soap! Ha! Ha!"
And so they were, some cakes
of soap that the pig lady had made
And it served
for Nurse Jane.
the Wolf, the Fox and the Bob Cat
for
I
think,
being so what
right,
might be called "snoopy."
Ho once again Uncle Wlgglly's
ears wore saved, and if tho pickle
fork doesn't go swimming In the
dish pan and splash water all over
tho butter knlfo I'll tell you next
about Undo Wiggily and the black
bogs.

?cene
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BRINGING UP FATHER,
KINGSBURTS

KOLUMN

THAT dROTHE.F OF MINE

HOME. rooms and
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch. Hardwood floors. Modern. Garage
and a complete home. Located
cloi-in on a eood street ana
can be bought very reasonable.
GOOD

Four

BRICK

good-size-
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FIRE INSURANCE
When you saw the ether
house burn you thought
tit your fire Insurance.
Did you take out that additional insurance you wanted.
We will be glad to have a
man call on you and fix It up.
Houses for sale, for rent, for
lease, many furnished houses
for rent or lease.
Phono

fr

RESIDENCE
liirsiNERS PROPERTY.
INESS OPPORTUNITIES
RANCHES

terms.

ACKERSON & GRIFFITH
For a real buy on East Central;

KINGSBURY
J, Realtor.

five rooms, hardwood floors, fire
features A new
place, built-i- n
house. For appointment, f 3,750.
Call 414.

Estate, Loans sand
Insurance. ,
rtione 907-210 W. Gold.

13,750

modern,
Central.

FOUS SALfe
frame
bungalow,
oak floors, fireplace.

WANT

A HOME?
Six rooms and a large glassed
sleeping porch, hardwood floors,
furnace, gas, garage, lawn, In
fine location on paved street,
and the paving la paid. The
price and terms are right. See

Jas,
new,
East

M.

Johnson,

Insurance, Real Estate, Loans.

2"l6 W. Gold.
Phono 240.
brick, modern, well built.
hardwood floors, hot water heat, shade
and fruit trees, Fourth ward.
14,200
adobe, stucco, bath, ete.,
east front, shade and fruit trees, North NEW AND
COSY, TERMS,
Twelfth street.
Some good buys In business property. Living and dining room across the
'
Lots and houses In all parts ot the city. front, built-i- n
book, cases, fine

HEBKi

16,000

CO,

R

Phono 407.
SIX
EXCELLENT
$6,000
room modern brick, Fourth

218 AV. Gold.

ward.,

A.

SURE DANDY CON-creadobe five room rnod-erFourth ward.
FIVE ROOM,
NEW
$5.250
hlghlv modern, elevation.
SEVEN ROOM MOD-erJfcTlUO
75x142 ft. lot, S. Broadway.
FIVE ROOM
NEW
$4,500
modern. West side.
SPLENDID MODERN
$4,200
Fourth
stucco.
te

$5,500

n.

n,

five-roo-

$3850 CHOICE FOUR ROOM
modern brick. Fourth ward.
AFOUR ROOM
$3,250
modern brick. West; side.
NEW FIVE ROOM
$3,150
modern, h. w. floors, etc.,
elevation.
WB HAVE MANY OTHERS
No trouble to show you. At
your service.
Members: New Mexico State
Realty Association.

-

1

SEE

ReaJI

irt

FLEISCIEl,

Ieilnr

acciaent, Automobile insurance,
Surety

Bi

Is, Loans.
telephone 674.

No, 111 8. Fourth St.

8'

Albuquerque city Improved property. All property to be shown In
person and papers to oe examined and prepared by your attorney, our client's expense.

Investment Co.

Room 6 Grant Bldg.
(Over Golden Rule Store)
;

Insurance

Phone

Leans,

'

:

GOOD HOME AND' A
GOOD INVESTMENT
Seven room modern fious with
A

3
hardwood floors,
sleeping
porches, completely furnished.
You can live in this house and
make enough on the side renting rooms to pay good interest
For
on the whole investment.
price and terms see

A. L, Martin Company,
Realtors.
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance.
22S W. Gold.
rhono 150.

fire place, prettiest kitchen in
town, breakfast nook, hardwood
FOR ONLY $5,500
floors, fine sleeping: porch.
hardwood
New
brick,
J. P. Gill Realty Company floors, built-i- n features,
furnace,
Pliono 770.
823 W. Central, garage, lot fenced, sidewalks, In
Luna district, good terms.
R. McCLlGHAN, Realtor
204 "W. Gold, phone 442-"MONEY TALKS"
Real
Estate, Insurance, Notary
Have 5 modern HOMES that
Pubic.
must be sold at once, 2 are furnished, 8 are not owners are
leaving for the east this month
and want the money to take with
PAT, THE PLUMBER,
them.
Come In and let us tell
you about them, one of them
21 6 North Third,
might be Just what you want.
Plumbing and Heating.
Specialty.
Repair Work a 201
A, C, STARES
PHONE
321 W. Gold Ave.
Phone 188

HOME AND INCOME
Large roomy house of three
A

Franklin & Company
Realtors.
Loans,

349.

Real Estate.

HELP WANTED
WANTED

As Long As

It Lasts

$10.00 Per Load
A

Better

Grade.

$15.00.

McKinley Land
Lumber Co.

nti.

ju,

j.i....
run

gl7S!NS3

nuu.

Etate

yrs'

v

'

'

.7

s,

n

(Ot about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Term3 Cash

"in

i

14

book-caBe-

FUU11EM

at a bargain,

reasonable terms.
ICt us show you them. Good service and interest taken.

t.

(;oct;,
West KHver.

with Board

Rent-Roo-

Roonu

61tl

13H5-W-

.

.Uvettack

name,

elf

West Silver.
gentlemen.
FOR RENT One
largo room, withfurnished
for hoiHsssleeping porch,
keeplng; light and water. Phone lfill-FOR RENT
Nicely furnished room. In
modern home, close in, two blocks
from postoffice; no slek. 417 West Lead.
FOR RENT One large room, well fur
nished for housekeeping; nice for cou
ple working; close in; no alck. 306 West
Iron.
FOR RENT One large room, nicely fur
nished for light housekeeping, adjoin
ing bath and glnased sleeping porch;
clean and cool. 1223 South Edith.
FOTS RENT
Exclusive, well furnished
room, wun largo steeping porcn, noi
water heat and bath; centrally located.
Phone 1744-21Vest Coal.
Two

B69

asked-$1600-

r

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

house.
In the

keeping rooms; gas and water
kitchen; nice porch and bock yard;
ground floor; no sick; close In. 106 West
Iron.

LOST AND FOUND

Hit. 8. C. CI.AHKK;
Eye, I'.nr, None and Throat.

Earnett

il

to

fr.era. 710 West Lead, phone 1926-FOR SALE Cheap, 2 fresh Jersey cows.
good milkers; also I Jerseys that will
be fresh soon; will take payments. 1700
West Mountain Road. Phone 2337-FOR SALE Nine milk cows,
giving
from one to four gallons of milk eaeh.
Lind-le- y
C0 to 612.1.
Joe
Price
per day.
Place, seven miles south of town.

FOR SALE

Furniture

FUUNITl'RE REPAlnl.NO and upholster
Krvm
or 20S5-Phone 61J-ing.
Bedding Company.
FOR SALE All furniture In five-roo815
reasonable.
prices
bungalow:
North Fourth.
FOlt SALE Mahogany dresser, quarter-sawe- d
oak buffet; very reasonable.
223 Norlh Elm, phone 2128-FOR SALE Two oak wardrobes. Three
oak dressers, one wooden bed, three
tables. 828
sprlitgs, three small center
'
.
North Third.
oil
SALE
Perfection
FOR
stove, with
oven, IS; fifty-poun- d
refrigerator, 18
two dressers, dining table and chairs
library table, beds and springs and mat
tresses, fruit Jars, 60c dozen; five rugs.
baby buggy, coal range, lots of other
articles. 511 North Third.

"

Building.
Thone 1st,
Office Hours
a. m.. and 2 to S t. m.

W. M. SHERIDAN.

For

LINCOLN
newly furnlsh-c- d
rooms; hot water, cool nnd cloao In.
FOR S LA LL
312 South Third, phone 914-Folt kSnt Clean sleeping rooms, ad- FOR SALE Two does. 1021 Forrester.
joining bath; suitable for one or two; FOR SALE One good Jersey cow. Ap619 North Third.
meals If desired.
ply 1222 North Sixth.
FOR RENT
Two beautifully furnished FOR SALE
Two Jersey cows.
rooms in modern home. Apply Mra.
Call at 210 North Walter.
Fred Hnmm. fl?3 North Second.
FOR SALE
and wagons,
Horses,
FOR RENT Two ruoms wltsv sleeping
310 North Broadway, phone 16!8-J- :
poreii, for housekeeping; modern;
FOR SALE Rabbits and hutches; bar
if .desired. 1510 South Walter.
gain. Cnll evening. 1026 North Sixth
RENT
well
FOR
Nicely furnished,
SALE Jersey cow with
three
ventilated bed room, suitable for one FOR
months old.
Inquire at 615 North
or two gentlemen.
416 South Third.
Second.
EI.CIN HOTEL Sleepln- - rooms and FOR SALE
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
quick sale. S70, fresh In Sepweek or month. 602 14 West Central.
tember. 1220 South High.
FOR RENT Front room, well furnished.
SA1 E
Flemish mants. Rufus Reds
adjoining bath, use vt phone, close In; FOR
Black.
burke, does an 4
Belgians,
703
one or two

RENT

Phono

SMALL HOME
Partly furnished, in good condition, fourth ward, good locality
worth every dollar that is
;
small payment,
balance
like rant.
2.16 14We.it Gold.
See Stacy.
l'hone 990

kstatr.
Phono 477.

v.,

110

Itt

FOR

S. Second .St.

ATTOliM.tK.
'
JOHN W. WILSON.
Attomef.
CHAS,
ZAPF,
tob 16. 17 and 19, Cromwell
Building.
Konl Kstuto Specialist
Phonj 1163-,
Insurance. -PHViWMNtt AMI Wl HGFOnA
I have several homes for sale on KB. S. I.. Ill UTON.
easy payments. I build good homes
DUeaars nf the Stomnrh.
Offico: Second and Gold.
Suite, S Harnett nulMlna;.
.
Uli-ltrixmca (110
l)It. MAIMiAKET C.UITuVliMir"
Ilesldence 1123 East Central
Phone S71.
n. .u Wil.r; KKKKI.H,
SOME BARGAINS
1, .
Citizens' Unnk Building.
Have several small houses to sell
Tlione SSl-and 20;3-J- .

BOOM nn- - hoar,!.
513 Soyih Broadway.
FOK
RUNT iiuom
wfih
boaFi
jl
West
llobm ut
South llroadwnv.
Copper.
FOK RENT
Hoomaiid"kltchenetto."
413 UOOM AND UO,VilD, til a
611
week,
.
North BecomJ.
Pouth rt mad way.
FOIl KENT Cool front room. COD West FOR
HUNT Uluased-l- n
norch.
with
Krult.
l'hone 2012-J- .
t" nrd
114 North Mapie.
KOlt ItHN'T (iood furnished rooms.
CANVAS sleeping norm.
with board.
41!l Pouth Third.
l" Per week
207 East Central.
FOR RENT
Furnished room. 122 South ROOM AND BOARD wl'h glassed slcep- Seventh, phone 729-1027 Forrester.
Ing porch; no slek.
FOR RENT
Several ruoms, unfurnlshod. FOlt KKN'UNlrely furnisoed rooms with
first-clas- s
talile board. Phone 1327.W
J4SouthE(IHh.
110 South Arno.
FOR itENT Furnishco. rooms; no chilFOR RENT Light housekeeping ro.mi:
dren. 110 South Walnut
nlKo hoard: reasonable.
Mra. Ilalsteud,
FURNISHED modern rooms; no sick no
l'l'j West Central.
children. 414 West Silver.
FOR
RENT
KENT
Large front room, adjoining
FOlt
21S
Furnished
looms.
bath, for one or two. and board If de
South Walter, phono iifi7-sired. Phone 1340-J- ..
LARGE, cool room, beautifully furnished,
FOR RENT Room and norch. bonrd. If
privste bath. 1211 Wet Roma.
with prlvotn family, for one
FOR RENT Furnished room and kitch- or desired;
two. at 619 F.ast Silver.
en. 1724 West Central, phone 25?.
ROOM. l'OIK'U
AND
BOARD, 145 a
FOR itl;
Front,
housekeeping
moith; truy service: nurse's care If
and I'lnj ro.ons. Overland Hotel. desired.
Phono 1679-FOlt KE.NT
Pirnesnt l'oustkr-eplni- j
BOARD
(loud home cookie?, rates by
ro'ims near sanatorium. Phono l:t'jK-V- .
the meal or week. ;,irs. Knight, corner Broadway and Gold.
Fell It E N T V ry oTsTr.i We room,
linih; close In. 114 South Arno. FOR RRNT Have lovely vacancy for two
FOlt RENT Neatly furnished sleeping
convalescents. Mrs. W. II. Reed, phone
122C-J- .
406 s.oith Walter.
room.
331 North Fourth.
In.
FO '. RENT
FOR RENT Furnished room, gentleAlly room and porch, with
can accommodate two conva"board;
man preferred.
120 South
Walter.
145 per month.
Phone 1428-J- .
lescents;
FOR RENT
Nice.
en sleeping ad
111
private
hnnsekeeplng rooms. 121 4 North Third. FOR UEALTIISKEKERS,
nurse
home;
care, tray service, r.ood
FOlt RENT Two nice rooms furnished menis.
207 North High, phone
174S-for housekeeping. Apply 617 West
MIES,
MARSHALL'S private home for
convnleBcentB
and
bed
nurse's
patients;
FO '. RENT Nice,
clean apartments,
excellent meals. Phone 1161-reasonable. Imperial Hotet 21H West care;
1107 North Twelfth.
Central.
SPECIAL summer rates. $65 per month;
lOlt RENT One front room fr.r licht
excellent board, private room with
401
housekeeping, ?15 " Per month.
sleeping porch and tray service. St.
South Seventh.
,
John's Episcopal sanatorium, phone 491.
e
FOR ItENT Nice
sleeping MRS. CARL XIEROLUNO,
1416 South
100ms.
21614
Albuquerque Hotel,
Edith street, has accommodations for
North Second.
convalescents on newly furnished south
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
also bed patients; special diets
rates oy day or week. Over Pastime porch;
and general nursing If desired. Phone
Theater, 211 u, West Centra!.

FOR RENT

'&

HI

a

REAL, ESTATE.
South Third Street.

m

,,.

'

?3.2f.0.

Comfortable four-roohome near
hath and
shops, good garden,
$2,500
sleeping
easy
porch;
terms.
Stucco adobe five rooms, bath
and porches, splendid location In
Fourth ward; lots of shade east
front, fruit, outbuildings; $4,200
terms.
McMirXIOY A WOOD, Ronltors.
20ff W. Cold. Injiurnncp, J,onrm.

FOR SALE BY OWNER
Going east in a few days. Five-rooBtucco
bungalow,
brick,
hardwooil floors, built-i- n
china
closet, gas water
heater, Klaased-Isleeping porch,
and back screen
larco front
porches, vinea, trees and new
lawn; price right for quick sale.
Inquire at 314 South Sixth or 815
South Sixth.

-

mat

five-roo-

Phone

iv.n.....

bu,iuu

modern
value in a
In., the Fourth
adoee house
ward. Almost new and In the
best of condition. Price right
at only 14.200. Can loan
amounts up to $4,000 on first
mortgage.
J, D, KELEHER,
Realtor.
211 W. Gold Avq, Phone 410.

119

Realty S.ales Company

Double apartment house, close in
Highlands, a bargain for cash.
Well located four rooms and bath
Highlands, close In. Hents well;

BERNARD A, SLEYSTER
All Kinds of Insurance.

WANTED Man for general farm work.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Phone 2413-RFOR RENT Pwelling
f
Will pay cash for three
CONCRETE
form carpenters, teamsters,
KOK KENT-Two-r- oom
laborers; good wages; transportation to
furnished house.
room modern house and
UOl North Forrester.
Job. Employment Agency. 110 S. Third.
FOR RENT Two-rooWANTED
Live
wire salesman with car,
rurnished
sleeping porch or four
who can sell real estate and fire InFOR RENT ApartmenU I' with porch. 1023 South Walter. house, surance.
AUTOMOBILE?.
McMIUlon
200
West
and Wood,
Three-rooOR
rooms, Must have garhouse, furnishFOR PAr.E-- Ked,
rail 1.708 South Walter, In rear. Oold.
uent Bulck,
noo;
MAN WANTED For farm work; middle
cor.
age, good location and
im wrst Oold.
1011 RENT Two-roo-- r'.L!"MrJn5
hcM.no with sleeFOR RENT Small cool desirable apart
aged man preferred; room and board,
EAPKItT
T( I,' n
ti t
l:AUIATO!t
water
porch;
15.
and
city
ping
lights,
208 South High.
rail at county agent's office, Commercial
priced right. What have
ments.
K. Sheet Metal Works. 217 North r'hlrrf'
Club, phone 135H-5
FOR RENT Lltht Housekeeping rooms. FOR RENT Modern four-rooAddres's
iiutck tourlnaTari
furnish
you?
fl t i
u imiise, very
Female.
reasonable. Olldersleave Electrlo to.
Bond-Dillo- n
cloao
Co.
In; rent 130.
'1B47-.Phone
city.
three-rooWANTED
Ln.lv for housework.
apart
FOR KENT Outside
Arply
611 North Fifth.
OI'.l
a
ment, close in. Call at 404 West Lead, FOR RENT Four-rom- n
CARE
J
JOURNAL,
F,
aiinrnnteed
house and
overhauled Job, or
car wnsiu.,1 ur)d polished,
In rear.
porch, partly furnished; light, water, WANTED Experienced waitress.
at ?5o per
Ap- """rs. 4:'l Koulh Third.
apart P'.ono 2fi3.
FOR RENT Furnished two-rooilly at Mherty Cafe, Vn. 1.
FOli HAI.H OU TRAM Tc'ir or or
dis Norm FOR RENT Flve.r,im fn,i.h..i .
ment, close In; no sick."
WANTED Competent dining room girl.
Fifth.- v
team, l.'To equity In eood
Call at 120 North Second, after 9 a. m.
FOR SALE-- Miscellaneous lily's
Tr.msfei
i:'4 South Second.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms, for phone 007-WANTED
Housekeeper; will give good
in to , per cent oil used pans.
.light housekeeping; adults; no pick. FOR RENT Two-rooIn
h"me
rurnlfhed
house,
SALB OK Uli.NT
exchange for light housework;
rhone
Piano,
any,
Second.
with
South
etc.; full stork for over twenty-fiv- e
lit
sleeping porch, $15 month. 1300 country. Address O R care Journal.
dif2072-ferent cars. Mcintosh Co.. 811 West CooFOR RENT Small modern apartment, Norlh Second.
WANTED
young American
Healthy
BODDY'B MILK; BBST in town. per.
,
FOR RENT Houses, all klnds;furnlshed
Averlll Apartments, zus
furnished.
woman to assist with light house work THY
Phone 8413-Rand unfurnlned. McMillln
FOR SAt.R Flrst-clns- s
North Second.
1920 Bulck car,
Wood, and care for two small children, in
A-- l
mcchnnlcnl condition: less than
Santa Fe; no washing. Box 206 Santa VOn SAI.K Irish water spaniel puppies.
FOR RENT Furnish ad front apartment. Realtors, gQO West dold.
l,
half prlee.
2409-jHft
each. Phone
Room
FOR RENT Completely furnlshod fou'r Fe, New Mexico.
7,
tbreo rooms and private nam. sji
First National
He nk building,
Hotel.
room house; hard wood floors:
Korth
breeding doe
Areola WANTED Woman cook In small sana- FOIl SALE Twenty-on- e
FOlt PALE 1 lljT" Ford ton truck, worm
three bucks. 1913 South Hlslr.
modern rur heat. 1002 South Arno.
FOR RENT Four-rootorium; good wages to right party;
pooa mechanical
nished apartment with Sleeping porcn. iOH RENT Unfurnished, four rooms, must go home nights; enme ready for FOlt SALB- - Five teams and harness,
..live,
condition.
oo.
1411! South
MS South Edith, phone 1429-R- J
I'ost.jffn.p bnx y,i( Old Albuquer- Edith.
modern, with two larjje porches, (30 wnrk.
also six wagons. 1105 West Iron.
iue, or phono 1407-lor month, cm South Third
furnished
WANTED By American lady, position
RENT Rooms,
FOR
KOOF1NO
FOR SALE 1921 NVoTh
as housekeeper or housework, ,n small EXPERT guaranteed work, phone 1834-.f
tn ICiR RENT Four-roorsleeping porcn.
housekeeping,
trouse and sleeprun loss than 6,000 mllrs. with extras
would care for sick; must be FOR HALE
Fnuth Edllh.
'
ing porch, furnished.
614 family:
Inoulre
Ireakfost
table.
In pood condition;
Layette
nnd
to sell.
sanitary; can take full charge; referprleed
1800-J- ,
FOR RENT Three rooms and sleeping South Edith, phone 1405-Phone
Lend.
West
413
or, fill
1124 West ('entral, phone 979-.ence.
Phone 1604-porch, furnished, not ana com wmr, FOR RENT Four-roolirlck, modern.
DKANGKLIS,
pure milk, butter, cot-an- d FOR SALE Large assortment r.f
bath. Inquire 703 South Ilijrh.
iawn, shnde trees, in splendid nelah- tase cheese
buttermlik.
Phono
njohllo paints, vnrntshes nnd r,.lnr
FOR SALE Houmi
2413-JFOR RENT South half of double house: horhood. Phone 1784.
S"e B. F. Monahan, automobile
' ail neiween
painting,
FOR RENT Four
clean, cozy house.
unfurnish702 South Second;
FOR
Small
furSALE
FOR
SALE.
house,
also
Fine
Columbia
new;
Grafanola,
phone BS1-ed houses, TOd, 7011. 716, 717 (South
nd 4:20, at S15 South Killtn,
with records; will sell cheap. Apply FOR SALE At a sacrifle-e- . I17S- niture;
good as new. 107 Glrard.
thro.
FOR RENT One single, one larger beau Walter, $40 each. Phone 1630.
SALE House, three rooms and 207 North High,
seated roadster. In fine m.An.i,
nv FOR KENT Modern furnished cottage, FOR
aimraimeiui
rurntpnejl
tifully
FOR SALE Bicycle, coaster model, Abath, furnished. 1104 South Walter.
condition, "good tires, and tuhe..
n,,d
two rooms and glassed sleeping porch,
west noma, pnnnn ig"-- ".
water. 1211-l- ft
roll-top
desk. Inquire top, new battery and horn. unholsterlniF
condition, and
FOR SALE By owner, suburban home,
FOR RENT. Three rooms with bath. on enr line. 1222 South Edith.
S01 South Edith.
good shape.
four rooms and Bleeping porch, city 410 West Harrison.
noa FOR RENT 108
furnished for llKht nouseKeepmg.
South Arno.. seven water, fruit trees, grape arbor. Post- - FOR SALE A few
second-han- d
oil
rooms Bna nam, two-rooFouth First, inquire Savoy Hotel office.
basement. ,Lofflce ho 218, city.
stoves, cheap. The Exchange, 120 West FOR A GOOD used car come and see
none 1B28-or p. F. McCnnna,
FOR RENT Furnished apartment,- tour1111.
what we have and those we h.v. nt
Qld,
phone
SALE
OR
LEASE Completely
nvnurooms, modern; aiso iwo-iunFOR RENT Completely furnished, three FOR
seven for sale. Otlen Bulck Comnanv. Fifth ami
furnished house, strictly modern, five FOK SALE Six collie puppies,
room cottage, sleeping porch, near Uni- rooms
Kent with sleeping porcn. nui jNonn
Oold,
phone 1200.
weefts
Mann's
old, very reasonable.
and batli. two porches. 414 South
Second.
versity car line. Phone 1478-Fourth.
Dairy, phone 1H81-Two nice, clean rooms and FOR RENT Two-rooJFOH RENT
furnished house.
AUTO WHUCKINd CO.
Four-rootwo TYPEWRITERS, all mattes, lib and up. ALBUQUERQUE!
house,
for light
with sleeping porches; modern; 130 FOR SALE
sleeping porch, furnished
rew and used
3 per month.
Albuquerque Typewriter
modern; completely furnistred.
housekeeping. 821 South Walter, phone p.r month. Call at 70B East Banta Fe. or porches,
REPLACEMENT PARTS
611 Exchange, 128 South Fourth.
without
.
furniture;
right,
priced
J70-3In Stock
All Cnrst
LIST your vacant houses wun the City South Eighth. 1
FOR BATE Used tractors.
and ALL Darts tested for
four-roo- m
apart before leaving shim.
rl)EMIRAni.E furnished
Realty Co.. for prompt and efficient FOR SALE Furnished
with gang plows
Hardware
house,
electrical
Radiators,
narta. tone, bodies
ment, Klassefl-i- n
sleeping puiuu, f,.- 'ervlce 207 West Qnld. phone 687.
modern, highlands, close In, 83,500; tpartinent. J. Korber ft Company,
l!phts. .horns, Ignltton sets, springs, eto.
vato bath,
ion vosi hernial. fu
FOR RENT Two room house!
Adtwo small payment, balance like rent.
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot- Parts oarrfed for
22 makes nf car.. New
1018-w- .
..sleeping porches, modern and furnlsh-e- dress Owner, care Journal.
tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon axles, drive shafts, pinion and ring gears
Three-rooluinisneu
RKNT
413 South Broadway, phone 1H09-FOR
FOR SALE New adobe house with two lots. Rwayne's Dairy, phone 13Ki-earned lor all cars. Keep lis In mind.
water, lights;
apartment, with running..Call
FURNISHED
HOUSE
ot
outfour
on
corner
FOR
South
rooms,
full
lot:
size
323
SALE Pianos and player pianos; NEW MEXICO'S OLDEST WRECKING
porches,
wster and phone puld.
unipre-wsleeping
porch,
garage;
for
81,450;
HOUSa
opposite
106.
P
sale,.
buildings;
Oeo.
Phone
price
quick
values.
Fifth.
8
versity; 50 per month. 1820 Kast
West Central.
terms.
Loarnard Piano Co., 214 South Walter.
Phone 4S4.
Inquire 1824 North Seventh.
furnished apart
FOR RENT Two-rooWHEN
IN NEED OF
AN
four
a
FOR
INVESTMENT
SALE
without
HOOVER VACUUM CLEANpeer,
VB"
ment; not ana coiu
three-rooFOR
cotRENT
Two
,,,T
cozy
ER; used only six months; a bargain TIRES, rims, carburetors, springs, magcottages, all rented, all new and furreasonaDio.
rent
phone paid;
with Bleeping porches, furnished, nished, 81,500 a year Income; all for at 130. Write
netos generators, wheels, gear, axles,
tages
or call 220 North Mnple.
..
South Hronoway.
$2.-Room 7, First National Bank build- - 86,600.
Bank
7, Firet National
horns, accessories
Room
FOR
SALE Out-doflush closet, com- bearings
FOR RENT New aparimeni,
COME
TO PART8
building.
range,
plete; galvanized Iron stove pipe with WE HAVE SALVAGEDHEADQUARTERS.
hot and cold water, electric
TO DATE THE
four-rooitii..NT
it
Mudern
in
buck
no
house,
New
FOR
SALE
81S
children,
no
house,
of
feet
niceiy
safetly flue, fifty
alck;
pipe.
rnraee If desired;
FOLLOWINO MAKES OF CARS:
two screened South Walter.
furnished, six rooms, front and back "'University
Heights;
1007 West New York.
Bulck C24, C2B, X4i, D55( Cadlllao.
;
In.
owner
screened
furnished-close
porches;
highlands;
garage,
newly
porches,
PLUMBINO FIXT- Chalmera, Chandler, Chevrolet 490, FB.
FOR RENT One large ana one .uini"
Phone 1647-116 West EVERYTHING IN
going east; will sacrifice.
URES, and material. Pumps and well Raby Orand;
completely for
Dodge. Dnrt,
apsrtment. furnished
furnished Sliver, phone 477.
US FOR RENT New four-roopolntB. Thaxton Supply Co., Phone 472-Ford, Hup 20. H. K. N.i Maxwell, MitchApartments,
housekeeping. Crane H14.
ell Olds . Overland, every model; Saxon
house, two
porches, Just FOR 8ALHV New noniea oy owner; uns 1111 North Fourth.
sleeping
North Seventh, phone
4
one
1478-824
West Gold:
near
and 6; Studebaker 4 and (: Wlllys-Knlgh- t,
modern. Phone
ASBESTOS ROOF PAINT
FOR RUNT Three room muuern won decorated,
J10
116 North Maole; one four-moevery model.
University car line.
THB KIND that stands the hot. dry clifurnished tpariTneni, ain.nc.
terms. Call (21 West
If you don't ae your ear ta the. above
aauns oinjr, FOR RENT Three-roomate of the west, 1 per gallon. The
with North Maple;1949-house'
4ninln: disappearing Ben;
list
BOO So. Walter.
phone
remember,
Mannano Co., phone 18S4.J.
chicken house for two hundred chickena
alck preferred.
ppiy
WD ARE 8ALTAOTNO
T.ATB MODEL
modern cottage,
con
1205 West FOR SALE Three-roogarage, lights and water,
CARS EVERT DAY.
FOIl RKNT Furnished apartments,
on South Walter, completely furnished, FOR SALE Large assortment of autoIron, phone 400-mobile
colors.
and
varnishes
In addition to the largest stock of used
paints,
venient to sanaioi lunio,
830 month;
8375
balance
priced
down,
-- See
F. Monahan, automobile painting, psrts In the itnte, we carry a COMmodern below
jr OR RENT Nicely furnished
glassed-i- n
sleeping porcn.
value for quick Bale. Call 702 Jl.
South Seeond.
Phone 651-PLETE line of NEW gears, drive shafts,
Central car line. Call 1S21 East ContraM new stucco bungalow, large glassed at 701 market
East Santa Fe.
r wonu.
McMlinn
southeast exposure; gas
r"""
sleeping
porch,
VC1
BlaoH currents for malting axle shafts and general accessories, for
SALE
four-roomod- and hot water.
801 South Edith. FOR SALE By owner,
Call
at
wun
ev.ry
mioiieiiBentrooms,
'jar.
Two
lama.
Dies,
Jellies,
and
preserves
FOR RENT
ern house, two porches and built-i- n
OUR PRICES ARB TITH LOWES?.
n Ranch, phone 2417-Rfrom 6 to S
Seven- AN INVESTMENT!
OR HOME
ette, oatn, pnuuo nu o.
take a touring
will
features:
garage;
VIADUCT OARAGE,
1
12
to
lurnisneu,
to
and
room modern pressed brick residence, car In trade. Inquire at 809 South Cor morning,
nights.
private entrance; completely
800 SOUTH
SECOND.
CEDRO CANYON Firewood Co., firewood
modern, with gas. 1005 Forrester. Fnone In Fourth ward; built for a home: will noil. University Heights.
Largest
parts house In the state.
1379-also consider trade. Address Opportuni
direct from , Cedro canyon to user
practical sawed
by
FOR BALE Well-bui- lt
1002
care
Journal.'
ty,
In
or
stove
APARTMLN1S
and
split
fireplace
WASHINGTON
builder. $675 cash, or belt offer, buys
the WANTED7-T- 0
2400-JWANTED Position
soil the rurnlture or part
and glassed-i- n
porch. lengths; prompt delivery. Phone
every
modern apartment Eleotrlo and olty water. sleeping
not" of Albuquerque; electrlo
of It, eight-room SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushion
best
The
WANTED Housework by the day. Phone
bath,
nn p"
hot water heat; good Income from town for bealthssekers.
1822
house;
foot
cures
fallen
all
prevent
Palmer.
Insteps:
lipartmont
ana an
"'"c"' conveniences. apr.rtmentfl; reasonable rent; close in. South High phone 1768-troun les. si. p anter Arch uuooorts. Tnos.
Address M. II.. care Journal.
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central, WANTED washing and Ironing to take
thon 83. J. T. EAKIN, proprietor.
FOR SALE In south highlands, new
-home. Phone 1S04.
US
thiee-rooscreened
EFFECTO AUTO TOP and SEAT
two
large
CHANCES
cottage!
Miscellaneous In
WANTED
WANTED Work by the hour. Phone
built-i- n
dressing. Effeefo Auto Enamel. Vali
oak
floors
throughout,
porchei,
1343-after 6:80 p. m.
SrOR SALE
rooming house, well WANTED Ten' ions of loose alfullu.
real buy; very small pay- par. Valsnar Enamel on automobiles.
features;
. r.,rolhe,l. Crystal
Homestead CON ritACTINO,
Innulra 22SV4 South Second.
Paint.
Phone 1920-ment down, balance like rent. 701 East Plymouth Cottage
ditch dlBglng
Cement.
Sat
Floor
and
Roof
of
Paint.
all
Paint
kinds.
or
rooms,
Santa
Fe.
pool
698j
421outh Third.
phone
WANTED Household furniture of every
FOR (SALE Hotel, twenty
IsfactiOn assured. ThoB. F. Keleher Leath
HOUSE
kin
Phone) 944-BUY from owner and save commission; er
hall and bar;, good lease. 313 South
floor
cleaning;,
lawn
Phone 1057-Co., 408 West Central.
four-roowork. Call J. W. Lowe, polishing,
modern adobe house, in
First.
first
On
MONEY
phone 1430-good
WANTED
8 per cent loan
one
TO
FORCED
Columbia
Coal
SELL,
and
UrlCk miuaing
t.nD 'c.itP..Tain.Btflr
Wood.
Heights,
et
University
PROFESSIONAL KUKSE Will nurse In
mortgages. McMJIllon
Just finished, white atucoo, big .In United States' Loan andInvcstment
any case; charges reasonable. 213 East
lit Bout'h First; location food for any WANTED Dresser606and chiffonier, either avenue.
company, for 12,600. which has been Trnmhull.
basement, two nice porches, front and
kind of buainesa;
or
nak
3
South
Broadway.
one
Ivory.
or
Also
per
sixteen
months.
cash
running
fenced;
good garage,
WANTED
Restaurant; best location in TRANSFER and scavenfrer work done. back,
of
chamber-lik- e
Hy
experienced
don't fall to see this place before, cent loan In United Home Builders
maid: would'
iltyi a bargain. See McMIUlon and reaaonabla rates. E. A. uritlitn, Tii terms:
half days' work.
vou Buv a home: price win oe ngni. America for 13,000 which hae been run1B9S-Gold.
806
Phone
West
o
Wood,
Both should
monthe.
East Iron, phone 1870-Scott- - Rldenour, J16 North Broadway, ning twenty-twHotel. 315 MAX BARGAIN
mature soon. Box 83, Clovls, N. M.
KALSOMININO,
FOW SALE Albuquerque
cleaning
paper and
STORE, at 15 South phone 1658-Cafe, pool
McCormictf
ilx-foSouth First, Albuquerque.
cleaning ke.lsomlne.
John
Ooodson,
First, will nav the highest prices lor FOR BALE New frame, two. large rooms FOR SALE New
2194-room. lit) Boutn rirsu
phone
comand r and large sleeping porch; entirety
second-han- d
ihoei
mower; six foot alfalfa renovator,
your
clothing,
bualneaa furnlttre. Phone 168.
built-i- n Concord buggy
buckboard
money-makin- g
WHY
and
WB-HAVE A- -l
NOT
harness,
useful
and
(KINO 11ERT) for your wa
pleted with attractive
features to accommodate a family or and harness, breaking enrt, 3,000 p6und
cleaning and Janitor service:; I never
RUU CLEANERS
opportunities, eucn as
S
other
In
800
and
counter
scales,
finished
Call Hert, 697-scales,
11.25.
two:
garages
for
pound
BtIS
home
disappoint.
make a cozy
groceries,
Rugs Cleaned.
gasoline engine, two second- WAflmu t'osltion as nurse or com
"MATTRESSES
renovated. 12.60 and UP! enamel and dark oak with linoleum to
propoeitione mi M V.s
Q"'d- plow,
hand
bottom
Co..
turning
thres
wagons,
60x160
on
Decked.
completely
Brvio
lot;
a
and
furniture repaired
match;
Miss
panion: best of city references.
or 2035-- J.
plow, corn planter and tractor. Baker. 600 North Second,
fenced for poultry, with ditch water four-dls- o
Bedding Co., phones 618-phone 1156-out Apply Mann's Gardens.
Rooms
g WANTED
ff
Careful Kodak finishing. piped In for garden, andcoalcemented
WANTED
CAt.t,
IlITrriIVUr,M
.U.nlnff
work
and
poultry,
room, with
Unfurnished
Twice dally service. Remember, satis- buildings for . on
WANTED
Bionnius, tiour waxing, pnuii.- terms. Phone 1662-Send your finishing house. 11.760,
FOR RENT Office Rooms iok,""YnaiBuinining.
ana cnimney sweeping
Bleeping porch and private bath; near faction guaranteed.
or 1411 North Sixth.
Hsnoa
established
itim-a
firmvt
to
woo
reliable,
Phone
.ioa man, pnnne siisz-j- .
university.
'
Wnnnat. Master Photographers.
Two office rooms over
ft
RENT
(OH
Y
unfurnished
wants
on
LAD
ge
WANTEDj-PoelttWIDOW
middle-ag- ed
by
130 per month; light,
FOR SALE Poultry-Egg- s
north aide preferred; rent must
woman, experienced In drug salesman.
heat and water.
FOR RENT Ranches
...room,
Address Widow, care
.,nsnnablB.
ship, grocery ators or cashier. .Phone
WHITE DUCKS for Bale, 711 8. Broad- - FOR RENT Ofloe
ave1971-rooms, Central
FOR LEASE 120 acres of good mountain
Journal.
way.
Book Store, Kor- V ANTED,, POSITION
grailng and agricultural land: good FOR SALE Fifty 8. C, R, I. Bed laying bernue,anilabove Matson'sAuto
Painting, paper
Department.
Company.
"WANTED Real
grass and winter protection: good four-rooJ.
hanging and wall paper cleaning: free
hen a Fnone 1870-an gore per year. Call
estimate:
Phone
work
3 tFYoiTh.v'r
siness property for sale. al 120Thouse: 26o boulevard.
guaranteed.
and
WANTED
Houses
FOR SALE Thoroughbred rabbits
1Q74-412 Southern avenue.
Virginia
wwa
MUlnti
Mr)
820
Stanford, Heights
fryers.
THOROUGHLY
woman,
efficient
office
i. I WRITERS
nARiJAINa in s. c. R. REDS
five
experience In executive po.
TWENTY hens, fine layers, 12 each: LIST your
13.(0 and up.
Tri-TuT- l
property for sale or rent with sltlon, wlshea position In city that will
'Ah makes uverhaulef MATTRESS RENOVATING.
cock birds, (3 each. C. P. Hay,
four
loss than 1150 a month: satisnot
once.
E.
furJ.
pay
eervlca
real
furniture
estate:
good
rnr
;.
oleanlng,
repairing,
ma'
Rug
every
uinoons
23(1
ilrt
North Itlgh.
faction guaranteed.
(: n Ainu
61S-and interest takes.
Address Bos 100,
or 8 036-Ill West Sllvef. cart
lUfT iue
jypewriier mj niture packing. Phone
Journal,
Journal Want Ada Bring Result, phone 477.
J. us Boutg suurn ErvUa Bedding Compana,
I'Oon ;

rent

OPPORTUNITIES

GOOD VALUE
We have an especially good

Rentals,

22t West Gold Avcnne.

have a splendid house at
Santa Fe to trade for property
in this city.

;

A

apartments. Splendidly located,
owner occupies one apartment
and rents other two for J85.00
per month. This can be bought
for $5,600, partly furnished.
Bee us at once.
Phono 657.
"Our personal
attention to
every littlo detail."
Insurance,

We

T7"

J.

WE WILL GET YOU
AND 10
for amounts of $500.00 and over
secured by first mortgages on

Goodall

-l

f

AND

TRADE

cated on North Fourth street
with some shade and fruit
trees; also extra large lots.

ROBERTS-TURNE-

AND
BUS-

ADDITIQX

A few more good lots .to . be
had In Lincoln addition, lo

D,

CO,
IMiono 407.

fllOIfR

FOU RENT.
We have several good apartments and houses for rent in
all parts of the city.

Good

610.

218 West Gold.

'

MXCOLN

ROEHU

ROBERTS-TURNE- R

Good-size-

v

CHAS.

.H,

OX EAST CKNTRATj
new brick home.
A brand
floors throughout.
Hardwood
and sleeping
rooms
Four
Breakfast nook. All
porch.
n
features. Furkinds of built-id
basenace heat.
screened
ment. Large
porches
and can be bought
only
$5,250, on extra good terms.

M. D.

Praetor

Limited to
GISNITO - I'I5IARY 1INK.SE'3
AM) DISEASE?, OF THE SKIN
U overman
Lnlxixniure

CltfM-ti- s

In

Bnnlj ISIne.

c.,nnu.i..-

Phono

-

-

HSU.'

0. BAKES, M. D.

F.

Disposes of f bo Ere. Glasses Pitted
Offico removed to 114 N.
rl
at, Oround floor. Phono 842.
8ec-on-

CHIROPRACTORS

w,ws'

K. EfeCAILMKN,
10 and

4'hlrnpraatfe.
110
Armljo Building.

CARPENTERING
FOR ODD JOBS and contract
-

1875--

work, call

WILL LKTIMATis all or any part of
your work;
make a specialty of lathing
aiiitiKimar.
nf, 11. Cnnver, phone

I

24lfi-J-

aa

FLOOR

SANDING
We can resurface
your old floors and make them Ilk
new and make your new floors perrecu
Phone 2070. W.
LET me fUurw y..ur new house or re
pnlrs; reR..nib!e nrlcts: wirk irioiren
teed; estimates free. Call 17GS-B
E. Juhnsun. i,i John.
LET ME FinunE with you on new and
old houses; estimates guaranteed.
R.
H.
Caldwell.
Contractor and liullder,

phone

2359--

an"3
WE DO Oll)
'ijD carpentering
house building, reasonable ; ; Investigate
our low prices; etiojotes free.
Phone
2.196-J F. KluK-- n. 212
I WANT
yt'U to iriveetigMte my low prices
on any kind of a building proposition
you have In view. A. E. Palmer. Bungalow Builder. Box 41. rltv Ph"ne 1758--

v.

FOR SALE

Real Estate

FOR SALE Corner l"t. lowlunils. with
2.000 aduhes and tarago; price
700.
Phone 14.U-JL
FOR SALE At a bargain;
iven acres
mesa land, adjoining the University
Heights resident district; can bo sold for
ns much per one resident lotns present
owner asks per acre; any Investor can
double money on this proposition In two
or 1109-years. Innulrp, phone 1021--

FOR RENT
Kult RENT
FOlt RENT
Third.
FOlt RENT
Phono

Miscellaneous

I'.ur.lKO

Private garage,. 323 Suuth
Plane. excellent condition.

1S04-.-

1

FOR SALE OR TRADE
TO TRADE Team .if good
work horses for vara t lot; not particular as to iocntlon.
rhone 1658-310
See Scott
North Broadway.
ell
Rldenour.
n
re- - T-- o
Albuquerque-ffnniWANTED

PAII--

8I'A;B

To Taos (Read Down!
7:30 it. m.
Leave
10:30 a. m.
Arrive
12:30 u. m.
l.save
Leave
12:30 p. m.
6 Mi) p. m.
Arrive.
To A.huqurnuo (Read l'p)
Albuquerque ...Arrive... 7:00 p. m.
Santa Fe.,
Leave... 4:00 p.m.'"
Santa Fe
Arrive. ..13:46 p.m.
Espani.la .... ..Arrive. ,1 1 :1K a. m.
Taos
Leave... 7 30 a. m.
FARE TO SANTA FE, S4.B0
TO TAOS,

in.r.o.

Rlngltntv
Albuquerque Headquarters
Brothers' cigar "tore, 810 West Central
Aver . Phone 1100.
Santa Fe Headquarters Bank Confee
tlnnery. Phone fit.

TIME CARDS

Em
mm4
HV Li3

Dallr.
Summer fur, on North Fourth.
Arrive.
Depart.
Train.
return to
No. 1 The Scout.... 1:80 pra 1:1(1 pm
Dairy;
reward.
North Elm, phone 1841-No. I Calif. Limited. ln:30. em 11:00 am
No. 7 Fargo Fast. .10:50 am 11:20 am
LOST Jowolled
Sigma Chi Fraternity
The Navajo.. li SS am 1:11 tun
nln. set with pearls, in form of a white
No,
SOUTHBOUND.
cross; return to 806 North Arno: reward.
10:10 pm
Nr..
FOR
SALE
oil
Ranches
IIEI Paao Exp
etrueta of Old
LOST In plaza or
11:11 am
No. 17 El Paso Exp
ono
afternoon,
Sunday
Albuquerque,
Roberts-turne- r
21s wesi
company,
EASTP3TJKD.
black leather hand bag or vanity box,
Gold, have established a special land No. 1 The
1:10 pm 1:41 ptn
Navajo..
contained wrist watch, engraved "Annie," department.
No. 4 Calif. Limited. i.OO pm 1:40 pna
metal pencil with same marking. A., T. FOR SALE We have some splendid No. I B. F.
Eight.. 1:26 pm 1:11 pm
fl. F. pass In favor "Annie F. snow.
1:11 am
Rob.
in
suourDan
No. 10 The Scout.... t:20 I
ranches.
propositions
some chnnge ana other small arucie.
SCUT 3.
Company
rsou
reward for return to W. II. Osborn, A., RANCH Look at this, must be sold on Ko. is From El Paso 1:16 pna
T. & S. F. Ry, station.
account failing health;
house, No. 10 From El Paso 7:01 am
No, II
No, 10 oonnecta at Telen
garage, barn. Implements, with or wtth- 01
Feoe Vat- - Koauv 1 City
acrea alfalfa, fruits f.
stock; twenty-tw- o
FOR RENT Storeroom
an Kinas; two miles from city. Phone C
O'lit
at- Telj
wltB Hx n
FOR RENT Part of store on Central. owner, 8417-Ror
Ko. 81 ornneotPostoffice box
Address 191, Old Albuquerque, 4.N. M.
between First and Second.
from Clovls and points aae.- and B03th
T. M . care Journal.
FOR RENT Building at 41 J West Cop-B.
per; suitable for garage. Inquire H.
Sherman, at First Savlnga Bank and
v
Trust Company, phone I.
FOR RENT Store room and'oallar, 23
109
South First.
by 60 feet the rear of
rA
accessible by alley from Second street.
Fred
avenues.
Luthy.
Oold and Central
at Cltlxens National bank.
On North Thirteenth Street, five room frame, basement,
WILL arrange to suit tenant a 25x100
Areola heat. Built in features. Oak floor. A well built
foot brick building: good condition;
reasonable
opposite Santa Fe shops:
home, In good location.
terma. See or write U Heywan. 10J
V. M.
N etb First. Alh'iwrqw
LOST

at Matthews'

WESTBCUN."

NEW HOME

WELL CONTRACTOR
WELLS D1ULLED, driven and repaired,
J. F Wnlklnf.
pumps, tanks, towera
423 West Marble, phone 1(51-W- .

Journal

.Want Ads Bring Results,

.WILLIAM J. LEVERETT, Realtor
riiono

I

110,

7

jL

223 West Gold.

,
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THE STORY
A

'
(

I

real special sale

Bj

on Cantaloupes

today.
They were to leave IesHla Park, New Mexico, last
ing by express. Due here this morning.
They are standard size not the small pony size.

even- -

A

g

MANHOOD

B

PRANK

SCHOOLBOY

--

-- o-

BECAME

A H.

S.

OBSESSION; HAPPY END

I

III

TOP"; HOW D.G.
bo-

--

MELON DAY

I

OF "OLD

August 10, 1922.

E

CATTLE SHIPPED

PLAY

10-1-

1

0

or forty them to .remind me of my dear
One day, thirty-fiv- e
teacher. I also enclose receipt
years ago. when the present im- old the
Romp Over Bob
top and string, duly sworn. Laddies
was a little for
maculate
Strong
Harry
cents
v
Sincerely,
With
10 to 1 Score
handThe express on these melons Is a little over 2
Cats
a
his
for
sleeve
boy
using
ex- One of Your Boys,
B
each, fo you may know this is the best bargain you may
kerchief when his mother didn't
O.
HARRY
in Junior League; 'AthSTRONG.
pect this season on as splendid melons as grow anywhere.
see him, he had in hla pocket a
Affidavit for Protection.
letes Forfeit to Browns.
Mr. Strong enclosed an affidavit
battered top. He filed into the
school house with the other boys, as follows:
Phone 28
Another tie game in the Senior
and the temptation to admire his State of New Mexico, County of
CASH

The Price Today is Only

jI

STORE,;

WARD'S

Orders Delivered for 10c

508 West Central.

Theater

I

5c Each.

lTi

cherished

ill IE
Wh(

-

NOW SHOWING

ijK0

J

Directed fy

..

A mystery romance of the range
ALSO AL ST. JOHN

L(k

AIN'T

toy

became

so stfrong

that Harry sneaked it out of his
pocket behind his big "Jogafy."
The top got away from him and
went rolling away across the floor
with a great clatter and an accompaniment of titters from the

IN

GREAT

REGULAR ADMISSION PRICES

youngsters.
"Bring me that top, Harry," said
C. E. Hodgln,
the teacher, and
within a few seconds the wonderful top and its Btrlng disappeared
under the upraised top of teacher's
desk. That was the last time
Harry Strong saw it until his own
boy had grown up through the
top stage, the marble stage, the
"puppy love" stage, and had returned from overseas service with
the army; not until, indeed, Harry
Strong had grandchildren older
than he himself was on the fateful
day when the tragedy occurred.
Never Forgot the Top.
But Harry Strong never forgot
that top. He asked for it every
time he saw Teacher Hodgin. He
He
asked for it in Albuquerque.
asked for it in Los Angeles. Ho
asked for it in church. He asked
for it at social affairs. He asked
for it in picture shows. And finally, on Tuesday, August 8, 1322, he
got It hack.
Teacher Hodgin in the meantime
became the venerable iand respected Dean Hodgin, vice president of
the state university of New Mexico.
Strong became a prominent merchant and town builder. But when
thev met they did not talk of edu
cational matters or of the furniture
business. A top was the subjectof conversation, and it was lnvarlnlilv introduced bv Strong.
A fow weeks ago some promi
nent npnnle who knew Hodgtn
"Do
met Strong at the Htatlon.
you know Dean Hodgin. tney
answered
"Yes."
Strong.
asked.
"He's the man who took my top
few
a
And
in
days
me."
from
away
the top came back, by mail, acwarm
personal
companied by a
note.
The two men have the strongest
affection for each other. Each
takes pride in the other's success.
The top's disapparance did not
cool their friendship, but, never-th- t
less, it was always asked for
onri nlwnvs refused.
Here's a copy of Dean Hodgin'a
note to Strong:
August 7, 1922.
Mr. Harry O. Strong,
Honored Citizen,
Business Magnate,
Big Man,
Once Little Boy:
I return your top. taken from
odd
you in school some thirty
forward
years ago. Will you please
receipt in full for top and string,in
so that I may have protection
future vears. And when you find
,on trains
my friends at the station
them that I
going through, to tell
Now
took your top away from you!
inform them that 1 ao not uwo
a top!
Yours sincerely.
That Old Teacher. a
picture of
(Here was pasted
Dean Hodgin as ho looked thirty-fivyears ago).
'
Hursts into Verse.
The following poem accompanied
the letter:
Oh, Harry Strong,
You did do wrong,
To spin your wooden top
In time of school,
Against the rule;
And so your top did stop.

Bernalillo, ss.
Albuquerque, N. M.. Aug. 8, 1922.
Harry O. Strong, being first duly
sworn, deposes and says, that
some thirty or more years ago he
was a pupil in the school of Irof.
C. K. Hodgin: that the said teacher did forcefully take from the
said Harry O. Strong one top and
string, but that the said Hodgin
has this day returned Joth the top
and ptrlng, thus righting the terrible wrong and freeing himself
from being "boned" for the lost
top.
HARRY O. STRONG.
(Signed)
Subscribed and sworn to before
me this eighth day of August A.
D., 1922.

league. High School, 10; Duke City
Whites, 10. It was more of a slugging match than a game. No home
runs, but three
by
Nuanos and Jones for the Whites,
and Romero for the Highs. The
Whites had only seven mien, The
game will be played off later.
Today, St. Mary's play the
Browns.
Junior League.
Bob Cats dropped a game to the
Highland Laddies by 10-- 1 score.
lt
Bustos pitched a
game for
the Laddies, while Dotson, of the
Bob Cats, allowed only one hit.
Batteries: Bob Cats Dotson
and Mackey; Highland Laddies
Bustos and Baca.
Today, Pirates play the White
three-bagger-

s,

no-h-

F. GIONOTTI,
Notary Public.
My' commission expires April 15, Sox.

1925.

Pigmy League.
When asked If he could spin the
Athletes forfeited to the Barelas
all
had
flown,
the
Browns. Athletes are reorganizing
years
top, after
Strong replied, "Of course I can." their team and will be in shape for
the Barelas Tigers on Friday.
And he did it.
No game today.
STANDINGS.
Senior League.
Pet.
W.
L,
9
2
.818
Browns
3
8
St. Mary
.727
7
3
.700
High School

s

i

Cattle from many of the drouth
stricken sections of the Manfcino
national forest and adjacent territory are being shipped to north
Texas ranges, according to K. C.
o
Karchner, supervisor of the
national forest, who returntwo
week
ed yesterday from a
survey of the general situation ort
the Manzano forest.
"The excessive drouth Is working a great hardship on many
Karchner
growers,"
Supervisor
reported, "and most of the growers who can afford it are shipping their cattle to better range
in the hope of saving them."
The cattle are being shipped to
the Texas ranges which were
practically denuded in 1918 when
the drouth forced the owners to
ship their cattle to the New Mexico grazing lands which were in
good condition at that time. Since
that shipment, the north Texas
ranges have not boon restocked
to any great extent rind the range
feed there is now reported to be
in fairly good condition.
Some sections of range land in
the Manzano forest have had
slight rains, but not enough to relieve the situation and the forest
fire danger is not yet over, several extra guards still, being

MAKE

TO

H

TinilUos

6

r

Firefighters

PEACE PROPOSAL

Duke City Whites. . 4
2
lied Pox
New Mex. Yankees. 2
Junior League.
W.
Highland Laddies.. 13
S. A. TVs

11

Independent State Commit- Barelas White Sox. 4
2
tee In Meeting Here De- Pirates
0
Bob Cats
cides to Wait Overtures
Pigmy League.
W.
From the Parent Party. Barelas
9

6

.54 5
.500
.364
.286
.250

L.

Pet

5
5
7

5.

4
3
5
2

.867
.733
.571
.286
.000

L.

Pet.

2

'.I

J..WM".'''

HIGHEST

CLASS

IN

EVERY

WAY

Man-zan-

H0LT-F0R-SENAT-

CLUB BEING
IN

HOW FAR CAN A WIFE
to help her husband In business?
And If he proves unworthy of
her love how far Can she go to
find happiness?
See tho glisten of wealth and
heauty In New York's Fashion
Belt!

G- O-

A

'

noma net? Stamped

the Purple

unci

Soul

liiic.

with
of Luxury

See the thrilling bandit raid on
tho Mexican Borderl
See the great love scene In the
lost forest I

v

0. P. TEN

".

LAST TIME TODAY

TO NORTH TEXAS

YESTERDAY

i'WWIIW'1

THEATRE

WE

0

ill .mm UJ.WWH.JI

FORMED

'

THIS COMMUNITY

A

club ia being organized in Bernalillo county
under the direction
of L. W.
Galles, a lifelong friend of Mr.
Holt and a resident of this city.
Mr. Galles said yesterday that lie
expected to have 1,000 members
signed within a short time. A
meeting will be held at 8 o'clock
tonight in the Chamber of Commerce for tho purpose of making
a permanent
Mr.
organization.
Galles said last night that he is
meeting with much encouragement
in his plan to form a Holt club.

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

PATHE REVIEW and CURRENT EVENTS
REGVLAIt

PRICES.

wmi.

;

y

??&&tfFZ

1
.900
Tigers
3
8
.727
Barelas Browns
The Independent republican state Athletes
7
3
.300
The Glldersleeve Electric Co,
central
a
at
committee,
meeting
CONTINUOUS 1 TO 11 p. M.
211 East Central. Phone 797-held here yesterday, passed a resoto
lution authorizing their party
Just unloaded car high grade
await for ten days overtures from
garbage cans, all sizes 'and kinds.
on special sale.
Now
See them
the regular republican state centoday. J. Korber & Co.
tral committee or leaders of that
C.
party before proceeding with furDR. FRANK fj. MacCRACKKN,
ther plans for the coming state
DK. DAISY B. MaeCKACIi.E.1,
election.
A
life
Osteopathic Physicians.
The resolution stated that length
demonstration of
saving by
25,000 people in tho
of time would bo given the regular Capt. Robert E. Roachp, of the K. P Building. Phone Office S0-'
Residence B9-republicans "if they desire to con- American Red Cross, will be staged
fer for the purpose of settling the here at tho Y. M. C. A. pool on next
differences between the two par- Monday under the auspices of the BITTNER
that cost v
M
HOUSE ROOMS A picture
ties." Asked what these differences local Red Cross chapter. Capt.
lU
South
lirst. Pboue
$3,000,000.
loaders replied: Koache is sent out by the southare, indepandent
J :
"Everybody knows what they are." western division of tho Red Cross
40
lionsnoosedon
Max Gutierrez of Albuquerque, at Denver.
help654
chairman of the Independent state
The demonstration will 'be free
1
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Coal Supn.lv Co. Phone 4 and 5.
Wyly Parsons, clerk of the federal court, and Mrs. Parsons, nn l
United
Albert Clancy, assistant
States attorney, were here yesterFe.
from
Santa
day
(Special Corrrsponrlenre to The Journal.)
Frank K. Andrews, supervisor
Santa Fe, Aug. .9. Dry land
of the national forest, was in the crops are
failing, rang is drying
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Buffering and Irrigation
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weather
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expects
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tho Central
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FRANK TROTTER

FOGG, The Jeweler
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KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS AND
PYTHIAN SISTERS
ATTENTION

RENT A CAR

1.100-W-

Guys Transfer and
Storage

Let Us Send a Man
To replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
I'bone 421. 423 North First.

--

one-ha-

Dr. H. E. Kimble

Cars Will Leave

phone 305.

GALLUP LUMP COAL
CERRILLOS LUMP COAL
CERRILLOS EGG COAL

Dancing Tonight
AT COLLEGE INN
Music By

GYPSY
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(Every Tuesday and Thursday
Nlght.1

KINDLING
Big

Order a Load of Factory Wood
Truck Load Four Dollars

HAHN COAL COMPANY
Phone 91

,

'

a.m.

Bring your roofing
troubles to Raabe &
Mauger's, or

For Couples Only
DYERS AND HATTERS
RUG CLEANING
Phone 453. Cor. flth and Gold

of P. Hall at

i

651-W-
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under proper condition!
a healthy herd is good, clarification
makes milk better, clarification plus pasteurization makes the best milk of all.
For hot weather dessert SHERBET is best of all.

ANY

milk produced

ALBUQUERQUE

DAIRY ASSOCIATION

'

Phone S51

North Second.

